Supporting Those Who Protect Us All™
Federal Resources provides response, and special mission based
solutions for the Department of Defense, State & Local Agencies,
First Responders, Navy Fleet and Commercial Marine organizations.
Founded in 1986, Federal Resources provides mission critical solutions for
military personnel and first responders. Utilizing our knowledge of innovative
technology, best business procurement practices, and a team of consummate
professionals, we go beyond the simple sales cycle by providing our
customers total life cycle solutions. Working with customers from
generation of requirement to decommissioning, and technical refreshment,
we encompass all areas of life cycle management. The integrity of the
Federal Resources brand, quality of our solutions, and our dedication to
provide outstanding service makes us a cut above the rest.

+ Contract Services
+ Program Management
+ Procurement
+ Integrated Solutions
+ Logistics / Warehousing
+ Asset Management
+ Training / POI
+ Technical Services

Specialized Markets
Federal Resources knows your team’s mission is like no other. Serving
the vast global military, and government markets, Federal Resources
delivers comprehensive, mission-based solutions suited to facing today’s
critical defense developments and challenges. Partnering with leading
manufacturers, and utilizing advanced proprietary technology paired
with a skilled corps of training professionals, and subject matter experts,
Federal Resources delivers success, one solution at a time, quickly and
affordably.
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MANAGING CBRNE EQUIPMENT
JUST GOT EASIER.
Maintenance and repair management, technical
support, and knowledge specifically for the CBRNE
and HazMat response community.
+ Web-based instrument
maintenance manager
+ Easy-to-use single platform
interface
+ Track & support equipment and
personnel

Your go-to place for technical support,
repairs, and the information, and training
materials you need to keep your equipment—
and your operators—in peak condition.

Discover more »

readitrak.com
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INDEFINITE DELIVERY / INDEFINITE QUANTITY
Federal Resources holds several Indefinite Delivery / Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts for easy procurement
requirements from equipment to training.

GSA ADVANTAGE

FEDMALL

DLA E-CAT

Schedule 70 | Schedule 84

DoD Online Marketplace

Electronic Cataloging

Federal Resources represents
many of the industry’s leading
manufacturers through our GSA
Schedules and allow us to offer
great prices on off-the-shelf
products to match your specs. We
have the expertise to recommend
the ideal equipment or mix of
products for your situation.

FedMall is a web-based online
ordering platform providing a fullservice e-commerce site to find and
acquire off-the-shelf, finished goods
and services for DoD and other
state and federal agencies. Log onto
FED MALL at http://www.dla.mil/
Info/FedMall/ to register.

Schedule 70
IT / Networking & Communications
Equipment
Contract #: GS-35F-031DA
Contract End: October 23, 2020

NASA SEWP V

DLA’s E-CAT is an easy-access
online ordering, distribution and
payment system providing DoD and
other federal customers access to
the commercial catalogs of multiple
manufacturer and distributor
networks featuring equipment at
discounted prices. This automated
system facilitates procurements of
any size – from bandages and other
supplies to large-scale solutions like
build-outs for Intense Care Units.

Schedule 84
CBRNE Detection and Protection
Equipment
Contract #: GS-07F-9287S
Contract End: June 30, 2021

Enterprise-Wide Procurement
Solutions for Enterprise-Wide
Procurement (SEWP, pronounced
‘soup’), is a multi-award
Government-Wide Acquisition
Contract (GWAC) vehicle focused
on commercial IT products and
product based services. With over
140 pre-competed Prime Contract
Holders, SEWP offers a wide
range of commercial advanced
technology including tablets,
desktops and servers; IT peripherals;
network equipment; storage
systems; security tools; software
products; cloud based services;
telecommunications; Health IT;
sensors; video conferencing systems
and other IT, Communication and
Audio-Visual products. Product
based Services such as installation,
training, maintenance and warranty
and a full range of product based
services are also available through
SEWP.
Contract #: NNG15SD52B
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Contract #: SPE2DH-14-D-8221
Supplier ID: 900100542

DOI IBC
Field Communications
The IBC IDIQ contract is available
for use by DOI and other federal
agencies including the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS),
Department of Justice (DOJ),
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA), Department of
Defense (DOD), and the Department
of Energy (DOE). This contract
provides a turn-key solution for a
variety of field communications
hardware and software products,
such as multiband radios, as well
as communication solutions for
aviation and maritime.

DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA)
TAILORED LOGISTICS SUPPORT
PROGRAMS (TLSP)
Federal Resources offers access to a multitude of products through the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Tailored
Logistics Support Programs (TLSP). A Prime Vendor on both the Special Operational Equipment (SOE) contract
and the Fire & Emergency Services Equipment (F&ESE) contract, Federal Resources is positioned to support your
requirements quickly, efficiently, and within budget.

SCOPE

Contract #: SPE8EJ-21-D-0021

+
+
+
+

Tactical Equipment
Dive Equipment
Tactical Communications
EOD Equipment

Ceiling: $33B (Bridge) | Term: 10 yr

+
+
+
+

Life Saving Products
Expeditionary Equipment
Weapons Accessories
Mobile Systems

FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES EQUIPMENT
Ceiling: $985M | Term: 5 yr

Contract #: SPE8EH-19-D-0014

SCOPE

SPECIAL OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT

+
+
+
+

Respiratory Equipment
Medical Supplies
EMS Equipment
Chem Bio Detection

+
+
+
+

Turn Out Gear
Personal Protective Equip.
Communications
Response Tools

TAILORED LOGISTICS SUPPORT PROGRAM PROCESS

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Become Authorized
DLA TLSP Customer

Market Research

Solicitation

Vendor Fulfillment

A. Review your
requirements with FR
DLA Support Team
(FRST).

A. Submit DLA Solicitation
sheet to DLA Customer
Support Representative.

A. TLSP Vendor
awarded contract.

A. Register w/ DLA TLSP at
frsoe.com or frfes.com
B. Provide DLA TLSP
Financial Point of
Contact (FOPOC)
C. Review Customer
Package supplied by
DLA within 24-48 hrs.

B. FRST provide product &
service options to meet
your requirements.
C. FRST works with vendors
for best possible pricing
on requirement.

Market Research authorized
by DLA TLSP

B. DLA submits requests to
TLSP Vendors. Vendors
respond within 72 hours.

B. TLSP Vendor notifies
customer of award
and any product info
regarding order.

C. If alternates are
suggested, package is
provided for customer
review.

C. Fielding, training, and
service are delivered
in accordance with
customer requirement.

D. LPTA is awarded to
lowest priced vendor.

Products in this catalog may be export restricted by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) or
Export Administration Regulations (EAR). Please notify your FR sales representative if you intend to purchase
products to be used outside of the US.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM/CONTRACTS
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CAPABILITIES
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

INTEGRATED KITTING SOLUTIONS
Ruggedized Custom Kitting and Large-Scale Deployment Kits
Federal Resources offers customized kitting solutions for
any mission of any size from smaller military-standard rapid
deployment kits to larger scale base camp kit solutions. Teaming
with multiple partners, and Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs), Federal Resources can design the solutions you need for
a successful mission.
Smaller Rapid Deployment Charge (RDC) Kits can be customized
with any handheld electronic device, and fitted with an in-case
charging system for easy equipment charging ensuring your
equipment is ready when you are. The RDC kits come in a mil-std
hard-shell case with custom cut foam to easily store, and identify
your equipment when needed.

HOW IT WORKS
Work with an FR Representative to review
your required equipment needs

FR Representative works with CAD Engineers
and trusted partners to design kitted solution

Kitted solution then carries all required
equipment under one FR part number

Place order for single part number

Larger kitting solutions for platoons, squads or base camps
are also available for your mission requirements. Utilizing
CAD drawings, our engineers work closely with your team
to maximize space to make the final kitting solution easy
to identify, and operate when needed.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
8
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CAPABILITIES
SPECIALIZED TRAINING

FEDERAL RESOURCES HAS
TRAINED 150,000+ STUDENTS IN
50 STATES AND 31 COUNTRIES
CBRNe

FIRE/HAZMAT

+ Pro Board Certified HazMat
Awareness, Operations, Technician
+ Custom Scenario
+ Chemical Agents and Toxic Industrial
Chemicals
+ Radiological Material
+ Biological Agents
+ Patient Decontamination
+ Sub-Terranean

+ HazMatIQ: In-person or Virtual
+ HazMatIQ Tactics: Hands-On
+ Pro Board Certified HazMat
Awareness, Operations, Technician

LAW ENFORCEMENT

+ Homemade Explosives
+ IED Electronic Defeat

+ DrugIQ: Identification , Sampling, &
Testing Methods
+ LabIQ: Modern Day Threats to LE & Fire
+ Interdiction Training
+ Patrol and Task Force Officer Training
+ Building the Case: Investigation
Training

C4ISR

TACTICAL

+ New Equipment Integration

+ Tactical Operations
+ Covert Entry
+ Advanced Tactics

EOD

NEW EQUIPMENT • SUSTAINMENT • TACTICS, TECHNIQUES &
PROCEDURES • FULL MISSION PROFILE • CUSTOMIZED
More training solutions available.
Contact Federal Resources Training to discuss the training solution best for you.

WWW.FEDERALRESOURCES.COM/TRAINING-EXPERTISE/

CAPABILITIES
FR TECHNICAL SERVICES

A new standard of technical support, service and
training for the CBRNE responder community.
FR Technical Services Group At A Glance

40%

Require off-site
repairs.

60%

Warranty issues
or repairs resolved
over the web or
telephone.

Reduce Downtime
Up To 60%
Increased efficiency is
our key to delivering
cost-effective customer
support.

CBRNE equipment sustainment and repair
services to the U.S. Federal Government,
state, and local organizations.

• Founded in 1986
• Small business
• Offices across the
US.

Customized technical and tactical CBRNE
training, delivered world-wide.
• ISO 9001:2008
Certified

Critical Infrastructure Protection.

• Radioactive
Materials License
Analytical support services for both
government and commercial customers.

• Experienced
Scientific Staff

CBRNE Capability Sustainment:
Maintenance Management

CBRNE Capability Sustainment:
Training

CBRNE Instrument Maintenance
& Repair Management

• CBRNE instrument sustainment
and repair services.

• Customized Training
Combine course modules.

• 24/7 cloud-based application

• 24/7 CBRNE SME Tech Support

• Convenience and Flexibility
Schedule training at any location.

• Multiple Repair Facilities

• ReadiTrak™ Web-based Service
platform connects OEMs,
responders and service providers.

• Guaranteed Expertise
Our trainers are degreed scientists
with practical, civilian analytical
experience and/or military field
experience with a wide range of
CBRNE instruments.

Critical Infrastructure Protection

Analytical Support

• Maximize protection effectiveness
and reliability.

• Environmental Services
» Facility Emissions Testing
» Contaminated Soil Analysis
» Contaminated Water Analysis

• Customized technical CBRNE
training, delivered worldwide.

• Minimize the total life cycle cost.
• Maximize efficiency of incident
response, law enforcement and
site remediation.

• Trouble ticket, maintenance and
life-cycle management
• Comprehensive reporting
• Extensive knowledge base
• Round-the-clock access to CBRNE
instrument specialists
• Advanced multilayer security
• No software to install or maintain

• Instrument Repair

• Minimize potential casualties,
damage, and the spread of
contamination.
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Save money.

Save time.

Guarantee readiness.

CAPABILITIES
LOGISTICS

+ E
 xperience in creating and fielding
equipment sets, kits, and outfits to
customers both CONUS and OCONUS
+ Complex packaging, marking, and
shipping requirements of the Military and
DoD system
+ 4
 warehousing and service center
locations nationwide with over 100,000
sq. ft. of prime distribution facilities
+ FASTER DELIVERY SCHEDULES
Mature relationships with key
manufacturers and suppliers.
+ L
 OW DELIVERY COSTS
Strong relationships with local, national,
and worldwide shippers.
+ T
 OTAL LOGISTICS INTEGRATION
From equipment acquisition to end-point
fielding.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

800.892.1099
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EVENTSECURITY
Top Level Security Solutions Beyond Procurement

WE KNOW HOW TO
SECURE YOUR NEXT
EVENT.

Employee Experience
» EOD Room Clearing
» Personal Security Detail
» Chemical and Explosive Detection

Federal Resources provides highly technical safety
and security solutions and training for explosive
and chemical threats to federal, state, and local
governments as well as subject expertise to allow on-site
troubleshooting to security professionals.

» HazMat Team Training

Offering not only top of the line equipment solutions
for all modern day threats, Federal Resources offers
the expertise and experience from professionals that
have worked major events. Inside arenas to outer
perimeters, Federal Resources offers the solutions
needed for VIP and public security.

» National Conventions

» CST Team Coordination
» Equipment Operation / Maintenance
» Communications
» Super Bowls
» DC 4th of July Celebration
» 2016 Presidential Inauguration
» HBO Concert For Valor (DC Mall - 2014)

Your security should expand beyond the event floor.
Federal Resources offers a suite of solutions from the inner circle to the outer rims of all events. Touching
solutions from building interiors, parking garages, security check-points, adjacent warehouses, and more,
if there is a chance for a threat, Federal Resources has the solution to detect, identify, and displace. Our
trusted experts can assist in training critical staff as well as be on standby to provide reachback support and
equipment repair.
You’re looking out for everyone else. Let us look out for you.

12
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FRSECURITY SOLUTIONS
Attendee / Personnel Screening

Handheld Detection Equipment

Communications

Networking

Drone Denial

On-Site Equipment Maintenance

Explosive Ordnance
Disposal / Detection

On-Site Staff Training

Fire / HazMat Solutions

Personnel Tracking

Fixed Air Monitoring

X-Ray Systems
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

800.892.1099
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CBRNe
Equipment Solutions for Chemical,
Biological, Nuclear, and Explosives
Detection and Protection.
14
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GEMINITM
The rugged, and compact Gemini instrument is designed for the demanding
requirements of elite military forces, hazmat teams, and tactical operations; helping
users execute their mission as quickly, and safely as possible with accurate data.
Raman and FTIR are highly specific and reliable identification methods, each with
strengths and limitations. By integrating both into a single analyzer, operators
harness the power of each technology while enabling a broader range of chemical
identification.

TRUDEFENDERTM FTX
When faced with an unknown chemical threat, every second matters. Fast, accurate
identification of potential explosives or hazardous materials is key to ensuring the
safety of hazmat teams and other first responders, as well as the community.
Thermo Scientific™ TruDefender™ FTX handheld chemical identification analyzers
enable effective incident response, providing fast, actionable information to mitigate
potential threats. Based on FTIR spectroscopy, TruDefenderTM FTX provides easy
sampling of solid and liquid chemicals in the field using the self-contained anvil
sampling head.

FIRSTDEFENDERTM RMX
The Thermo Scientific FirstDefender® RMX unit is the next generation Raman
instrument for rapid, accurate identification of unknown chemicals including
explosives, narcotics, toxic industrial chemicals, precursors and more. Designed
for flexible use modes, the FirstDefender® RMX device can be used as a handheld
instrument with the fixed probe, through an integrated vial mode, or mounted to
select tactical robots via an integration kit.
Building on the award-winning, field proven FirstDefender, significant improvements
have been made in speed and performance, delivering exceptional chemical
identification capability for a range of response scenarios.

TRUNARC
The global drug problem is increasing, with trafficking of meth, cocaine, ecstasy,
heroin, and emerging threats like dibutylone, fentanyl, U-47700, and W-18 impacting
communities worldwide. Law enforcement officials need to quickly identify
suspected narcotics in the field to help keep drugs, and drug dealers, off the streets.
Now with the expanded v1.6 library, the Thermo ScientificTM TruNarcTM Handheld
Narcotics Analyzer enables officers, customs, border control and other personnel to
scan more than 370 suspected illicit substances in a single, definitive test.

16
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RADEYE FAMILY
Handheld detection for any scenario
With the RadEye Product Family, Thermo Fisher Scientific offers
a wide range of advanced handheld instruments for radiation
detection, gamma dose rate measurements and area monitoring.
+ Lightweight instruments, starting from 160 g
+ Simple and intuitive user interface
+ Easily configured for specific tasks
+ Rugged and reliable
+ Large graphic display
RadEye GF-Ex (Intrinsically Safe Rad Detector)......... 425067470
RadEye B20 (Multi-Purpose Survey Meter).........................4250685
RadEye B20-ER (Multi-Purpose Survey Meter)............ 425068510
RadEye PRD4 (Personal Radiation Detector)................425067126
RadEye PRD4-ER4 (Personal Radiation Detector)...... 425067127
RadEye SPRD (Radiation Detector).........................................4250810
RadEye SPRD-ER (Radiation Detector)............................425082541
RadEye SPRD-GN (Radiation Detector)................................. 4250812

1064DEFENDER RAMAN ANALYZER
Perform narcotics identification and chemical identification safely and quickly with the
Thermo Scientific 1064Defender Raman Analyzer. The handheld 1064Defender analyzer is
a truly flexible tool to meet your agency’s chemical identification needs. By offering user
configurable scan profiles and libraries, the 1064Defender Raman Analyzer removes the guess
work and provides definitive results for confident and efficient decision making.

RIIDEYE™ X
Whether you are evaluating water or soil sample or searching for materials
that could make a dirty bomb, it’s critical to know the exact isotope of the
radioactive material in order to assess the potential threat and quickly initiate
a plan of action. The Thermo Scientific™ RIIDEye™ X Handheld Radioisotope
Identifiers, with patented Quadratic Compression Conversion (QCC)
technology, are well suited to support users from homeland security operations
to contamination monitoring and remediation, with the industry’s fastest, most
accurate and easy to use RIID.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

800.892.1099
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LCD 3.3 SOLID LIQUID ADAPTER (SLA)
SLA is a simple “cradle” accessory which imparts expanded detection capability to
the LCD 3.3.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Detects vapor & particulate 11 explosives
Capability expanded to detect 7 fentanyl analogues
CWA/TIC performance fully retained (12 CWAs/6 TICs)
No H/W change to LCD 3.3
Dual-mode: rapid, simple inter-conversion
For use by the Non-Specialist
Sensitivity levels between Trace and Bulk
Wide dynamic range (e.g., ER/FR opioid threats)

HAZMATIDTM ELITE
Based on the pedigree of Smiths Detection’s trusted FTIR technology,
but ten times smaller and four times lighter than the original HazMatID,
HazMatID Elite is a next generation handheld chemical identifier for
downrange operations.
The HazMatID Elite’s field portable design features an intuitive interface
and self guided software that require minimal training while providing
responders with actionable data and advanced chemical analysis tools that
enhance existing response capabilities.

LCD 3.3

CWA Identiﬁer and TIC Detector
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LCD 3.3
Based on leading IMS technology, the LCD 3.3 is a light and versatile chemical warfare
agent (CWA) and toxic industrial chemical (TIC) detector.
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LCD 3.3 is an advanced warning device, that alarms to gas and vapor threats detected
and identified at or below immediately dangerous to life and health (IDLH) levels, by
determining the agent or type, class, concentration and dosage of chemical exposure. It can
also be used as a screening and survey device.

18
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Featured Highlights
+ Combined CWA and TICs

T
c
i

SABRE 5000
+ S
 mallest, lightest tri-mode (Explosives,
Narcotics, CWA/TICs) detector available
+ O
 ptimized detection of peroxides (used in
home-made explosive devices and Improvised
Explosives Devices) in vapor mode
+ C
 ontinuous automatic vapor sampling in both
positive and negative modes for CWA/TIC
detection
+ Self-diagnostics with maintenance alerts and
onboard troubleshooting
+ Faster clear down with truncated alarm

RADSEEKER CS
Handheld Radiation Detector and Identifier
The RadSeeker is a handheld, rugged and highly
accurate radioisotope detector and identifier.
The RadSeeker was specifically designed to
meet the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) mission requirements for a next-generation
system capable of detecting and identifying
varied nuclear threats.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

800.892.1099
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identiFINDER R200
Spectroscopic Personal Radiation Detector

Rugged, pager-sized Spectroscopic
IDENTIFINDER R200
Personal Radiation Detector (SPRD)

The ability to identify specific gamma sources enables front-line responders to
response during a radiological event. FLIR’s new
ANSI
N42.32
PRD standard
compliant
SiPM
technology
infully
combination
with Cesium Iodide (CsI) detector provides highANSI N42.48 SPRD standard fully compliant with
fidelity
identification
(≤7.5% resolution) so front-line officers can quickly determine
nuclide
identiﬁ
cation
whether
a
radiation
source
is resolution
a true threat or benign source from medical patients,
SiPM technology with CsI provides ≤ 7.5%
normally
occurring
radiation,
or industrial
Crisp,
clear display
in full sunlight
and low light
conditions use. The identiFINDER R200 uses this nextSingle-hand
operation
three-button
control
generation
solidwith
state
detector
read-out technology to advance a radiological event
Common
user interface
other
radiation detectors
from “alarm
and with
wait”
toFLIR
“identify
and take action.”

+ Pager-sized
wearable (less
than 0.9 lbs)and
perform and
immediate
detection
+
+
+
+
+
+

+ ≥ 36-hour battery life, plus additional 18-hour replaceable battery
+ No consumables or user maintenance
+ Internal web server for easy data retrieval
+ OneTouch Reachback

IDENTIFINDER R300

Easy-to-read interface for quick threat
detection

The ability to identify speciﬁc gamma sources enables front-line
responders to perform immediate detection and response during a
radiological event. FLIR’s new SiPM technology in combination with
TheIodide
identiFINDER
R300 is
a belt
Cesium
(CsI) detector provides
high-ﬁ
delitywearable
identiﬁcationSpectroscopic Personal Radiation Device
(≤7.5% resolution) so front-line ofﬁcers can quickly determine whether
(SPRD).
It
provides
continuous
detection
capability and the fast identification of
a radiation source is a true threat or benign source from medical
patients,
normally occurring
radiation,
or industrial
use.critical
The
radioactive
material
which
supplies
information to the user in the field,
identiFINDER R200 uses this next-generation solid state detector
enabling
them
to make
a next step
determination.
The unit contains one 13 mm (0.5”)
read-out
technology
to advance
a radiological
event from
“alarm
andxwait”
to “identify
andxtake
action.”
17 mm
(0.7”)
5 mm
(0.2”) CZT crystal with excellent resolution for identification

of the radioactive material while two other detectors of the same size are used for
detection and dose rate calculation.

Speciﬁcations:

Belt-wearable for easy access

Technology

Spectroscopic personal radiation detector (SPRD)

Gamma (Csl)1

(18mm)^3 Cesium Iodide (CsI) with Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM)

Energy Range (Gamma)

25 keV - 3 MeV

Gamma Spectrum

1024 channels; 3 MeV

Dose Rate / Accuracy (Cs-137)

≤100 nSv/h – 250 µSv/h (≤10µRem/h – 25 mRem/h); ±20%

IDENTIFINDER R400

CBRNe
Classify.
Quantify.
Contain.

Typical Resolution

≤7.5 % FWHM at 662 keV

Service Interval

Recommended ﬁve year factory maintenance interval;
annual dose rate calibration interval

The FLIR identiFINDER R400 is the most widely deployed handheld radiation
detection and identification product in the world.
+ Field-proven with over 20,000
+ High resolution and low false alarms
800.892.1099
deployed globally
+ Rapid visible, audible, and tactile
federalresources.com
+ Gamma and neutron detection
alerts
F&ESE
+ Identifies ANSI N42.34 library

IDENTIFINDER R425
The FLIR identiFINDER R425 is
the next generation of the most
deployed radionuclide identification
device (RID), offering 360-degree
coverage so you can locate and
measure gamma and neutron
radioactive sources with confidence.
It builds on FLIR’s trusted
algorithms with advanced heuristics
and hybrid identification techniques.

20
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IDENTIFINDER R440
The FLIR identiFINDER R440 is a lightweight, sourceless radionuclide
identification device (RID) that delivers sensitive detection and fast results for
routine survey or secondary screening response missions. The 2x2” NaI (sodium
iodide) detector responds to radiological threats from farther away, behind
heavier shielding, and with better resolution than similarly-sized RIDs. The
extended energy range provides neutron indication.

GRIFFIN G510
The FLIR Griffin™ G510 Gas Chromatograph Mass
Spectrometer (GC/ MS) is a versatile, person-portable
chemical identifier. It complements presumptive techniques
used during emergency missions, by enabling responders
to analyze all phases of matter (liquid, solid, vapor) and by
performing rapid field- confirmation of chemical hazards.
The integrated heated sample probe enables hot zone
operators to identify vapor-phase chemical threats within
seconds when operated in Survey Mode. The integrated
split/splitless injector allows for environmental, forensic,
and hazardous material sampling via syringe injection of
organic liquids.

FIDO X3
The FLIR Fido X3 is the lightest and most sensitive handheld explosives trace detector
in its class. Its unique TrueTrace™ detection technology identifies military, conventional,
homemade, and liquid explosive threats by class on surfaces (particulate) and in bottles
(vapor). With a magnesium case and splash-proof seal, its rugged design meets rigorous
MIL-STD-810G and IP54 specifications. It starts from cold in five minutes and has a
battery that lasts up to eight hours. With clear-down measured in seconds, operators
spend more time sampling and less time waiting. Fido X3 expedites on-site decision
making with ten-second threat reporting via intuitive, go/no-go alarms. Training can be
completed in 30 minutes, further minimizing the impact on day-to-day operations and
costs. With thousands of units fielded in over 40 countries, the Fido X-series is the most
trusted handheld explosives trace detector for critical security applications.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

800.892.1099
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FIDO X4
The Fido X4 is a premium handheld explosives trace detector (ETD) that delivers
unmatched sensitivity for a broad range of explosives, so you can easily detect
threats at levels others can’t. Next generation FLIR TrueTrace® detection technology
features a new five-channel sensor array that delivers expanded threat coverage,
enhanced sensitivity, and identification in a wide range of environmental conditions.
The simplified user interface features onboard video tutorials, user prompts, and
color- coded alarms with strength indicators so you can operate quickly and
decisively. Analysis and reporting of results are made simple through multiple
modern connectivity options, allowing critical data to be shared quickly. From
high-volume checkpoint and randomized screenings to foot patrol and standoff
operations, Fido X4 is ready to go when and where you need it.

FIDO X2
At less than 1.5 pounds and featuring a durable, ergonomic design, the FLIR Fido
X2 explosives trace detector (ETD) offers maximum portability. It features FLIR’s
proprietary TrueTrace® technology to detect a broad range of chemicals used in the
manufacture of homemade, commercial, and military explosives with best-in-class
sensitivity. On-screen prompts guide security officers quickly through operation,
so they can confidently clear vehicles and personal belongings passing through a
security checkpoint.

REDWAVE THREATID
Using fit-for-purpose FTIR technology, ThreatID provides immediate, accurate
identification of unknown solid and liquid substances, including: TICs, TIMs,
Narcotics, Explosives, WMDs, Pesticides and Common Consumer Products. All
ThreatID devices come standard with:
+ 23,000 Spectra Library
+ Unknown mixture classification
+ ThreatAssist database (on board
hazard info)
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+ Industry-leading 10” pinch-tozoom display

ALTAIR® 5X
Multigas Detector & PID
ALTAIR® 5X
The ALTAIR 5X outlasts the competition and delivers the most functionality
with integrated XCell Sensors, PID and Bluetooth technology to meet current
and future MSA’s
needs. new ALTAIR 5X Multigas Detector and PID is driven by the most advanced technology available in

It’s What’s Inside That Counts

any portable gas detector on the market. The ALTAIR 5X outlasts the competition and delivers the most
+ Internally-integrated pump with
+ Full 3-year warranty on detector
functionality with integrated XCell Sensors, PID and Bluetooth technology to meet current and future needs.
recessed pump inlet minimizes
and LEL, O2, H2S, CO, SO2, NO2,
snag hazards and break points
and IR sensors
RELIABILITY
+ R
 ugged housing withstands
10-ft. & LONG-LIFE OPERATION
+ Internally-integrated pump with recessed pump inlet minimizes
drop test
snag hazards and break points
+ Full 3-year warranty on detector and LEL, O2, H2S, CO, SO2,
NO2, and IR sensors
+ Rugged housing withstands 10-ft. drop test
+ Easy to operate
POWERED BY PERFORMANCE

+ 4-year sensor life on LEL, O2, CO, H2S, SO2, NO2, and IR
GALAXY® GX2
sensors – 60% longer than industry average

MSA Galaxy GX2 provides
+ 3-year sensor life on NH3 and Cl2
automated calibration
of
+ Advanced PID and IR sensor options
MSA ALTAIR Gas Detector
+ MSA-exclusive instrument end-of-sensor-life warning
fleet. Simplicity counts
with
+ MSA-exclusive
MotionAlert™ and InstantAlert™ features
the MSA GALAXY®+ GX2
40% less calibration gas used per minute than industry average
Automated Test System for
FLEXIBILITY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
advanced safety management
+
Interchangeable plug-and-play sensor slots (XCell Sensors)
and effortless operation.
+ Compatibility with MSA GALAXY® GX2 Test System
calibration test stands and MSA Link™ Pro Software for fleet
management.
+ Monitors up to 6 gases simultaneously
+ Bluetooth connection is standard on all new ALTAIR 5X
Detectors
+ Use the MSA ALTAIR® Connect App to remotely monitor or
configure detectors

NIDS 3000
®

REVOLUTIONIZING SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
+ Industry-first 60-second span calibration time for LEL, O2, CO,
H2S, NO2, and SO2

Fully Integrated Biological Threat Detection System. Each system, in+ aSensor response and clear times in less than 15 seconds on
single ruggedized case, contains:
LEL, O2, CO, H2S, NO2, and SO2 – 50% faster than industry
+ 20 Paired Multiplex Assay Tickets, in combinations of
4-Plex: Botulinum Toxin A/B, Ricin, S
3-Plex: B. anthracis, F. tularensis, Y. pestis
+ NIDS® Handheld reader with PC data management software

average
+ Typical cost savings of more than 50% on calibration gas,
replacement sensors and maintenance
+ Greater signal stability and repeatability within changing or
extreme environmental conditions

+ 2 NIDS® Multi-purpose Sampling Kits
+ H
 igh Specificity against near neighbor panels, suspicious powders,
and CRP Interference Panels
+ M
 ultiple third
party evaluations
confirm efficacy with live agents and
800.892.1099
| federalresources.com
absence of high-dose hook effect.
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MX908TM
The MX908TM is a multi-mission tool utilized by elite responders
conducting chemical, explosive, priority drug and HazMat operations
around the world. Trace-level threat detection and discriminating
selectivity deliver real-time actionable intelligence in seconds.
MX908TM detects compounds at sensitivity levels comparable to ion
mobility spectrometry (IMS). It also identifies threats at levels not
much else can. The power of high-pressure mass spectrometryTM
(HPMS) delivers unparalleled selectivity to accurately discriminate
priority threats from the myriad of interferents that lead to false
alarms with other technologies.

RESOLVE
Resolve is the world’s only handheld Raman system that enables true
through barrier identification of hazardous or contraband materials.
Resolve rapidly detects and identifies materials from comprehensive
libraries including explosives, precursors, toxic industrial chemicals,
chemical warfare agents and narcotics. Cobalt’s unique handheld
SORS™ technology enables positive identification through a wide
range of sealed non-metallic containers, barriers and packaging.
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PROGENY RESQ
Progeny ResQ is a cutting-edge chemical detection system that
uses Raman spectroscopy to identify unknown compounds.
Differentiated from traditional handheld and portable Raman
analyzers, Progeny ResQ utilizes unique 1064nm laser excitation.
The 1064nm advantage overcomes sample-induced fluorescence
interference, allowing operators to identify many real-world
compounds (including those that are colored or found in colored
packaging) that were previously “invisible” to older generation
systems.

RESQ CQL
The ResQ CQL offers first responders, border protection, and law
enforcement with an advanced method for identifying potential
threats – such as explosives, precursors, hazardous chemicals and
narcotics. By integrating the 1064nm Raman advantage for the
identification of unknown bulk compounds with a technique for
detecting trace amounts of a potential deadly hazard, the ResQ
CQL is the tool of choice for a safer response.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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ACCURADTM PRD
 discreet yet robust PRD designed for law enforcement, fire rescue, and
A
other emergency responders to detect and interdict nuclear and radioactive
materials. It also provides dose measurement and alarming capabilities for
event response.
A FIRST OF ITS KIND
+ Solid and durable, with an impact-resistant covering
+ Simple to use - no training required
+ Discreet, with a top-screen display for quick-glance reading
+ Long-lasting, easily replaceable batteries allowing more than
+ 900 hours in the field
+ Directionality, helping users zero in on trouble faster
+ Low cost of ownership
BY EMERGENCY RESPONDERS. FOR EMERGENCY RESPONDERS.
The AccuRad PRD is the first PRD developed in close collaboration with
state and federal law enforcement and first responders to fit seamlessly
into their routines and address the most critical, in-the-field needs from a
radiation detection device.

ULTRARADIACTM-PLUS
When first responders arrive on a scene of an accident, natural disaster, or
terrorist attack, identifying the radiological risk is a critical step in the first
minutes of characterizing a scene.
Mirion’s UltraRadiac™-Plus is the STANDARD in personal
radiation monitors for firefighters, law enforcement, HAZMAT teams,
paramedics, and others. The URAD Plus is small, lightweight, and extremely
rugged for demanding radiological and extremely hazardous environments.

RDS-100P™
The RDS-100P Radiation Detection System offers comprehensive
radiation management and unsurpassed reliability in a self-contained,
portable system. This simple to operate, rugged, and lightweight
equipment combines unequaled performance and reliability. It includes
our unique Time-to-Count technique which provides outstanding
linearity over the entire dynamic dose rate range of the instrument – no
compensation for high levels is necessary.
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SPIR ID’S
The SpiR-ID is a ruggedized hand-held device designed to search for
radioactive materials and “on the fly” threat discrimination, such as illicit
trafficking and Radiological Dispersal Devices (RDDs). It is suited for
applications that require detection, search and identification of radiological
threats, including military, civil defense, border & customs. All information
provided by manufacturer is categorized as “preliminary.”

SPIR ACE
The SPIR-Ace is a versatile Radio Isotope Identification Devices (RIID)
addressing all applications requiring efficient detection and identification
of radiological threats and assessment of nuclear materials for security
applications, power plants, safeguards inspections, and forensic laboratories.
The GenieXPort application for Genie compatibility and ISOCS efficiency
characterization allow the SPIR-Ace user to quantify radionuclide activities
and uncertainties. The device, coupled with offline Genie software, becomes
a highly portable, but powerful instrument for in situ measurement
applications.

SPIR-PACK™
Mirion’s SPIR-Pack system is ideal for all applications requiring the efficient
detection and identification of radiological and nuclear threats. Of primary
importance, these applications include the protection of large public events,
as well as providing superb capabilities for radiological/nuclear interdiction.
+ Dynamic nuclide identification
+ Discrete monitoring in public
places and crowds
+ Hands-free operation
+ Identifies sources in shielded
transportation containers
+ Mapping
+ Indicates the direction of a
source in a crowded location

+ Durable cable-free design
+ Small, light, comfortable to carry
+ Remote supervision and
radiological mapping with
SpirVIEW Mobile™ software
+ Reachback (email with picture,
comments and spectrum), file
transfer

RGU-100™
The RGU-100 Military Pocket Radiac detects and quantifies prompt gamma
and neutron dose as well as residual gamma dose and dose rate in support
of both tactical and non-tactical use. This rugged dosimeter is equipped
with a back lit LCD as well as presettable audio and visual alarms that
provide clear, real time indications of radiological conditions in demanding
environments. Its built-in sleep mode offers enhanced operational flexibility
by extending battery life. An infrared RS-232 port that resides in the RGU100 unit enables its data to be accessed by a computer.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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AREARAE PRO
Superior wireless, transportable multi threat area monitoring for fire, military
and hazmat teams
+ M
 onitors up to seven threats,
including Gamma radiation , VOCs,
combustibles, Toxics and Oxygen
+ Ppb performance level on VOCs
measurement
+ Dedicated gamma sensor slot
+ Local weather station
+ Part of ConneXt Safety Solutions
with ISM and Wi-Fi wireless
configurations

+ W
 ireless technology sends realtime data to command station up
to two miles (3km) away
+ Secondary radio module (Mesh)
act as an communication Hub for
other wireless devices
+ Ruggedized, portable, and
weather-resistant design for harsh
environments

MULTIRAE PRO
The MultiRAE Pro is the industry’s first wireless multi-threat detection tool
that combines continuous monitoring capabilities for gamma radiation,
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), toxic, combustible gases, and oxygen,
with Man Down Alarm functionality in one highly portable instrument.
The MultiRAE Pro’s wireless capability elevates worker protection to the
next level by providing safety officers realtime access to instrument readings
and alarm status from any location for better visibility and faster incident
response.
+ O
 ver 30 interchangeable sensor options, including parts-per-billion PID
+ Wireless access to real-time instrument readings and alarm status from any
location
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CALIBRATION GAS
Ensure maximum accuracy with your RAE monitors through effective and
efficient calibration with our calibration gases. Stand-alone gas cylinders
range in size from 11 liters to 103 liters, and convenient multi-gas mixtures
enable calibration of multiple gases at once, including common mixtures
such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, and combustibles for LEL
sensor calibration. Calibration gases can also be purchased as part of
portable kits for calibration in the field. Choose between demand-flow and
constant-flow regulators based on your needs.

PRORAE GUARDIAN SYSTEM
The ProRAE Guardian System wirelessly
delivers real-time personal and point threatdetection data on toxic gases and radiation,
worker/responders’ location and physiological
condition. It provides situational awareness,
tracks and identifies toxic chemicals, radiation,
and plumes, and enables faster data-driven
decision making to protect workers and the
public and reduces incident response times.

Port

Recylable C
Federal Resources
235-G Log Canoe Circle
Stevensville, MD 21666
1.800.892.1099
Fax: 410.643.7701

CALIBRATION GAS

www.federalresources.com

Portagas is revolutionizing the calibration gas industry with our new Portagreen “Strip and
Ship” recyclable cylinder program. We provide you with an easy option to reduce your
PortaGreen
provides a hassle
free cylinwaste and carbon footprint. Each cylinder comes with a prepaid
return-shipping
label.
der return program designed to reduce
Once the cylinder is empty, strip off the shrink-wrap to reveal
the prepaid FedEx return
HAZMAT costs and your carbon footprint.
label and hand it off to your shipper. Now it’s out of sight/site, out of mind. Easy and
convenient. Just “Strip and Ship”.
» Eliminates HAZMAT
+ Eliminates HAZMAT Liability
+ No Disposal or Return Fees
+ Reduced Cylinder Footprint

Liability

+ Increased Shelf Life
» No Disposal or Return Fees
+ Easy To Return
+ All blends available
» Reduced Cylinder Footprint

Portagas is rev
new Portagreen
Eliminate the h
cylinders. We p
waste and carb
return-shipping
shrink-wrap to
it off to your shi
and convenient

For more inform
http://www.porta

» Increased Shelf Life
» Easy To Return

What is PortaGreen?

PortaGas’ initiative featuring re-designed
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and re-use, eliminating HAZMAT disposal
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» All blends
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PORTABLE
CHEMICAL
DETECTION
PACKAGE
+ F
 luke 568 IR
Thermometer
+ M
 X908TM
Handheld MS
+ Gemini Handheld
FTIR/RAMAN
+ MultiRAE PRO/
OD GREEN EOD Kit
+ FLIR R300
Radiation Detector
+ Bump Test Gas
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EOD/CBRN KIT
FEDERAL RESOURCES
The EOD/CBRN Response (ECBR) kit consists of six
complimentary technologies. IR Thermometer, Four Gas
Monitor, MS/MS, Personal radiation detector, and Raman/
FTIR provides requisite equipment for safe operation
during all phases of identification and/or final disposition.
Integrated into a ruggedized case complete with custom
foam inserts to keep your equipment safe when not in
use. The EOD/CBRN Response Kit comes with a built in
power inlet so you can charge all of the equipment at
once, ready at a moment’s notice.
+
+
+
+

 heck sample temperature matrix and its surroundings
C
Monitor volatile and semi volatile organic compounds
Perform trace & bulk chemical identifications
Identify polarizable organic groups via Raman
spectroscopy and organic functional molecular groups
via FTIR spectroscopy
+ Class A Drug Analysis technique recognized as such
worldwide.

SEEKERe MDK

Explosives & Narcotics Det

The SEEKERe from DetectaChem represents
portable detection. The SEEKERe has been d
specifically requested by end users in agenci
One-handed operation, a protective rubber b
water-resistant enclosure make this the ultim
battle-ready detector. Industry-leading autom
provide accurate detection capability with co
screening from a single test.

SEEKERe MDK
The SEEKERe represents cutting edge technology in hand-held explosive
and drug detection equipments. Its form and functionality are the result
of years of research and development and thousands of man hours in
user feedback. Everything on the SEEKERe has been engineered to meet
military requirements and to be the go-to handheld detector for forces
around the world.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

EOD / Bomb Squads
Private Security
Search and Seizure Teams
Post-Blast Analysis
Entry Control and Checkpoints
Building and Asset Protection
Hazmat and Law Enforcement

MOBILEDETECT APP
MobileDetect from DetectaChem brings automated drug field testing to the
masses. The design allows for trace and bulk detection capabilities using the
integrated swab and proven colorimetric reagents. The MobileDetect app
works with the cost effective MobileDetect pouches for powerful on-site drug
detection.

MOBILEDETECT POUCHES
| federalresources.com
MobileDetect Pouch800.892.1099
from DetectaChem
brings
presumptive drug field testing to the
masses. The design allows for trace
and bulk detection capabilities
using the integrated swab and
proven colorimetric reagents.
The MobileDetect Pouch is a cost
effective and powerful tool for
presumptive drug detection. The
pouch can be used on its own or
with the MobileDetect App for
automated detection.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HAZMAT SIMULTEST KIT
Designed primarily for the municipal fire service and other emergency responders,
this kit quickly identifies and quantifies a wide range of chemical substances using
the Dräger Simultaneous Test Sets. The Simultaneous Test Sets are sets of five
specially matched Dräger Tubes designed to be the fastest, simplest and most
comprehensive means hazardous material identification. The HazMat Simultest Kit
includes three Simultaneous Test Set Kits for measuring 15 different Organic and
Inorganic chemicals and/or chemical families. With each set requiring less than oneminute analysis time, the entire process takes less than 5 minutes to complete.

CIVIL DEFENSE SET KIT
In today’s world, immediate and accurate detection of toxic chemicals is crucial. The
Dräger CDS Kit uses specially developed Dräger-Tubes (the same tubes used by
NATO forces) into a quick and easy to use kit. Two simultaneous Test Sets measure a
wide range of chemical substances including nerve, blood, lung, and blister agents.

CMS EMERGENCY RESPONSE KIT
The CMS (Chip Measurement System) uses a combination of reagent chemistry in
chemical specific measurement chips and an electronic analyzer to provide a system
of unequalled accuracy and ease of use. An easy to read LCD display prompts the
user through the simple 1-2-3 operating sequence, which is the same for any of the
over 50 chis.

DRÄGER X-ACT® 5000
The automatic tube pump Dräger X-act® 5000 is the first all-in-one solution
designed for measurements with Dräger Short-term Tubes and for Sampling Tubes
and Systems. Ease of operation and a high degree of reliability compliment the
measurement and sampling of gases, vapors and aerosols.

DRÄGER X-ACT® 7000
The innovative Dräger X-act® 7000 analysis system consists of Dräger MicroTubes and
an opto-electronic analysis device that lets you precisely measure gases in the low ppb
range. It gives you precise results right on site, replacing slow, expensive lab analyses.
It’s extremely easy to use: insert the Dräger MicroTubes, start measuring, then read out
the test result.
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X-AM® 8000
Clearance measurement was never this easy and convenient: The Dräger
X-am® 8000 measures up to seven gases, including toxic, flammable gases
and vapors, and oxygen all at once — either in pump or diffusion mode.
Innovative signaling design and handy assistant functions ensure complete
safety throughout the process

X-AM® 5000
The Dräger X-am® 5000 belongs to a generation of gas detectors,
developed especially for personal monitoring applications. This 1- to 5-gas
detector reliably measures combustible gases and vapors as well as O2
and harmful concentrations of toxic gases, organic vapors, odorant and
amine.

PAC 6000 AND 8500 SERIES
The Dräger Pac® 6000 disposable personal gas detector measures CO,
H2S, SO2 or O2 reliably and precisely, even in the toughest conditions.
The robust design, quick sensor response times, and a powerful battery
ensure maximum safety for up to two years with virtually no maintenance
required.
The Dräger Pac® 8500 single-sensor detection device is a reliable and
precise instrument even under the toughest of conditions. The detector
can be equipped with a hydrogen-compensated CO sensor or a Dräger
dual sensor. The dual sensors provide the option of measuring two gases
at once: H2S with CO, O2 with CO, or H2S with O2.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HAZMAT SIMULTEST SET I, II, III
Designed primarily for the municipal fire service and other emergency
responders, this kit quickly identifies and quantifies a wide range of chemical
substances in less than5 minutes using the Draeger Simultest sets. The
Draeger hazmat Simultest kit includes three Simultest sets for measuring 15
different organic and inorganic chemicals and/or chemical families.Broad
scale measurement and identification is as easy as using set I, II and III.

CIVIL DEFENSE SIMULTEST (CDS)
The Dräger CDS Kit uses specialized Dräger simultaneous
tube sets to quickly and reliably detect the presence of nerve,
blister, blood and choking agents.
The Dräger CDS sets are prepackaged sets of 5 tubes for
chemical agents. The time per test set is approximately 5
minutes as compared to 15 minutes for the individual tubes.
CDS sets I and V yield highly specific results compared to
more expensive electronic monitors.
+ Parallel measurement of up to five chemical agents
simultaneously
+ Detection of chemical warfare agents
+ Air is simultaneously drawn with Dräger-Tube pump
+ Measurement in just five minutes.

GAS DETECTOR TUBES
Not all detector tubes are created equal! DrägerTubes® with the
accuro® pump deliver the most accurate results. Many DrägerTubes®
offer a +/- 10% standard deviation on the results. This is a result of
our 70+ years of manufacturing colorimetric tubes and the consistent
volume delivered by the bellows pump design. Quality assurance is
accomplished by individually calibrating each batch of DrägerTubes®.
Then every batch is tested at regular intervals, throughout the two
year shelf life, to guarantee accuracy over the entire life of the tubes.
See the difference for yourself! The wider diameter of the
DrägerTubes® makes it easier to read. Well-spaced graduation marks
enable distinct and decisive measurement results. Color changes to
the reagents are well defined over the entire length of the stain. Many
tubes offer a dual calibrated scale so that you can interpret the results
without using multiplication factors.
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AP2C
The AP2C is a portable chemical contamination control device used to
detect chemical agents G (Sarin, Tabun, Soman, etc.), VX and Mustard gas in
the form of vapor or aerosols. The AP2C detects compounds of phosphorus
(contained in G, V agents) and/or compounds of sulfur (contained in HD, V agents).
The high sensitivity and fast response time make the AP2C especially suitable to check up contamination after
decontamination processes. Nerve gases as GA, GB, GD, GF , Vx (Sarin, Tabun, Soman, Vx) Mustard gas (HD)
It is very simple to use, no set up procedure, no preselection of channel, no purging operation; there is only one switch
on the AP2C: the on/off switch. Measurements appear on the easy to read luminous display.

AP4C
The AP4C is a portable chemical contamination control device used to detect
directly chemical agents in the form of vapor, aerosols, dust and with the
S4PE in the form of liquid.
AP4C detects compounds of phosphorus (such as all G, V agents: GA, GB,
GD, GE, GF, VE, VX), compounds of sulfur (such as H, HD, HL agents, Arsenic compounds
(contained in L, SA, DM) and other gases such as Ammonia, Cyanogen chloride, Cyahydric Acid, etc. as well
as all the precursors of the above chemicals.
The high sensitivity and fast response time make the AP4C especially suitable to check up contamination.

TRACEX
The TraceX explosives detection kit is convenient, simple to use and low
cost. It is designed to be used by warfighters or law enforcement officers.
With a single swab, the TraceX Explosives kit detects all the major families
of explosive materials and their precursors. Thanks to the TraceX’s simple
color-change alert system, a single color indicates the presence of a particular
family of explosive material. No longer does the user have to conduct serial
tests, and then try to interpret the results.

CHAMELEON CHEMICAL DETECTION ARMBAND
The Chameleon chemical detection armband was designed for some of the
most dangerous threats, like toxic, airborne chemicals. Whether investigating
a potential chemical suicide, raiding a possible meth lab or conducting military
reconnaissance in a hostile theater, ensuring safe breathing conditions is
paramount to the safety of all involved. In addition to being easy-to-use and
low cost, the Chameleon is a chemical detector built for the real world. It
is designed for use in arctic, tropical and desert conditions. It can even be
immersed in water. No other chemical detector can do that. That’s why naval
boarding teams use the Chameleon.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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XRT ENSEMBLE
Blauer’s XRT ensemble is certified to the NFPA 1994 standard for Class
3 protection against liquid and vapor CBRN agents at levels below IDLH.
Made with GORE® CHEMPAK® Selectively-permeable fabric, the XRT suit
is lightweight and highly breathable to provide comfort during extended
response operations. The suit’s one piece design with integrated glove
system and booties eliminates the need for chemical tape and allows first
responders and consequence management personnel to quickly self-don
the suit with approved APR/PAPR systems.

MULTI-THREAT ENSEMBLE
Blauer’s Multi-Threat ensemble offers the
highest level of protection in the Homeland
Defender® line from liquid, vapor, and
particulate forms of CBRN agents. The
suit is made of GORE® CHEMPAK® Ultrabarrier fabric and is certified to NFPA
1994 Class 2 and NFPA 1992 for protection
against chemical warfare agents (CWA’s)
and toxic industrial chemicals (TIC’s) at
concentrations at or above IDLH when
worn with approved SCBA systems. For
added protection, this revolutionary
non-permeable membrane is laminated
to a 4.5 ounce NOMEX IIIA outer shell,
which provides excellent static dissipative
performance and resists melting, dripping,
and burning when exposed to high heat
and flame.
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BLAUER RC3®
Blauer’s RC3® ensemble is purpose designed to protect wearers
against a broad range of CBRNe threats including liquid and vapor
chemicals, radiological and biological particulates, and liquid chemical
splash during physically demanding tactical entries, confined space
rescue, and US&R missions.
The RC3® ensemble is made with GORE® CHEMPAK® Selectively
Permeable fabric to provide rugged protection against a broad range
of challenge agents while remaining highly breathable for lower heat
stress on the wearer during extended response operations. The RC3®
ensemble was developed in response to current users of Blauer’s
XRT suit (NFPA 1994 Class 3) who requested a more durable fabric
and incorporation of reinforcing fabrics and padding at critical stress
points to extend into more demanding mission profiles. Like all other
Blauer Homeland Defender® ensembles, the RC3® is designed as a onepiece coverall with integrated gloves and booties, a liquid and vapor
resistant zipper and storm fly, and integrated hood with a chlorobutyl
face seal for use with approved APR/PAPR masks. The suit is selfsealing and requires no chemical tape.

BRN-94®
Blauer’s BRN-94TM ensemble is the first purpose-designed PPE to be
certified to the NFPA 1994 Standard on Protective Ensembles for
First Responders to CBRN Terrorism Incidents for CLASS 4 protection
against radiological and biological particulate threats as well as the
NFPA 1999 Standard for Multiple-Use and Single-Use Ensembles for
protection against blood-born pathogens, body fluids, and common
chemicals.
The BRN-94® ensemble is made with GORE® CROSSTECH® fabrics to
provide durable protection against liquid and particulate biological and
radiological threats while remaining highly breathable for lower heat
stress on the wearer during extended response operations. The BRN94 was developed in response to the Ebola Virus Disease outbreak
and is designed with integrated barrier gloves and booties, a liquidresistant zipper and storm fly, and integrated hood with a chlorobutyl
face seal for use with approved APR/PAPR masks. Like the other CBRN
ensembles in Blauer’s Homeland Defender® line, the BRN-94® is selfsealing and requires no chemical tape.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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LION MT94
The LION CBRN MT94 provides vapor, liquid, and FR protection for chem/bio
incidents and is certified to meet NFPA 1994/Class 2 and NFPA 1992. The MT94
guards against exposure to hazardous waste, drug labs, biological threats, and
domestic terrorism agents.
+ R
 ugged GORE™ CHEMPAK® Ultra Barrier fabric features thin, lightweight, and
high-strength PTFE film sandwiched within tough DuPont™ Nomex® outer and inner
layers
+ Streamlined design and light weight deliver optimum comfort and natural freedom
of movement
+ Rugged construction allows you to perform in the most challenging of
circumstances + Re-usable for multiple wears and washings, if not exposed
or contaminated

COMMANDO STRETCH GARMENT
This undergarment’s stretch fabric and unique five-piece design offers exceptional
mobility and comfort in demanding situations. Its versatile design easily integrates with
many types of outer garments for use in applications ranging from explosive ordnance
disposal to dignitary protection. The Commando Stretch Garment is certified to meet
NFPA 1994, Class 3 current edition standards for “warm zone” operations.
+ G
 arment designed with GORE® CHEMPAK® Selectively Permeable Fabric
+ GORE® G9492 gloves with GORE® CHEMPAK® Ultra Barrier Fabric
+ NFPA 1994, Class 3 current edition protection against chem-bio and
domestic terrorism agents
+ 48-hour wear life if not damaged, exposed or contaminated

EXTENDED RESPONSE SUIT
The LION ERS is a rapid response certified CBRN ensemble with a Selectively
Permeable Fabric (SPF) that is liquid proof, air permeable and breathable — keeping
you protected and comfortable. Because it’s a one-piece coverall with attached
Gore® glove liners and booties no taping is required, so you’re ready for a quick
deployment.
+
+
+
+
+
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Protection against NFPA 1994, Class 3 TICs, TIMs & CWAs
Added mission time due to breathable membrane
High strength W.L. Gore® fabric and seams
Long shelf life, non-carbon based technology
Certified to NFPA 1994, Class 3 standard (2007 Edition)
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PHASECORE COOLING VEST
Standard Basic Cooling Vests are a great solution to reduce and
combat heat stress. Standard Basic Cooling Vests use PhaseCore, a
phase change material (PCM), to provide a cooling effect to the body’s
core by absorbing body heat. The Standard Cooling Vest has a twopiece, over-the-shoulder design that makes it extremely comfortable
when worn under another vest or when sitting.
+
+
+
+

Machine Washable
Easy to Use and Maintain
One Size Fits Most
Lightweight and Comfortable
Design

+ Effective Up to 3 Hours
+ Recharges Without Ice, Water,
Refrigeration, or Electricity
+ Non-Toxic

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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ONESUIT® SHIELD
Consistent with the ONESuit® brand, ONESuit Shield was engineered
to meet the needs of hazmat professionals seeking the highest levels
of chemical protection. ONESuit Shield combines uncompromised
protection with exceptional comfort in a Level B configuration.
Certified to CBRN First Response and Chemical Splash standards,
this lightweight and durable garment provides enhanced mobility for
performing the most demanding tasks. The unique face mask interface
provides a vapor tight configuration for maximum protection during
CBRN or splash exposure.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

 aximum protection against chemical/biological agents
M
Dual Certified –NFPA 1994 Class 2 (2012 ed.) –NFPA 1992 (2012 ed.)
Unique face mask interface provides vapor tight configuration
Lightweight design for user comfort
Saint-Gobain Coretech® barrier material technology offers
exceptional durability and flexibility
Twice the lifecycle of other suits
10-year shelf life
Available with ONEGlove® Hazmat
Ultra-compact for convenient, space-saving storage

ONESUIT® PRO
ONESuit® Pro is the most affordable chemical protective suit certified
to the NFPA 1991 standard, offering the highest level of protection
against chemical and biological agents. This is achieved at a price
comparable to less protective garments. Designed to allow for
excellent maneuverability and user comfort, ONESuit Pro comes
standard with Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics’ ONEGlove® Hazmat
high performance chemical protective gloves. ONESuit Pro offers
maximum protection at a minimum price for unknown threats and
hazards.
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Certified to both NFPA 1991 (2005 ed.)
Reusable limited use design
Superior flame and abrasion resistance
Includes ONEGlove® Hazmat
Single-skin lightweight ensemble
10-year shelf life

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

ONESUIT® FLASH 2
ONESUIT Flash 2 is a chemical protective suit, offering the highest level of
protection against chemical/biological agents as well as chemical flash fire
resistance and thermal protection.
+ C
 ertified to the highest chemical protection standard, NFPA 1991, 2016 Edition
+ High operational mobility and peripheral visibility through NEW streamlined
design
+ Excellent comfort derived from the single-skin lightweight ensemble
construction (<12 lbs)
+ Permanent anti-fog resistance using NEW single layer CORETECH® Clearguard
Visor Enhanced glove comfort and dexterity using the new ONESUIT®
Hazglove-91
+ Excellent flame resistance and mechanical durability using abrasion resistance
CORETECH® material technology
+ 15 year minimum shelf life giving low life cycle cost

ONESUIT® GARD
ONESuit® Gard is engineered to meet the protection and comfort needs of those
working in the most dangerous environments. The marriage of Saint-Gobain
Performance Plastics’ technical expertise to real-world input from hazmat
professionals has produced the single-skin ONESuit® Gard
+
+
+
+
+
+

Certified to both NFPA 1991 (2005 ed.)
Reusable and decontaminable
Lightweight design for user comfort
Includes ONEGlove® Hazmat
No overcover
15-year MINIMUM shelf life

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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ZYTRON 500
Zytron 500 is top of the class – and the classic responder choice for hazmat and other
demanding situations. It’s tough, built for mobility, and based on patented technology
that created the first material to survive eight full hours against the ASTM F1001 Test
Battery with no breakthrough.
With that kind of Kappler heritage built into the fabric, it’s no wonder that responders
around the world trust Z500 garments for ultra-demanding Level A and Level B
applications. Available in coveralls and a range of total encapsulating suits.
+ H
 azmat response
+ Chemical handling
+ Petro-chemical refinery operations

+ HazMat clean-up and remediation
+ CWA incineration / remediation /
disposal

DURACHEM 500
DuraChem® 500 is the NFPA 1994 certified solution for terrorism incident response.
It’s the only NFPA-certified terrorism response suit to offer the combined benefit of
maximum protection with an affordable price.
Certified to NFPA Class 1 and Class 2, DuraChem 500 offers CBRN/Hazmat protection
in a tactical style garment. In addition to the Chem-Bio requirements, which include
warfare agent testing, the 2018 edition of the NFPA 1994 standard also includes general
Hazmat response to expand the applications for DuraChem 500. Designed as a ‘multiuse, single-exposure’ garment, it is much more econimcal than expensive reusables.

ZYTRON 300
Zytron 300 is ideal for demanding
applications where there is
potential for chemical splash.
Increased physical strength and
even broader chemical holdout
take the protection level up a
serious notch. Color is Tan.
42
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FRONTLINE 500
Frontline® 500 offers three-way protection – broad chemical holdout, plus
flame resistance and radiant heat protection for the additional hazards
encountered in a chemical flash-fire. NFPA certification now includes base
plus Optional Flash Fire and Liquified Gas requirements.
For optimal radiant heat protection, Kappler’s commitment to user
survivability led us to use the more demanding Pyroman Thermal Manikin
testing in addition to the NFPA 1991 Chemical
Flash Fire Option. Pyroman results for Frontline 500 indicated 0% body burn
– a huge confidence factor when facing a chemical flash situation.
Frontline garments are designed for chemical flash fire protection FOR
ESCAPE ONLY in the event of a chemical flash fire.
+ S
 ingle garment eliminates need for typical 2-suit NFPA 1991 configuration
+ Combines chemical, flash-fire and radiant heat protection in a single suit
+ Seams are sewn and double heat-sealed/taped for added protection

FRONTLINE 300
Frontline® 300 is ideal for petro-chemical line break situations. This
innovative garment was developed with detailed input from petrochemical
Safety Officers. It offers excellent radiant heat protection. And with
comparable protection to Kappler’s Zytron® 300 chemical apparel, Frontline
300 provides excellent holdout for the most common petrochemical hazards.
The ensemble garment design with hood, jacket and bib pants provides
excellent flexibility. The hood and jacket can be removed when not in the
hot zone, thereby allowing the individual to ventilate. As with all Kappler
apparel, this ensemble is a multi-use, single exposure garment.
Frontline garments are designed for chemical flash fire protection FOR
ESCAPE ONLY in the event of a chemical flash fire.
+ Ensemble garment for excellent versatility
+ Hood includes large, expanded-view face shield
+ Seams are sewn and then heat-sealed/taped

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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GENESIS
Wrap-around lens provides exceptional peripheral vision and protection. Flexible
fingers adjust to most nasal profiles. Elastomer browguard deflects impact.
Adjustable temples and lens inclination. Engineered for comfort, protection
and style, Genesis is the number one selling premium eyewear in the market,
delivering an incredible range of superior product benefits. Built with MMT—
Multi-Material Technology and a high level of adjustability, Genesis provides
workers with extraordinary all-day comfort and raises the bar on compliance.

V-MAXX SAFETY GOGGLE
The V-Maxx goggle not only offers superior eye protection and attractive
futuristic styling, but also protects your budget. V-Maxx is available in both
direct and indirect vent models, as well as 3.0 and 5.0 welding shades. The
goggle is also OTG (over-the-glasses) compatible, and can be worn over most
prescription eyewear. Optional peel-off lens covers extend the useful life of the
lens. An adjustable sport headband in red elastic or black neoprene completes
this protective goggle.

STEALTH
The UVEX Stealth goggle combines
modern design, technology, materials and
high-performance lens coatings to create
the highest levels of worker comfort and
acceptance. One of the most popular goggles
on the market, the Uvex Stealth makes it easy,
even fashionable, to wear goggles on the job.
+ Rx insert available
+ Uvextreme anti-fog protection
+ Quick-adjust headband
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NITRILE GLOVE 707
A hybrid nitrile glove offering protection against chemicals whilst also being
approved for handling foodstuffs. Of lightweight construction, it offers a
‘second-skin’ feel that facilitates excellent grip and dexterity. Minimizes
cross-contamination risks.
+
+
+
+

 revents ingress from oils, greases and liquid
P
Semi-disposable; can be used once or re-used
Protection from most chemical-based detergents
Superior dexterity and comfort even over a cut-resistant liner

620 COTTON/PVC GLOVE
A flexible, soft glove that absorbs perspiration, for ultra comfortable
extended wear.
+
+
+
+
+
+

 ully coated, extra coating over entire hand
F
Scalloped edge
Rough finish over entire surface
Antibacterial and anti-odor treatment
Anatomical shape
Seamless knit

CHEM MASTER GLOVE
A flexible glove that absorbs perspiration and protects the hand
from a wide range of chemicals as well as providing good grip.
Double-dipped for long-lasting resistance.
+
+
+
+
+
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 esistant to a broad range of chemicals
R
Impermeable for working in damp or greasy environments
Self-flushing tractor-tread grip encourages fluids to run-off
Cuff prevents dirt from entering the glove
Surface provides good grip and wet substances can be
repelled

ONEGLOVE
ONEGlove® from Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics is the revolutionary protective
glove that combines incredible dexterity with superior protection against cuts and
punctures, chemical/biological agents, industrial solvents and chemicals, and flash
fires.
+
+
+
+
+

Certified to both NFPA 1991 (2005 ed.) and 1994 (2012 ed.)
Outstanding dexterity compared to multi-glove systems
Integrated construction for comfort and safety
Superior protection from hazardous materials
Universal suit compatibility

MOLDED GLOVES
There is simply no better CBRN glove engineered specifically for military and
first-response forces. Injection moulded using bromobutyl, the AirBoss glove
fits better, dons faster, and lasts much longer than dipped gloves. This is the
ultimate in CBRN hand protection, the operational standout worldwide.

BUTYL GLOVE B144RGI
Unsupported Butyl gloves. Butyl has the highest permeation resistance
to gas and water vapor, highly resistant to ketones (MEK, MIBL, acetone)
and esters (tricresyl phosphate, amyl acetate, ethyl acetate). Available in
smooth finish or Grip-Saf™ palm for enhanced grip. Available in a variety of
sizes, lengths and mil thicknesses.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MODEL 1600
WOOL FELT LINED- Insulated lightweight model with wool felt
lining. Roomy steel toe provides extra comfort, and steel bottom
plates and shanks offer unmatched impact / compression and
puncture protection.
+ 16” Rubber Pull-on

+ Made in North America

+ Structural and Liquid Splash

+ Widths: Narrow, Medium Wide

+ Weight (approx) 7.1 lbs

+ Full and half sizes 5 to 16

MODEL 6220
QUAD-CERTIFIED- The only 16” rubber boot on the market with NFPA 1971
proximity firefighting capability. Whether it’s Aircraft Rescue Firefighting
(ARFF) or other proximity capability needs, the Ranger Model 6220 is
optimized for premium performance AND cost effectiveness.
+ 16” Rubber Pull-on
+ P
 roximity, Structural,
and Liquid Splash
+ Made in North America

HAZPROOF BOOT
Certified to NFPA 1991 for chemical and hazmat cleanup,
emergency response, and domestic preparedness. Made of special
polymer material, this comfortable boot meets the protective
footwear chemical permeation requirements of NFPA 1991
Standard on Vapor-Protective Ensembles for Hazardous Materials
Emergencies. The HazProof boot has also been tested to Military
Standard 282 and will provide protection against certain chemical
warfare blister and nerve agents!
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+ F
 ull and half sizes 5 to 16 in
narrow, medium, wide
+ F
 ull sizes 3 and 4 in medium
and wide

HAZMAX BOOTS
The Hazmax® EZ-Fit 11” steel-toe boot with EZ Decon Sole is designed to fit
over a chemical suit. Available in Men’s sizes Small (shoe size 6-8), Medium
(shoe size 9-10), Large (shoe size 11-12), X-Large (shoe sizes 13-15) and are
sized for over-the-suit use.
+ M
 eets and surpasses NFPA 1991, 2005 edition for chemical permeation
resistance requirements
+ Meets or exceeds ASTM for Electrical Shock Resistant Footwear Standard

EXTREME COLD WEATHER MUKLUK (ECWM)
Designed and developed in Canada after extensive field testing
and user feedback, the ECWM achieves the optimal balance between weight,
insulation, comfort, and durability. Breathable and anti-microbial, lightweight
yet heavy duty, this is the world’s finest extreme cold
weather mukluk.

MOLDED LIGHTWEIGHT OVERBOOT
+ C
 hemical and Biological:24-hours of
continuous protection against CW
agents based on stringent military
test methods; impermeable to all
biological agents
+ T
 oxic Industrial Chemical:Excellent
protection against a wide range of
TICs (list available upon request) Easy

to Wash & Decontaminate
+ T
 he MALO provides 24-hour
protection against CW agents and
a variety of TIC threats. It can be
decontaminated easily in the field.
The self-cleaning, anti-static sole
washes up quickly.

TENNESSEE APPAREL IFS
The Integrated Footwear System (IFS) is a CB protective sock system that
is worn under normal combat footwear. The IFS is made from selectively
permeable membrane materials and incorporates a Nomex elastic cuff.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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NH15 COMBO
ESCAPE HOOD

Immediate Compact Protection
The NH15 Combo™ is a revolutionary new carbon monoxide (CO)
resistant, super compact CBRN escape hood, based on Avon’s
widely acclaimed NIOSH approved NH15. The NH15 Combo™ offers
unsurpassed levels of respiratory protection
TM for escape from hazardous
environments, particularly when dangerously high levels of CO are
present or likely in combination with other toxic materials and gases
Combo™
is a revolutionary new
such asThe
found NH15
in a smoke
ﬁlled environment.

NH15 COMBO

carbon monoxide (CO) resistant,
super
compact
CBRN
escape
hood,
based
on Avon’s widely acclaimed NIOSH
The Avon NH15 Combo™ CBRN Air Purifying Escape Respirator is the
smallestapproved
and most compact
escape
hood
on theCombo™
market approved
to unsurpassed levels of respiratory
NH15.
The
NH15
offers
carry a NIOSH marking. The NH15 Combo™ hood has a ﬁve year shelf
for of
escape
from
hazardous
environments, particularly when
life andprotection
provides a high level
respiratory,
eye and
face protection
TM
for a minimum
of ﬁfteen minutes.
low costof
makes
ideal present
for
dangerously
highItslevels
COitare
or likely in combination with other
police, emergency medical services and ﬁre ofﬁcers seeking immediate
toxicrespiratory
materials
and in
gases
as found in a smoke filled
Air environment.
Purifying Respirator (APR)
or emergency
protection
a CBRNsuch
or CO scenario.

FM54

KEY FEATURES:

Maximu
Total Fl

+ Simple to operate
+ Easy to carry

The Avon ﬁre
Specialist Ope
eyes and respi
and Nuclear (
(TICS) and To
user ﬂexibility

+ Self Adjusting Harness
+ NO annual ﬁt check requirements

IDEAL FOR:

TM
FM54
Law Enforcement

+ The Avon NH15 Combo is vacuum-packed in a multilayer
barrier bag that provides 5 years of shelf life

+ NO
maintenance
or inspection requirements
Hazmat
The
Avon fire hardened FM54 Air
Purifying
Respirator
provides Specialist
+
Protect
more
people
with your
budget
Medical
Responders
Operators maximum level of protection to the face,
eyes
and respiratory tract
Oil Reﬁneries
from Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN), Riot Agents, Toxic
Chemical Facilities
TM
Reduced
The
Size. while maintaining
Industrial
Chemicals
(TICS) andWe
Toxic
Industrial
Materials
Mining/Drilling Applications
Not
The
Protection.
extreme user flexibility as mission profiles change.
Air
Purifying
Executive
ProtectionRespirator (APR)

The FM54 fun
modes (APR,
lever located
switches mod
removal of op
protection.

C50

Key Features

+ The ﬂexible
and provide
weapons sig
ballistic pro

Packaged Size:
6” x 5” x 4”
(152mm x 127mm x 101mm)

The All Challenge Mask
TheWeight:
Avon C50 protective mask is based on the U.S. M50/ JSGPM
725g
(23 oz)
(Joint
Services
General Purpose Mask) and sharing key technologies,
provides maximum operational ﬂexibility to counter multiple
threat
scenarios,
including
chemical, biological, nuclear and
NIOSH
Certiﬁ
ed:
TM
radiological
(CBRN) agents, Toxic Industrial Chemicals (TICs),
TC-14G-0338
and Toxic Industrial Materials (TIMs).

C50

+ Vision corre
Applications:
Special Response Teams
Law Enforcement

Clandestine
Drug Lab
The Avon C50 protective
mask is based on the U.S. M50/ JSGPM
(Joint
outstanding ﬁeld of vision and
Entry & Remediation
superior
comfort. The
innovative design
features
optimizeand
the sharing key technologies, provides
Services
General
Purpose
Mask)
user’s time in the operational area.
Bomb Squads
maximum operational flexibility to counter multiple threat scenarios, including
First Responders
chemical, biological, nuclear and radiological (CBRN) agents, Toxic
Industrial
SWAT/ERT Teams
User Beneﬁts
F&ESE
SOE
Chemicals
(TICs),
and
Toxic
Industrial
Materials
(TIMs).
Civil Support Teams
+ The unique chlorobutyl/silicone blend face piece material
*This image represents the »
TheNIOSH
C50 Standard
offers high
protection,
Carrier
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ensures the mask is not only high in protection but also
provides a better seal and is more comfortable to wear for
extended periods

Chemical Spill Cleanup
Bio Identiﬁcation & Clean Up

+ Panoramic visor design gives excellent ﬁeld of vision and
wearer recognition while enhancing compatibility with
weapon sights
+ The Vision Correction System allows prescription lenses
+ the
Plant
to be mounted inside
mask Security

+ Non-CBRN
+ Clear outserts for extreme
environments

Requirements

+ Sunlight outserts for high intensity light situations
+ BlueBlocker outsert delivers sharper images by ﬁltering
out speciﬁc light wavelengths
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F&ESE

+ Ruggedized

Specialist Mas

+ The unique c
ensures the
provides a b
for extended

+ Flexible face
weapons int

+ Enhanced, ro
Exhalation U
pressure wit
Unit) or loss

+ 3 sizes providing secure and comfortable ﬁt for all facial
shapes and sizes

First Responders
The Avon
PC50 is designed and approved for use as a NON-CBRN respiratory
Unique Visor Technology
Corrections Ofﬁcers
device, providing protection in
dangerous and contaminated environments,
+ Polyurethane visor is highly ﬂexible plus scratch and impact
Specialist law enforcement
resistant
and will not
yellow overgases,
time
against
certain
solid
and
liquid
respirable
particles,
vapors and modest
Counter terrorism operations
splashes of liquid chemicals. + Optically correct across the whole ﬁeld of view

Ideal for:
+ Riot Control
+ Border Patrol

+ A full range
that the FM

+ Reduced bu

+ Quick donning due to the pre-adjusted buckles

TM
PC50
Battleﬁeld CBRN protection

+ 6 point ﬁre
pre-adjusted

+ FM54 functio
(APR, SCBA

+ Compatibility with helmets, CBRN protective clothing and NFPA
Class 3 Suits due to the low proﬁle, close contour brow, ﬂat
buckles and extended chin ﬂap

Ideal for:

+ Fail safe, hig

SOE
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FM53TM
The Avon FM53 protective mask was developed to operate with the wide range
of respiratory protection equipment used by specialist operators in the field.
The mask, based on the U.S. M50/ JSGPM (Joint Services General Purpose
Mask) and sharing key technologies, provides maximum operational flexibility
to counter multiple threat scenarios, including chemical, biological, nuclear
TM
and radiological
(CBRN) agents, Toxic Industrial Chemicals (TICs), and Toxic
Industrial Materials
Self-Contained
Breathing(TIMs).
Apparatus

ST54

SCBA

Avon’s state-of-the-art ST54™ Tactical Operator SCBA
has been developed specifically for the tactical officer
and technician applications where the operator needs to
respond to ever changing operational conditions.
ST54TM
BACKFRAME

The ST54™ SCBA is the base to a multi-mission
TMwhich provides for
Respiratory Protection System
operational flexibility to the operator and mission
commanders in the field to tailor the PPE response
based on the available intelligence. Depending on
the threat or operational situation at the scene of an
incident, the ST54 SCBA can be configured to provide
the appropriate protection.

ST54

The ST54™ SCBA combines Avon Protection Systems’ M53A1, FM53 and FM54
respirators with new and innovative modular breathing apparatus technology
tocombines
provide
positive
pressure SCBA and/or PAPR capability. The ST54™
The ST54™ SCBA
Avon Protection
Systems’
M53A1, FM53 and FM54 respirators (see respirator
the operator with total flexibility to select the necessary
datasheets for system
further details)provides
with new and innovative
modular breathing apparatus technology to provide
level
of protection
quickly and efficiently without degradation of operational
positive pressure
SCBA and/or
PAPR capability. The
ST54™ system provides the operator with total flexibility
effectiveness.
with the tactical mission in mind, the system incorporates
to select the necessary
level of protectionDesigned
quickly
and efficiently without degradation of operational
effectiveness. Designed
with the tactical mission
in components and warning whistle which can be silenced.
non-reflective
black
mind, the system incorporates non-reflective black
components and warning whistle which can be silenced.
The standard ST54™ backframe two piece composite
assembly with universal cylinder band to accommodate
a variety of DOT approved stealth black cylinders from
4500- 5500 psi; 30, 45, 60, and 70 minute duration (70
minute only available with 5500 psi system).

ST53TM

Cylinder Valve
The ST54™ includes a non-locking black painted brass
cylinder valve.

Cylinder
Monitoring
The ST53™ combines Avon
Protection
Systems’ FM53™ mask with new and innovative
The ST54™ backframe option includes a remotely
accessible, chest mounted pressure gauge for
modular breathing apparatus
technology
to provide positive pressure SCBA and/
monitoring pressure and a whistle end of service alarm
FM53|M53A1
FM54
which has the option to be disabled if required.
or PAPR capability. The ST53™
system provides the operator with total flexibility
Compact Demand Valve (CDV) 40mm
to select the necessary level
of protection
quickly
efficiently whilst continuing
The world’s
smallest, most compact
chemically and
hardened
demand valve provides constant positive pressure.
to operate effectively. Designed with stealth applications in mind, the system
The CDV can be mounted to either side of the respirator.
incorporates non-reflective
black components
and with
a warning whistle which can be
It is unobtrusive
and allows excellent integration
weapons and other tactical gear.
silenced.
800.892.1099 | federalresources.com

MP-PAPR
Avon Protection introduces a new generation of CBRN Powered Air
Purifying Respirator (PAPR), the Avon MP-PAPR system.
A departure from traditional rigid plastic construction systems, the Avon
MP-PAPR is the world’s first flexible PAPR unit, constructed from the same
field proven chlorobutyl rubber, as used for the Avon 50 series masks
range.
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CBRNCF50 CBRN FILTER
The Avon CBRNCF50 canister meets the NIOSH CBRN APR
standard at the 15-minute classification level (Cap 1), the
EUROPEAN STANDARD, EN 14387 (A1B2E1K1 P3), and the relevant
criteria specified in the NATO Triptych for protection against
chemical and biological warfare agents in aerosol, liquid form.
It provides effective protection against all the gaseous agents
specified in the NIOSH CBRN standard, as well as excellent
performance against a wider range of both chemical warfare
agents and Toxic Industrial Chemicals (TICs). A particulate filter
element exceeding the requirements of NIOSH 42CFR84 P100 and
EN 14387 (P3) is incorporated, ensuring effective performance
against all dusts, mists, fumes, biological agents (bacteria, virus,
fungal spores etc), including radioactive dusts.

CTCF50 RIOT AGENT FILTER
The Avon CTCF50 Filter is a low profile combination filter
containing a pleated high-efficiency filter element for removal
of aerosols, particulate matter, smoke, fumes and a carbon bed
for the removal of vapors that may be released from trapped
particles. It is specifically designed for removal of riot control
agents and tear gases including CS, CN and OC pepper spray.
The canister body is made of a modified polyphenylene
ether-polystyrene blend (PPE&PS), which is a high quality
engineering construction polymer. It provides a very robust
product which is extremely durable against shock and impact
in operational use. The canister body is black in color and has a
matte finish to reduce reflection.
+
+
+
+
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Conformal shape providing low profile
Unique Humidity Indicator
5.5 year shelf life
Protection against CS, CN and OC riot agents

LOW BURDEN MASK (LBM)
A perfect balance between design, performance and comfort in the most critical
situations.
+ L
 ightweight and durable
+ Comfortable easy-to-adjust fabric
head harness
+ High-performance facial seal
+ Easy donning (within nine seconds)
+ Fast decontamination

+ L
 eft, right or dual canister mount
(40-mm NATO thread)
+ Front speech transmitter
+ Convenient high-flow drinking
system

C420 PAPR SYSTEM
Used in the military, tactical, aviation and industrial applications worldwide,
the C420 PAPR system filters contaminants from ambient air and provides a
constant, filtered airflow of between 115 and 140 liters per minute to the user’s
face piece thus providing a much higher safety factor due to positive pressure in
the mask.
+ Greatly reduces pulmonary stress
+ Preserves strength and mental acuity

+ Battlefield proven technology
+ Live agent tested

CBRN CAP I C420 PAPR SYSTEM
The CBRN CAP I C420 PAPR system provides breathing protection in compliance
with NIOSH certifications for PAPRs in environments below Immediately
Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) levels, and protects the face, eyes, and
gastrointestinal tract against known chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
hazards in aerosol, liquid, and vapor form. Chlorine, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur oxide,
formaldehyde, nitrogen dioxide, phosgene, phosphine, and ammonia.
+ C
 BRN Military Missions
+ CBRN SWAT &
Special Operations
+ Decontamination Teams

+ F
 irst Responder/First Receiver
+ Chemical / Industrial
Spill Clean up

NAT. GUARD KIT W/ PRO MASK 2000 & HYDRATION
The National Guard PAPR Kit with Hydration was originally developed for
National Guard CERF-P teams and is designed to provide respiratory protection
in the event of a WMD incident in a non-IDLH environment. The N-60175-001
updates the standard kit to include a complete hydration system, mask and filter
pouch, and filter covers.
+ L
 ightweight, Low-profile
and Comfortable
+ Helps ensure mission success
+ Complete Hydration System

+ Decontaminable
+ Higher Protection Factor than a Mask
Alone + Reduces Pulmonary Stress

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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SPECIAL PROJECTS OPERATIONS –
SHIELD™6500
The SHIELD Advanced Life Support Device is a low proﬁle,
lightweight, extended duration, hybrid respiratory system. The
system is completely modular and can be easily adapted to
meet operational requirements. The SHIELD is the ﬁrst choice
with CBRN, HAZMAT, and special mission units across the globe.
The SHIELD system can be operated in four modes of operation:
+
+
+
+

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR)
Air Purifying Respirator (APR)
Supplied Air Respirator (SAR).

CBRN CAP-1 CANISTER
The canister when tested as part of the NIOSH approved air purifying respirator
system, including all components and accessories, resists the permeation and
penetration of Distilled Sulfur Mustard (HD) and Sarin (GB) chemical agents when
tested on an upper-torso manikin connected to a breathing machine operating at
an air flow rate of 40 l/min, 36 respirations per minute, 1.1 liters tidal volume per the
CBRN APR and PAPR standard.
In addition to protecting against the chemical warfare agents listed above, the
CBRN CAP-1 Canister offers particulate protection that is over 99.97% efficient
and meets the requirements of a P100 particulate filter in accordance with 42 CFR,
Part 84. The particle filter removes aerosols and solid particulates which makes it
effective for protection against a range of radiological and biological agents.
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Air-Pak X3 PRO

Air-Pak X3

Self Contained Breathing Apparatus

Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (S
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AIR-PAK X3

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
FROM ALL SIDES.

The Scott Safety Air-Pak X3 SCBA was designed not only to exceed
the new requirements outlined in the 2013 Edition of the NFPA 1981
and NFPA 1982 standards, but also to exceed customer expectations
for how an Air-Pak SCBA should feel and function.

T
t
w
w
A
c
A
C
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Scott Safety has been committed to serving the fire service
for more than 85 years. In that time, our purpose and focus
The Air-Pak X3 SCBA improves comfort through new shoulder strap
has remained unchanged – to provide the most reliable and
designs, better weight management, and improved hose and wire
durable personal protective equipment to ensure the safety of
management, resulting in the cleanest Air-Pak SCBA on the market.
firefighters and first responders. The end result is an Air-Pak

pparatus

CE

ervice
focus
e and
ety of
ir-Pak
ust to
oven,
next

Fireground communications are enhanced with the AV-3000 HT
SCBA built with quality and precision that you can trust to
facepiece, EPIC 3 Voice Communications, a new “external” HUD and
perform in the most demanding conditions. This level of proven,
optimally
positioned “buddy” lights.
trusted, performance has been carried forward with the next

+

Air-Pak SCBA platform.

+

The Air-Pak X3 Pro SCBA is built on a foundation of redundant
safety features, providing unparalleled performance to protect
the family of firefighters who expect the best in theAIR-PAK
most

Waist-Mounted Reducer available with either a CGA or
Snap-Change Cylinder Connection

X3 PRO

+

+

demanding conditions, with a focus on enhancing Cleanability,
The Air-Pak SCBA is built with quality and precision that you can
Comfort, and Connectivity to ensure the security and comfort

+

trust to perform in the most demanding conditions. This level of
proven, trusted, performance has been carried forward with the
next Air-Pak SCBA platform.

of today’s firefighter.

+

KEY FEATURES:

+
CGA Reducer

Snap-Change Reducer

+ New harness materials offer greater resistance to chemical exposure and water absorption to

AV-3000
help minimize contamination

ndant
rotect
most
bility,

+

HT FACEPIECE

+

+

3M Scott’s
HT
facepiece
meets
all reduce
requirements
+ Easy-to-remove harness
allowsAV-3000
for cleaning
and
gross decon
to help
long-term car-

+

standard, It is
cinogen exposureestablished in the NFPA 1981:2013 Edition
New Console with

approved as a component of NFPA 1981:2002
Ed.Gauge
Air-Pak
Large Sweep
+ New shoulder harness design improves the ease of donning and
and
“External”
HUD and
Fifty and NxG2, 2007 Ed. Air-Pak 75 and
NxG7
SCBAs,
+ minimizes pressure points to reduce user fatigue
2013 Ed. Air-Pak X3 and Air-Pak 75 SCBAs.

mfort

+

+ Natural articulation (i.e. waist pad) promotes greater range of motion to the user, while
transferring weight to the hips for a more balanced load
+ Superior breathability offers minimal breathing resistance to reduce user burden and im-

aterials offer greater resistance to chemical exposure and water absorption to

prove operational efficiencies

ontamination
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+ Redundant
safety features afford firefighters peace of mind knowing that the SCBA is going
e harness allows for cleaning and gross decon to help reduce
long-term car-

C420 PLUS PAPR

re

to perform in the toughest environments

The Scott Safety C420 Plus PAPR can be used for CBRN and non+ Bluetooth® enabled electronics support wireless connectivity between devices for improved
arness design improves the ease of donning and
CBRN applications. It is ideal for fi re
departments, law enforcement
ure points to reduce
user
fatigue
configurability,
transmission/retrieval,
firefighter safety and fireground accountability
and federal first responders for protection
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tion (i.e. waist incidents.
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load (Sure Seal version),
rogated for asset tracking
cup), or
M120 full
face piece
anduser
CBRN
Cap-1
canister.
ability offers minimal
breathing
resistance
to reduce
burden
and im+ Proudly “Made in the USA” with the highest level of quality and workmanship

nal efficiencies

+ A
 pproved for both NIOSH CBRN and NIOSH 42CFR part 84
applications
e toughest environments
+ Rechargeable and single use batteries to support long work hours
bled electronics
support
wireless connectivity
devices for
improved
+ Two
cartridge
design forbetween
lower overall
cost

ty features afford firefighters peace of mind knowing that the SCBA is going

data transmission/retrieval,
firefighter
safety and fireground accountability
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D tags provide local storage of SCBA information that can be wirelessly inter-

et tracking
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RESPIRATOR – 6500 SERIES
The 3M Rugged Comfort 6500 Series Half Face piece Reusable Respirator helps
provide respiratory protection in harsh, dirty environments against airborne
contaminants when used with approved 3M cartridges and filters.
+ R
 esilient silicone face seal helps provide comfort, durability, and stability with
a soft but firm seal
+ Proprietary Cool Flow valve helps reduce heat and moisture
+ Exhalation valve cover helps direct exhaled breath and moisture downward
to reduce fogging of eyewear and grinding and welding shields

REUSABLE RESPIRATOR 6900 DIN
This respirator is a 6000 series full face piece (large) with a single DIN thread
port on the front of the face piece. It is NIOSH approved for use with the 3M
Cartridge FR-C2A1 or 3M Cartridge FR-64 for acid gases (including chlorine),
CN, CS, and particulates (P100 filter). The FR-C2A1 cartridge meets military
specifications MIL-C-51560 and EA-C-1704. Full Face piece Respirator

REUSABLE RESPIRATOR 6900 DIN
The 3M™ Breathe Easy ™ Powered Air Purifying Respirator RBE-10BR
Assembly provides a ready to use PAPR assembly designed for First
Responder use. The easy to use kit includes a blower motor (022-0003R01), butyl rubber hood (BE-10BR), breathing tube (RBE-BTH), decon
belt (RBE-BLT), cartridge (RBE-57x3), battery adapter (TR-659), standard
battery (TR-630), easy clean holster (TR-657), battery charger (TR-641N),
cartridge shower cover (RBE-SC), airflow indicator (520-01-21) all with a
convenient duffel bag.
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HYBRID SYSTEM (DHS) 7000
The Dräger Hybrid System (DHS) 7000 is designed for situations where seconds could be
the difference between life and death. Approved as a CBRN Cap 1 APR, CBRN Cap 1 PAPR, or
CBRN SCBA, this versatile system enables you to adapt to and overcome a variety of CBRN
operational environments.
+ NIOSH CBRN & NFPA approvals
+ Dräger Hybrid Respirator (DHR) 7000
Mask

+ APR Cap 1 CBRN Canister
+ PAPR (C420)
+ SCBA (PSS 100 H, PSS 7000 H)

PARAT® ESCAPE HOODS
Dräger PARAT escape hoods are designed to be easily
donned and protect users from toxic industrial and firerelated gases, vapors and particles for up to 15 minutes.

FPS 7000
The FPS 7000 face mask was designed to provide the firefighter with an exceptional
unobstructed wide field of vision. The tough distortion free polycarbonate visor has an
anti-scratch coating for protection. Incoming air enters the face mask via a unique one
way valve, distributing the air evenly over the inside of the visor, preventing fogging and
cross contamination to the lung demand valve, whilst continuing to operate effectively.
Designed with stealth applications in mind, the system incorporates non-reflective black
components and a warning whistle which can be silenced.

PANARAMA NOVA® NFPA
The Panorama Nova full-face mask has been successful in the market worldwide for decades
and provides reliable and secure protection. In combination with a compressed air breathing
apparatus or rebreather it is used as a tried and tested face piece by firefighters and in mining.
+ Comfortable fit combined with double sealing line
+ Robust and durable
+ The option to choose a mask with different connections and wearing systems, as straps or
helmet adapters
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SURVIVAIR OPTI-FIT CBRN
The HMK150 is a revolutionary Helmet Mask Kombination System specifically
designed for CBRN and Riot Control.
The Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN full facepiece was developed specifically for first
responders in tactical, CBRN and riot control situations. The Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN
provides respiratory protection from certain chemical, biological, radiological and
nuclear agents.

CBRN ESCAPE HOOD
Clear hood lets rescue team see user, and is anti-claustrophobic. Contoured butyl
neck dam provides easier donning and fit. Convenient carry bag can be worn
vertically or horizontally. Dual cartridge design is balanced for better fit and comfort.
NIOSH CAP 2 Escape hood offers minimum of 30 minutes escape from many
contaminants. Dual cartridge design is ergonomically balanced for increased comfort.
Features anti-claustrophobic clear hood and contoured butyl neck dam for easy
donning and better fit.

R® 5X

Detector & PID
G1 SCBA

The first and only TIC integrated directly into the SCBA.
s Inside
That Counts

IR 5X Multigas
and
PID equipment
is driven byadded
the most
advanced
technology
available
in
+ NoDetector
additional
bulky
to your
facepiece
or hanging
from your
gearmarket. The ALTAIR 5X outlasts the competition and delivers the most
detector on the
+
EasilySensors,
orderedPID
on any
G1 SCBA
and compatible
all in-service
G1 needs.
SCBA
h integrated XCell
and new
Bluetooth
technology
to meetwith
current
and future
via a simple field upgrade
+ Powered by the G1 SCBA integrated rechargeable power source – never check
multiple battery locations again
RELIABILITY & LONG-LIFE OPERATION
+ Internally-integrated
with
recessed
inlet minimizes
+ Single button auto-on functionality
allows thepump
iTIC to
come
on pump
immediately
with
snag hazards
and screens
break points
the SCBA and easily cycle through
various
+ Full 3-year warranty on detector and LEL, O2, H2S, CO, SO2,
+ NFPA 1981 approved
NO2, and IR sensors
+ Rugged housing withstands 10-ft. drop test
+ Easy to operate

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

POWERED BY PERFORMANCE
+ 4-year sensor life on LEL, O2, CO, H2S, SO2, NO2, and IR
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DECON IN A BAG®
Decon in a Bag is an ideal decon kit for responders and facilities
with limited HazMat resources (law enforcement, EMS and security
services, public health clinics, schools and urgent care centers).
Each decon kit contains all the necessary equipment for simple, yet
effective decontamination.
+ W
 aterproof instructions for
easy reference throughout the
procedure
+ Decon wand
+ Compact water supply hose

+ Splash suits for responders (2)
+ Don-It® personal privacy kits
for victims (4)
+ Collection bags for
contaminated clothing (4)

INDESTRUCTO® DECON SHOWER SYSTEM
The Indestructo is a highly break resistant portable decon shower
that is constructed of durable ABS pipes and fittings, and specially
designed shower heads. The shower is fully collapsible, and
assembles with unique quick-connects for fast assembly. Two
wind screens help to reduce overspray and maintain the shower’s
effectiveness. The Indestructo Decon Shower meets the flow rates,
spray pattern, and other performance characteristics set by the
ANSI/ISEA 113-2013 standard.
+ B
 etter control in the removal
of AX gases
+ Reduced respiratory breathing
burden

+ C
 an be used with a variety of
head tops, hoses & accessories
+ ATEX unit approved for use in
explosive atmospheres

DECONTAMINATION SHOWER SYSTEM
The Standard Decontamination System includes the shower,
collection pool, and elevation grids. It is the industry’s leading
stand-alone solution, offering quick set-up, victim privacy, thorough
decontamination and easy clean up.
+ F
 our shower heads plus
an independent hand-held
sprayer
+ Total output: 16.8 gpm (4.2
gpm per shower head)
+ Single water inlet: standard
garden hose
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+ M
 eets ANSI/ISEA 1132013 standard flow rates,
spray pattern, and other
performance characteristics

VICTORY INNOVATIONS MG300
+ Lightweight – 10lbs.
+ Quiet — Suitable for use in any
environment
+ The removable tank holds 2.25
gallons
+ Save time, use less chemical per
square foot with more complete
coverage
+ Increased Performance
+ Easy Fill Tank

+
+
+
+
+

Adjustable Nozzle
Ergonomic Handle
Long-Lasting Battery
Easy Carry Handle
Wide, Padded Comfortable
Carrying Straps
+ Quick-Release Valve
+ Great for Sanitizing, Disinfecting,
Odor Control,
+ Pest Control, Pesticides, Coatings

FIRST LINE TECHNOLOGY ELECTROSTATIC
DECONTAMINATION KIT
The Electrostatic Decon Kit (EDK) combines top of the line technology from
Victory Innovations and First Line Technology to offer users the easiest, most
efficient way to decontaminate threats.
Stored in a military grade hardshell case from SKB Cases, the electrostatic
spraying system can easily be charged while staying organized inside the case
for rapid deployment when needed.
MG200 Electrostatic Sprayer
Electrostatic spraying is the process of adding an electric charge to the liquid
droplets when they are sprayed. The result is the decon solution will envelop
and adhere to the target. As the charged droplets hit the surface they are
forced to create an even spread, including hidden and shadowed areas.
DAHLGREN DECON + FIBERTECT
Provides high efficacy decontamination products that can decontaminate
chemical warfare agents, toxic industrial chemicals (TICs), toxic industrial
materials (TIMs), as well as biological and radiological agents from personnel,
personal protective equipment (PPE), sensitive equipment, and critical
infrastructure.

RAE SYSTEMS RAPID DEPLOYMENT CHARGE &
CALIBRATE KIT
The perfect solution for ensuring your equipment is always charged and
ready. Never be caught with another non-functional instrument because it
wasn’t recharged.
It’s important to keep your instruments fully charged for optimum
performance and correctly calibrated to be sure your readings are accurate.
Have confidence that your meters are always ready for rapid deployment.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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Replaceable
Shower Canopy

Liner 2
Removable
Liner 1

TECH DECON CONTAINMENT SYSTEM #7670
+ Designed for Emergency Use.
+ Rapid Air Deployment.
+ Full Interoperability with ZUMRO Shelters
+ Easy to re-position after deployment
+ Easy to set-up in any weather condition
+ PRE-ASSEMBLED ready for use upon deployment.
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Liner 3

MODEL 311 DECON SYSTEM
+ Designed for Emergency Use
+ Rapid Inflation
+ Full Interoperability
+ Easy to re-position after deployment
+ Easy to set-up in any weather condition
+ PRE-ASSEMBLED

MODEL 311-L3 DECON SYSTEM
The NEW Model 311-L3 has an “open” three-lane design
with removable privacy curtains. There are nine
pre-plumbed outlets. Choose from Decon-Hoops, HandHeld Shower Nozzles or Fixed Showers heads for total
flexibility! There are two Decon and one Rinse position
in each lane for maximum patient flow!
+ 120 Walking Casualties/Hr.
+ Power Deployed in minutes.
+ 3 Corridor Design

Mdl 311, Blue connected via Connector Door Option to Mdl 400, Red
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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Decontamination System

Rapid Deployment & Scalability
MASS CASUALTY DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM

MASS CASUALTY

Mass Casualty Decontamination Shelters for effective decontamination
DECONTAMINATION
SHELTERS
of both ambulatory
and non-ambulatory casualties
and protect critical
infrastructure and reduce the spread of contamination during a CBRN / All
for effective decontamination of both ambulatory
Hazard event.

apid Deployment & Scalability

and non-ambulatory casualties and protect

+ P
 atented external articulating frame with corrosion resistant anodized
criticalDesign
infrastructure
and
reduce the
spread of
aluminum.
facilities Rapid
Deployment
and Scalability;
shelter can
operate with 30% of frame missing or broken.

MASS CASUA

contamination during a CBRN / All Hazard event.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

+ U
 V stable, fire retardant and chemical resistant fabric on interior. Provides
durability; protects exterior frame from contaminants and expedites postuse clean up.

DECONTAMINATION

+ S
 eparates into 4 decon lines. Enables patient privacy; converts to both
+ Patented external articulating frame with corrosion resistant anodized aluminum.
ambulatory and non-ambulatory.

for effective decontamination

Design facilities Rapid Deployment and Scalability; shelter can operate with 30% of frame missing or broken.
Interior
Basin contains
waste water
within
wash/rinse
area of shelter
+ UV stable, fire retardant and chemical resistant +fabric
on interior.
Provides durability;
protects
exterior
frame from
with
floor
risers.
contaminants and expedites post-use clean up.
+ Separates into 4 decon lines. Enables patient privacy;
converts
to both
ambulatory
and
+ On/Off
capable
shower
nozzels
onnon-ambulatory.
interior fabric saturate patients with
360 area
of spray.
Maintains
system
+ Interior Basin contains waste water within wash/rinse
of shelter
with floor
risers.integrity and maximizes decon capability;
can easily
turn
off Maintains
for user’ssystem
specific
needsand
+ On/Off capable shower nozzels on interior fabric nozzles
saturate patients
with
360on
of or
spray.
integrity
maximizes decon capability; nozzles can easily +
turn
on or off Capability
for user’s specific
needs Power Generation, Multiple Water Supply
Complete
to include:
+ Tan or Green Tricon Containers Available
Options, and Waste Water Management
+ Complete Capability to include: Power Generation, Multiple Water Supply Options,
and Waste Water Management

and non-ambulatory casua

critical infrastructure and red

contamination
during a CBRN
Available Through
DLA TLS Programs

This item has been approved by

DECONTAMINATION SHELTERS
the Defense Logistics Agency for

TURES & BENEFITS:

nted external articulating frame
CBRN

purchase through the Tailored

Decontamination Shelters for effective
decontamination of both
Logistic Support Programs through
ambulatory and non-ambulatory casualties
same
compact
TLS Primewithin
Vendor the
Federal
Resources.
footprint. Patented external articulating frame with corrosion resistant
Visit www.federalresources.com
for more info
with
corrosion
aluminum.
anodized
aluminumresistant anodized

gn facilities Rapid Deployment and+ Scalability;
shelter can operate
with 30% of frame mis
+ CUV stable, fire retardant and
On/Off capable shower nozzles
Classify.
on interior fabric
saturate
patients
chemical800.892.1099
resistant
fabric on protects
table,Quantify.
fire retardant and chemical resistant
fabric
on interior.
Provides
durability;
with 360° of spray
interior. federalresources.com
Separates into multiple
Contain.
decon lines. Enables patient
aminants
and expedites post-use clean
up.
+ Four ergonomic
overhead
privacy for male and female
hand sprayers’ Conveyors with
patientsambulatory and non-am
arates into 4 decon lines. Enables patient
privacy;
converts
to
both
articulate frame and matching
F&ESE
SOE
transfer boards
ior Basin contains waste water within wash/rinse area of shelter with floor risers.
Off capable shower nozzels on interior fabric saturate patients with 360 of spray. Maintain
mizes decon capability; nozzles can easily turn on or off for user’s specific needs
BERRY & TAA
COMPLIANT

or Green
Tricon Containers
Available
64 800.892.1099
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plete Capability to include: Power Generation, Multiple Water Supply Options,

INDIVIDUAL DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM
Individual Decontamination Shelter for effective decontamination of a single
ambulatory person. The shelter incorporates a tall profile to accommodate
individuals fully outfitted in PPE.
+ P
 atented external articulating
frame with corrosion resistant
anodized aluminum

ISO-POD
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ENHANCED DECON SYSTEMS (EDS)
First Line Technology’s Enhanced Decon Systems kit (EDS) has the power to decon 6 - 24 personnel and brings
together all of your decon needs for easy accessibility and rapid deployment. The EDS includes:
+ 4’ X 4’ Shuffle Pit

+ Headlamps

+ 4’ X 4’ FiberTect Polyester Pads (2 pk)

+ J-Knives

+ Tactical Sprayers with Mollie Bag

+ EMT Scissors

+ (L) FiberTect Polyester Mitts

+ Green Illuminated Chem Light (10 pk)

+ RSDL Kits

+ Red Illuminated Chem Light (10 pk)

+ 24’ x 24’ FiberTect Polyester Pads (2 pk)

+ PPE Drop Bags

+ Collapsible Decon Bucket

+ Chem Tape Roll

+ Tool Pouches

+ Hot/Cold Line Markers

+ Dahlgren Decon 22oz Configurations

+ Brand-name 120L Black Duffel Bag

ELECTROSTATIC DECON KIT (EDK)
The Electrostatic Decon Kit (EDK) combines top of the line technology from
Victory Innovations and First Line Technology to offer users the easiest, most
efficient way to decontaminate threats.
Stored in a military grade hardshell case from SKB Cases, the electrostatic
spraying system can easily be charged while staying organized inside the case
for rapid deployment when needed.
Kit contents
+ (2) Dahlgren Decon 22oz
Configuration
+ (8) 12X12 Polyester FiberTect Wipes
+ (1) MG200 Electrostatic Sprayer
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+ (1) 1000ml Mixing Beaker & Stir Rod
+ (2) 8 hour extended battery
+ (1) Built-in 110v Battery Charger
+ (1) Protective Case

FIBERTECT
FiberTect is a three layer, inert, flexible, drapable, nonwoven composite
substrate for absorbing and adsorbing chemical warfare agents (CWA), toxic
industrial chemicals (TICs), and pesticides. FiberTect is self-contained and
packaged for easy use, storage, and transport. Materials used in the outside
layers may vary to provide both absorption and adsorption properties and
multiple functional uses.
+ Wipe Away Bulk Chemicals
+ E
 ffective Dry Decon of: · Persons
Weapons· Sensitive
+ Fabric Retains Toxic Vapor

+ Activated Carbon Nonwoven
Fabric
+ Devoid of Loose Particles
+ Indefinite Shelf Life

+ A
 bsorbs and Adsorbs Toxic
Materials

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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RSDL ACTIVE & TRAINING LOTION
The Reactive Skin Decontamination Lotion (RSDL ®) Kit is intended to
remove or neutralize chemical warfare agents and T-2 Toxin from the skin. It’s
military grade, lightweight, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) cleared, and
starts working within 2 minutes.*
When Requesting a Quote: Please note RSDL kits are available in a variety of
quantities and volumes. Please specify the quantity needed and volume of
each kit (21mL/42mL) in the comments section.
+ D
 esigned to be Carried by
Warfighters and First Responders
Worldwide
+ Tested and demonstrated to
remove or neutralize CWAs
from the skin by the US DoD and
NATO Militaries
+ RSDL ® is the only FDA-cleared
skin decontaminate that removes
or neutralizes CWAs from the
skin in a single step

FIRST LINE TECHNOLOGY DAHLGREN DECON
Dahlgren Decon is a three-component solution that can immediately
decontaminate chemical and biological warfare agents. Dahlgren Decon
can be used on personal protective equipment (PPE), equipment, and
critical infrastructure. Dahlgren Decon has at least a five-year shelf life in
storage and will be efficacious for at least six hours after being mixed with
any available water source – fresh water, salt water, and brackish water
are all proven effective. Live-agent testing indicates that the surfactant
based decontamination formula with Dalhgren Decon is capable of 100%
neutralization of HD in less than 2 minutes, 100% neutralization of GD in 5
minutes, and approximately 95% neutralization of VX in 15 minutes with no
toxic byproducts observed.
+ Decontamination of Personal
Protective (PPE),, and Critical
Infrastructure
+ Fast Acting Decon of Chemical
and Biological* Agents
+ Excellent Material Compatibility
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+ Works with Detectors – No False
Positives
+ Non-Corrosive & Non-Flammable
+ Non-Toxic By-Products
+ Mixes with Any Available Water
Source

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

+ Starts working within 2 minutes
(based upon liquid-phase and
in-vitro reactivity tests; clinical
relevance unknown
+ Individual Packet and Multi
Packet Kits Available

KESTREL 5500 WEATHER METER
This Kestrel meter does it all! The Kestrel 5500 Weather Meter provides the same trusted
accuracy, reliability, and usability as the original Kestrel 4500. Measure every environmental
condition plus wind direction, crosswind and headwind/tailwind. Use it golfing, sailing,
flying, spraying, shooting and more. Drop-proof, dust-proof, waterproof and able to
withstand extreme environments without damage, your Kestrel weather meter travels with
you anywhere you dare to go. A range of carry pouch options makes it even easier to take
your Kestrel meter with you.
The Kestrel 5500 Pocket Weather Meter is Kestrel’s powerful, mini weather station. The
Kestrel 5500 is a major upgrade from the Kestrel 4500. Functionally, you’re getting more
environmental features with some big improvements to the overall meter.
+ Dongle
+ Bluetooth LINK to Smartphones /
Mobiel / Android / IOS
+ Takes 1 AA battery (instead of 2 AAA)
+ Battery door is in the back, sealed away
from the motherboard, should your
battery leak as was common with all the
4000 series<
+ Improved high resolution screen for any
lighting (even sunlight) and easy on
your eyes.
+ Intuitive user-interface screen
navigation

+ Multiple Languages: English, French,
German, Spanish
+ Scratch and breakage-resistant window
+ All meters include both options of Red
(NV - Night Vision) & White backlights.
+ Slightly bigger, not really noticeable
difference. Fits same cases.
+ Includes vane mount with 5500 LiNK
option
+ Roughly 12,000 data points.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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CBRNe
SOFTWARE
READITRAK BY FEDERAL RESOURCES
Maintenance and repair management, technical support, and knowledge
specifically for the CBRNE and HazMat response community.
TM

Your go-to place for technical support, repairs, and the information and
training materials you need to keep your equipment - and your operators - in
peak condition.
+ Web-based instrument maintenance manager
+ Easy-to-use single platform interface
+ Track & support equipment and personnel

ECHARTS FROM FEDERAL RESOURCES
Use the Federal Resources eCharts to quickly determine the appropriate
response to a chemical HAZMAT incident. Never worry about leaving your
charts in the truck or at the station again.
The Federal Resources eCharts follow the same charts used in the Above The
Line / Below The Line courses and help users identify threats right on their
mobile device.

HAZMASTER G3/CBRN OPERATIONS
With 165,000+ materials and trade names, HazMasterG3’s core database is
much larger than any other comparable legacy decision support system –
because you can’t get an answer if you don’t have the data. HazMasterG3
delivers actionable insights – when and where you need them, whether on
your smartphone, tablet, laptop or netcentric environment. The experts
people rely on choose to rely on HazMasterG3. Not because they were
directed to use it or just because everyone else uses it. Because HazMasterG3
makes them look smart when they really need it. By providing the insight
needed to take action.
+ Physical signature library of 1.5
million+ attributes and a patented
decision engine identify unknown
materials in under 3 seconds
+ ID a broad range of dual-use
precursors
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+ Q
 uickly identify specific agents
most likely to cause observed
symptoms
+ Virtually mix agents

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM/EOD
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EOD
Equipment Solutions for Explosive
Ordnance Disposal Detection
and Protection.
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™ Explosives Precursor-Identiﬁcation Kits
IDEX
EOD
FIELD FORENSICS
Simple, Rugged & Reliable color test kits for Home-Made
Explosive (HME) precursors

DETECTION

E.L.I.T.E. Explosives Dete

IDEX™ colorimetric test kits are the most convenient single-use™
kit on
the market. Each one is self contained, has a long shelf-life, identiﬁes a
speciﬁc HME precursor - and can be carried in aTrace
shirt detection
pocket. For
these
of commercial,
military and home
IDEX™
EXPLOSIVES PRECURSOR-IDENTIFICATION
KITS
reasons, E.L.I.T.E.™ test kits are used on battleﬁelds
by
military
EOD
E.L.I.T.E.™ kits are self-contained, rugged, can be carried in a shirt
IDEX™
kitssquads
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liquid, and
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forms at kit
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identify
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E.L.I.T.E.™
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market.
Each
one
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a
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shelf-life,
identifies
a
specific
making chemicals.
peroxide-based explosives such as TATP when it is stored or hidde
HME precursor - and can be carried in a shirt pocket. For these reasons,
IDEX™ enhanced
is unique,
giving
theteams
user easily
E.L.I.T.E.™
test kits colorimetric
are used onchemistry
battlefields
by military
EOD
and by
ELITE
discernible
and
rates lower
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currently
elite s
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bombcolors
squads
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explosives
making
chemicals.
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available test kits, instruments and even K-9s. There are no known
IDEX™
enhanced colorimetric
unique,
givinginthe
user
easily
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Any soldier orchemistry
policemaniscan
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mindiscernible
colors
and
false-positive
rates
lower
than
other
currently
utes. When the color on the tip matches that on the tube: POSITIVE.
available test kits, instruments and even K-9s. There are no known falseIDEX™ kits
generally
to precursor
or in a When
negatives.
Any
soldierreact
or policeman
can chemicals
be trainedimmediately
in a few minutes.
few
seconds.
The
user
doesn’t
have
to
worry
about
losing
components,
the color on the tip matches that on the tube: POSITIVE.
or replacing or recharging batteries as the tests are self-contained. Simple, rugged and reliable.
Model
Target
Chemicals
E.L.I.T.E.™
EXPLOSIVES

IDEX™ is intelligently designed. Even the packaging can

Below are the categories of explosives and precursor chemicals d
DETECTION KITS
be used to transport and protect a
sample of material for

EL300. Note that the EL200 can also detect peroxides, chlorates

laterinanalysis.
A forensics
is included
to properly
IDEX-001
nitro-aromatics
E.L.I.T.E.™ kits
are self-contained, rugged, can be carried
a shirt pocket,
and label
detect
a broad range
of explosives
mark the sample with date, time, case number, etc.

Explosive
in solid, liquid,
and vapor forms at trace or bulk levels. All of the E.L.I.T.E.™ explosives detection
kits have three year
IDEX-002
ammonium

Examples

Nitroaromatics
DNT, or
TATB,
picric acid, tetryl…
shelf life under extreme conditions. E.L.I.T.E.™ tests for peroxide, chlorate and perchlorate
in liquid, TNT,
vapor
solid
urea nitrate
form and can even detect peroxide-based explosives such as TATP when it is stored Nitroaliphatics
or hidden under
RDX,alcohol.
HMX, nitroglycerin, PETN…

IDEX-003
IDEX-004

chlorates

Nitrates

ammonium nitrate, urea nitrate, black powd

Chlorates

potassium chlorate, chlorate/fuel, Poor Man

Peroxides

H2O2, TATP, MEKP, HMTD…

IDEX-005
perchlorates - these kits are used around the world by elite special forces, law enforcement, border
ELITE™ Applications

security and
commercial security teams in applications such as:
IDEX-006
nitrates
IDEX-007

phosphate

IDEX-009

peroxide

IDEX-010

urea

IDEX-011

aluminum

IDEX-012

magnesium

IDEX-013

iron/iron oxide

+ Technical exploitation
IDEX-008
acetic
anhydride
+ Temporary
checkpoints

+ HUMINT (intelligence)
+ VIP clearance sweeps

Perchlorates

Flash powders, ammonium perchlorate, lea
+ Post-blast investigation
+ Maritime interdiction (boarding)

Since many of the chlorate, perchlorate and peroxide-based explo

E.L.I.T.E.™ models

has a pen-like design to give operators additional ﬁnger protection
quantities of these explosives.

EL100 – tests for
nitro-aromatic,
nitro-aliphatic
and
explosives
Left:
IDEX-004 quickly
conﬁrms material
is anitrate-based
chlorate
Right:to
The
outerthem.
tube also
serves
a materials
transport
E.L.I.T.E.™
Explosives Detection
Rev.
0 - Made in USA
and chemicals used
make
Some
of as
these
compounds
include:
Patents & Patents Pending - Copyright 2017 Field Forensics, Inc.
container
further analysis
of theSeveral
suspect-material.
Commercial, Military
andfor
Home-Made
Explosives
(HME), including TNT,
DNT, TATB, RDX, HMX, EGDN, PETN, NG, NC, ANFO, ANS, and black
powder.

IDEX™ HME Precursor Identiﬁers
Copyright 2017 - Field Forensics, Inc. - Made in USA

FFI Colorimetric Test Kits

EL200 – tests for chlorate, peroxide, and perchlorate-based HME and
chemicals used to make them. Some of these compounds include:
TATP, HMTD, MEKP, flash powders, Armstrong’s mixture, Poor Man’s C4,
potassium chlorate mixtures.
EL300 – tests for nitro-aromatic, nitro-aliphatic, peroxide, chlorate
and nitrate-based explosives and precursor chemicals. Some of these
compounds include: Commercial, Military and HME, including TNT, DNT,
TATB, RDX, HMX, EGDN, PETN, NG, NC, ANFO, ANS, TATP, HMTD, MEKP,
black powder, flash powders, Armstrong’s mixture, Poor Man’s C4.
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DMC
rotceteD lateM tcapmoC ecnamrofreP hgiH
hgih yrev a si DMC AIEC ehT
ytivitisnes-hgih ,ecnamrofrep
dengised rotceteD lateM tcapmoC
latem-muminim dna latem tceted ot
dna evitcudnoc ni stegrat tnetnoc
gnidulcni ,slios evitcudnoc-non
etitengam dna etiretal

PD240
Hand Held Metal Detector
,tinu lortnoc a ,daeh hcraes a fo stsisnoc rotceteD lateM ehT
a ni rehtegot detnioj troppus woble na dna elop cipocselet a
gniriw eht dna thgil si daeh noitceted ehT .ngised eceip-eno
ehT.egamad elbissop yna morf detcetorp eb ot dengised si
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latnemnorivne lluf swolla osla sihT .tinu eht morf meht
deeps lanoitarepo mumixam dna stnenopmoc fo noitcetorp
.resu eht rof

CMD

The Metal Detector consists of a search head, a control unit, a telescopic pole and
an elbow support jointed together in a one-piece design. The detection head is light
and the wiring is designed to be protected from any possible damage. The one-piece
latem-muminim dna latem lla fo noitceteD evitceffE +
foldable design allows the CEIA CMD Metal Detector to be operational instaegrvery
at tnetnoshort
c
ngisewith
d thgiewa
thgbuilt-in
iL ,decnalaB +
time and to be carried easily everywhere. The detector is equipped
ngised elbatcarteR eceiP enO +
Ni-MH battery charger which allows the batteries to be recharged
(in 3 hours. max)
ezis gnigakcap llamS +
New
generation
without the need to extract them from the unit. This
also
allows
full
environmental wide search area
yb detacidni noitisop s’tegrat eht fo gnitniop-nip etaruccA +
yalpsid dfor
el elba
ksam d
na noitaludom citsuoca
protection of components and maximum operational speed
the
user.
Hand
Held
Metal Detection set.
stegrat tnecajda rof ytilibapac noitanimircsid hgiH +

larutan hgih dna dezilarenim rof noitasnepmoC citamotuA +
lios tnetnoc latem

+ NIJ Standard - 0602.02 Compliant
regrahc yrettab detargetnI +

+ Wide Search
efil yArea
rettab gfor
nitsaFaster
L-gnoL + and Accurate
Screening
ytilibailer lacinahcem
dna lacirtceleOperations
fo level hgih ylemertxE +

PD240 CBM

dellortnoc r+
etuElegant,
pmocorcimRobust
a yb derotiand
nom nErgonomic
oitarepO +
metsys citsongaidotua
yromem margorp d+
leﬁHigh
-ni htiwImmunity
,scinortcele lato
tigiFloor
d yletelpRebars
moC +

allows Lower-Body

ythe
tilibapSensitivity
aNIJ
c edarg
pu Reduction
The technical features of the detector comply
with
standard
Screening
without
deriuqer emit gniniart muminim htiw noitarepo fo esaE +
0602.02 and the new NIJ draft standard
0602.03.
The of
PD240CBM
+ Uniform
Detection
Magnetic andhas
Non-Magnetic Targets
uniform sensitivity to magnetic and nonmagnetic
targets
including
thosemocand
.secruoserlaredef | 9901.298.008
+ Full Digital Design:
Consistent
Performance
Calibration-Free
Operations
made of stainless steel. At the same time
the detector
offers excellent
EOS
body-effect compensation and has high
immunity
to external
disturbance
+ Detection
of radioactive
substances
and materials (option)
from electromagnetic and mechanical sources.

CEIA is proud to present the new PD240 Hand Held Metal

The PD240CBM incorporates innovative
technical
solutionsof
which
make it
Detector,
a development
the well-established
PD140
model.
The
PD240
is a Hand Held Metal
that
possible to operate much closer to floors
with
steel
reinforcement
bars Detector
than
combines high reliability and ergonomics with advanced
was previously possible with conventional
hand-held detectors.
detection and operator signaling features. Effective
sensitivity to all metals, full compliance with the latest
Security Standards and high immunity to external metal
All this without any reduction in sensitivity.

masses are among the main peculiarities of this new device.
The PD240 incorporates innovative
technical solutions which make it
possible to operate much closer
to ﬂoors with steel reinforcement
bars than was previously
possible with conventional hand
held detectors. All this without
any reduction in sensitivity.
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VMC4

SOE

The Vallon metal detector VMC4 is designed to meet the very specific
needs of special forces. All the features a Vallon user expects from his
detector are included. Ruggedness is paired with simple operation and
extremely high sensitivity. On all soils. Under all conditions.
New technologies in combination with highest degree of miniaturization
allowed for new features like Bluetooth®, integrated web-server and
GPS as the other Vallon 4th Generation Metal Detectors.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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NITON™ XL5 PLUS HANDHELD
XRF ANALYZER
Confidently perform elemental analysis with the
Thermo Scientific™ Niton™ XL5 Plus handheld
XRF analyzer; it delivers unprecedented
performance even for lightweight elements.
Identify pure metals and alloys, detect tramp
elements, or obtain geochemical data. Industrial
businesses rely on the Niton XL5 Plus analyzer
for more than just low detection limits.
It generates fast results and offers great
versatility such as the ability to scan a broad
range of materials with a single analyzer.
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908DEVICES MX908
Next-Level HPMS For All Hazard Trace Detection and Identification

MX908™ leverages high-pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS)
to deliver dramatically enhanced sensitivity and broader
threat category coverage. This second-generation tool
increases mission support with unmatched flexibility and
detection power for elite responders in chemical, explosive,
and high priority toxic industrial chemical (TIC) scenarios.
MX908 lightens the overall technology burden by obsoleting
other less selective technologies from the response toolkit.
MX908 is your new go-to tool. With sensitivity comparable
to IMS, significantly enhanced selectivity, and a clear,
obvious interface, MX908 displaces legacy IMS, FID and GC
instruments from the toolkit for many applications.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Fast start up
Rapid analysis
Trace detection (low – mid ppb)
Powered by mass spectrometry
Heightened sensitivity and selectivity
Unmistakable audio and visual alerts
Simple interface
Low maintenance
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HRM
The HRM is a small, self-contained gamma ray and thermal neutron
radiation detector for use in the interdiction and localization of nuclear
materials. It was specifically designed for operators who need to quickly
and discreetly detect and locate a threat device or radiological materials
in an unpredictable radiation background.
As a fully militarized and ruggedized nuclear search instrument, the HRM
is in a class of its own. Unlike commercial-grade instruments currently
available, the HRM can be carried on a parachute jump, can be used by
divers underwater, and can be easily employed by gloved and equipped
operators in a full range of tactical and environmental conditions. As
a highly sensitive instrument for the detection of gamma and neutron
radiation at standoff range, the HRM has long been established as the gold
standard nuclear search handheld for elite Military, Law Enforcement, and
Federal Agency operators.
The high sensitivity of the HRM is made possible by the use of a highquality photomultiplier tube and a cesium iodide scintillator combined
with a high-pressure Helium-3 filled proportional counter. It is the size of
a flashlight and is intended to be handheld or worn on the operator’s belt,
leg, or arm in the nylon holster.

CSG POLR-1 PRESENCE OF LIFE RADAR V.1
The POLR-1 (Presence of Life Radar v.1) is a unique small portable
radar detecting living entities behind a wall or a non-metallic barrier.
Thanks to its technology, the radar can detect living entities both
in motion and at rest. Small dimensions, low weight, and a long
operation period makes POLR-1 a highly portable device suitable for
multi-purpose usage for special police and military units. The signal
processing of the POLR-1 radar, optimized for the detection of small
changes triggered human or animal movement, enables localization,
for example, of a human being based only on breathing.
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PENDAR X10
Breakthrough, short-range standoff Raman chemical ID
for EOD, HAZMAT, Narcotics, Forensics, and more.
At a standoff distance of up to 3 feet, Pendar X10 is a
portable handheld Raman spectrometer that enables
rapid identification of hazardous chemicals including
highly fluorescent, dark, and sensitive materials. By
increasing measurement distance and strongly reducing
the risks of laser-induced explosion and eye damage,
Pendar X10 offers new levels of safety, accuracy, and
speed in the field.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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4 chemical sensors, factory configured
to suit user requirements

Realtime sensor values and alerts
displayed to the operator

SARBI FOR THROWBOT 2
XTEK specialises in providing integrated solutions to Defence, law enforcement and national security agencies as well
as cutting edge technologies to outside agencies. XTEK imports, refines, develops and engineers solutions to provide
protective security and tactical solutions that are a step above our competitors.
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THROWBOT 2
The Throwbot® 2 (TB2) robot is a throwable
micro-robot platform that enables operators
to obtain instantaneous video and audio
reconnaissance within indoor or outdoor
environments. Designed to withstand repeated
drops of up to 30 feet (9 m) onto concrete, the
Throwbot® 2 robot can be thrown into hazardous
situations in order to allow operators to quickly
make informed decisions when seconds count.
This micro-robot is designed to be able to crawl
over a variety of terrain, clearing obstacles up
to 2” (5 cm) tall. Conversion kits are available
which can increase the ability of the Throwbot®
2 robot to cross obstacles up to 4” (10 cm) tall
or to carry and tow a combined 4 lbs (1.8 kg)
of payloads using integrated mount points or a
Picatinny Rail accessory.

ULTRA-QUIET

AUDIO

DAY & NIGHT OPS

WATER/DUST

MULTIPLE

The Throwbot 2 robot is
incredibly stealthy. When
configured with the Carry
and Tow Conversion Kit, it
is less than 59 dBa at 1 m.

Can transmit video and
audio up to 150 feet (45m)
through walls or 450 feet
(137 m) outdoors line of
sight, windows and doors
to the OCU II.

Equipped with a color
camera and an infrared
illumination system that
automatically turns on
when the ambient light
is low.

RESISTANT

FREQUENCIES

IP66 and IP67 Compliant.

The robot may be
specified in multiple
predetermined frequency
configurations allowing
simultaneous operation in
the same vicinity.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BOSTON DYNAMICS’ SPOT
Spot’s remote inspection and autonomous data collection capabilities have firms across a number of industrial verticals
using the robot to automate rounds and readings, conduct continuous condition monitoring, track inventory, build site
maps, and assume hazardous area duties.
By equipping Spot with a laser scanner, firms are also using it to automate the process of creating and updating digital
twins, accelerating digital transformation. With potentially expansive access to sensor data, Spot can support predictive
and prescriptive maintenance and continuous improvement.
The robot’s uniquely purposeful design allows it to succeed where other automation alternatives have failed.
As plants, utilities, and facilities explore and validate Spot’s business value, many quickly set their sights on additional
areas of the enterprise.
Each proven use case helps to advance the foundational goals of safety, reliability, efficiency, and performance.
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XTK GRID AIM SYSTEM
The Grid Aim System provides EOD Operators with the
capability to target individual components inside a device
with extreme accuracy using standard precision tools. The
Grid Aim System works in conjunction with the X-Ray Tool
Kit (XTK) software to provide a precision firing solution.
+ Tripod: Manfrotto 055XB with strength modifications
+ Geared Head: Manfrotto 405
+ Quick Release Plate (QR Plate): Manfrotto 410PL
+ Hex Key: 3/16 Hex T-Handle
+ Source Plate
+ Source Locator Plate
+ Sleeve Compression Ring (front)
+ Sleeve Compression Ring (rear)
+ 1 inch Tungsten Ball Fiducial
+ Weapons Block for PAN Disruptor
(with rail mounts)
+ Weapons Sleeve
+ SL-500 EOD Green Boresight Laser

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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FLIR KOBRATM
The FLIR Kobra was designed to provide
unmatched strength, power and payload
support in an easy to operate robot
package. Kobra has a lift capacity of 330
pounds (150kg) and integrates numerous
payloads to expand your operational area.

FLIR PACKBOT®
Modular, adaptable and expandable, the FLIR PackBot® can perform
bomb disposal, surveillance and reconnaissance, CBRN detection
and HazMat handling operations. The man-transportable PackBot
can reach speeds of up to 5.8 mph, overcome stairs, obstacles and
debris, supports numerous disruptors and a broad array of sensors
that deliver predictable intelligence in real-time. PackBot climbs
grades up to 60 degrees, is submersible in three feet of water and
is operational in all-weather environments. The gamestyle controller
makes the robot easy to use.

UPOINTTM
With a significantly reduced learning curve and more reliable, robust
communications, public safety, military and industrial personnel are
set to become more proficient robot operators than ever before.
The system is made up of an easy-to-use, android™-based controller
and a world-class robot radio network. Together, they allow you
to communicate further downrange - driving, manipulating and
inspecting across FLIR UGS’ family of robots.
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FLIR SCORPIONTM
Introducing ScorpionTM from FLIR Unmanned Ground Systems. Built
especially for infantry, EOD, and CBRN personnel, the lightweight,
rugged Scorpion is easy to deploy and features best-in-class mobility
and manipulation capabilities.
+ Navigates harsh environments and all weather conditions
+ P
 rotected from drops thanks to an arm that stows between and
under the tracks
+ Slips in and out of rucksacks for quick deployment
+ Easily tackles rocks, mud, water, sand and other rough terrain
+ Climbs & descends stairs
+ Self-rights after rollovers

FLIR FIRSTLOOK®
The FLIR FirstLook® is light, small and stores in a compact load-out.
The robot weighs 5 pounds and is 10 inches long, 9 inches wide and 4
inches tall. It can survive 16 foot drops onto concrete and is waterproof
up to 3 feet. Maneuverable in a variety of environments, FirstLook
climbs obstacles up to 7 inches high, overcomes curbs, turns in place
and self-rights when flipped over.
+

Throwable (robot without accessories or payloads)

+

Highly mobile tracked propulsion with skid steering and zero
radius turn

+

Integrated rechargeable battery

+

Operational in all weather environments and confined spaces

FLIR SUGV
The FLIR Unmanned Ground Systems SUGV is a portable, singleperson-lift robot with dexterous manipulation for dismounted and
mobile operations. The SUGV provides operators with a highly
mobile, less than 30 lb (13.6 kg) robot solution that climbs stairs and
manipulates objects.
+

Portable, can be easily carried and deployed

+

Weighs less than 30 lb (13.6 Kg) with the manipulator and
batteries installed and can be made to fit into packs with 9” by 28”
clearances (22.9 X 71.1 Cm)

+

Can lift as much as 22 lb (10 kg)

+

Four day and night cameras with zoom and illumination

+

Can reach speed of 6.2 Mph (10 km/h)

+

Supports cameras, manipulators and disruptors
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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FLIR BLACK HORNET PRS
The FLIR Black Hornet PRS equips the nonspecialist dismounted soldier with immediate covert
situational awareness (SA). Game-changing EO and
IR technology bridges the gap between aerial and
ground-based sensors, with the same SA as a larger
UAV and threat location capabilities of UGVs
Extremely light, nearly silent, and with a flight time
up to 25 minutes, the combat-proven, pocket-sized
Black Hornet PRS transmits live video and HD still
images back to the operator. Sold to qualified
purchasers.

R80D SKYRAIDER™
Developed for U.S. Defense and Federal
Government Customers, the R80D SkyRaider
delivers a range of versatile Group 2-3 payload
capabilities with the agility and single-operator
deployment footprint of a proven Group 1
VTOL aircraft. With its ability to carry and
deliver multiple payloads up to 7.7 lbs, an
open architecture, and one of the fastest, most
powerful embedded artificial intelligence (AI)
computing devices available on a sUAS, the
SkyRaider is redefining what’s possible with a
man-packable UAS.
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GHOST ROBOTICS SPIRIT 40
Ghost Spirit™ 40 small-sized all-terrain unmanned
ground drone, with platform-wide SDK for university
and enterprise R&D, and commercial and military
application development Tele-op or autonomous.
Inspection, swarming, comms meshing, and general
experimentation.

GHOST ROBOTICS VISION 60
Ghost Vision™ 60 mid-sized high-endurance IP68 all-terrain
unmanned ground drone, with platform-wide SDK for defense,
industrial, mining, energy, construction, logistics and public
safety markets Tele-op or autonomous. Inspection, security,
comms meshing and payload delivery applications.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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TALON®
In military, law enforcement and first responder applications,
TALON’s are widely deployed for improvised explosive device
(IED) and explosive ordnance disposal (EOD), reconnaissance,
communications, CBRNE (Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear, Explosive), security, heavy lift, defense and rescue
missions.

TALON® V
TALON V is the only tactical, mid-sized robot that has
successfully completed TARDEC’s Interoperability Profile (IOP)
testing. Its enhanced electronics and software is designed to
provide open architecture, increased performance, flexibility and
system level modularity.

TRC
The Tactical Robotic Controller
(TRC) is a lightweight, wearable
controller that controls a family of
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs)
and various unmanned air vehicles
(UAVs). Durable and configurable,
the TRC features advanced
computing allowing for excellent
weight/power ratio.
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Rugged. Lightweight. Portable.
Features

DRAGON RUNNER® 10
The Dragon Runner 10 (DR-10) is a lightweight,
expandable, robot that offers protection and support
to small unit, dismounted operations. Designed to
provide situational awareness by ‘scouting out’ while
the operator remains at a safe distance, the DR-10
keeps military forces and first responders away from
dangerous situations.
Tough and Compact
At approximately 10 pounds the DR-10 can be
handcarried or easily transported inside a rucksack—
it can even be thrown! This small and rugged robot
is operated with an easy-to-use remote controller.
Its robust design allows it to perform in the most
challenging environments and adverse weather
conditions.
Flexible for Mission Success
Equipped with day and night sensors, the DR-10
serves as the forward eyes of the team while keeping
people out of harms way. Whether it’s under a car or
deep inside a sewer or drainpipe, the DR-10 has the
dexterity to go where personnel can’t.

Portable. Durable. Reliable.

Dragon Runner 10
®

DRAGON RUNNER® 20
Small and lightweight, yet rugged and featurepacked, the Dragon Runner 20 (DR-20) is a highly
specialized and mobile robot designed to provide
safety and support to small dismounted operations
for reconnaissance, security, inspection and IED
missions.
Flexible for Mission Success
The mission dictates exactly how the DR-20 will be
used – making it the perfect choice for defense and
security applications especially in congested urban
settings.

Micro Unmanned Ground Robot

The Dragon Runner 10 (DR-10) is a
lightweight, expandable, robot that offers
protection and support to small unit,
dismounted operations. Designed to provide
situational awareness by ‘scouting out’ while
the operator remains at a safe distance,
the DR-10 keeps military forces and first
responders away from dangerous situations.

Features

Tough and Compact

• Tough enough to be thrown and remain operat

At approximately 10 pounds the DR-10 can be handcarried
or easily transported inside a rucksack—it can even be
thrown! This small and rugged robot is operated with an
easy-to-use remote controller. Its robust design allows it to
perform in the most challenging environments and adverse
weather conditions.

Flexible for Mission Success
Equipped with day and night sensors, the DR-10 serves
as the forward eyes of the team while keeping people out
of harms way. Whether it’s under a car or deep inside a
sewer or drainpipe, the DR-10 has the dexterity to go where
personnel can’t.

• Rugged and reliable
• Compact and flexible
• Highly mobile
• Communications
• Day and night cameras

• Lightweight to minimize impact to combat load
• Small enough to fit inside an assault pack

Benefits
• Supports dismounted ground operations
• Keeps the Military, law enforcement and first
responders away from danger
• Provides real-time information and situational
awareness to enhance safety and support
dangerous missions
• Reduces costs of support logistics
• Saves lives

From unmanned, reconnaissance missions to delivering
remote sensors and placing FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
counter-IED charges, these
micro robots protect people, assets and save lives.

800.892.1099

A small robot capable of handling big missions
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ADROIT® SMALL ARM SYSTEMS
HDT’s Adroit® robotic arm system is uniquely powerful, rugged, and
affordable. Developed to meet the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA)’s need for extreme strength-to-weight performance, the
Adroit system is completely modular – allowing customers to configure
manipulators to meet their exact needs.
The Adroit system has many options for bases, joints, connections, and
end-effectors – all with integral captive nuts that assemble in minutes with
a single wrench. Each joint provides continuous 360° rotation and includes
self-contained control electronics, absolute position sensing and optional
force sensing. Accessory mounting points can be added in a variety of
locations to support system payloads.
The HDT Adroit system is designed for harsh environment. All our
manipulator arms meet the demanding IP66 waterproof standard –
including high-pressure wash down. Arms operate in below-freezing
temperatures as well as in very hot and humid conditions.
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T4™ ROBOTIC SYSTEM
Our ruggedized T4 robot has the power and dexterity
to support the most demanding commercial and military
missions, including explosive ordnance disposal (EOD),
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosives
(CBRNE) detection and hazardous materials (HAZMAT)
clearance. With its flexible design, human-like precision
and best-in-class reach and strength, T4 allows operators
to quickly access, inspect and defeat hazardous threats in
tight urban spaces, as well as austere environments.

T7™ MULTI-MISSION ROBOTIC
SYSTEM
T7’s highly intuitive interface redefines ease of
use with immersive force feedback, providing
unmatched command and control. Its precision
control and human-like dexterity shorten task
completion time and improve mission effectiveness.
The T7 robot system has the strength and dexterity
to tackle any challenge. Its rugged, automotivegrade track system provides outstanding mobility
and maneuverability. A variety of attachments
enable use of standard-issue sensors, disruptors,
and tools, supporting a wide range of commercial
and military missions, including HAZMAT and
vehicle-borne improvised explosive device (VBIED)
defeat. In the configuration shown, T7 includes a
pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ) camera mast, high power
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) radios.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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EOD
Multi-Shot
Robotic with
EOD all standard
Compatible
DISRUPTORS

Multi-Shot Robotic EOD
12-gauge
DISRUPTER
DISRUPTER EOD ammunition
E-Blank / BK110

AVON Slug

Water Filling Tube

Aluminum Slug

Brushless Motors

Rotating 8 Shot Magazine

Black
Powder BlankMagazine
/ BK40
Gear Box
Cover

Power and Controls

Green Boresight Laser

Titanium Receiver

Steel Slug

High Velocity Blank / BK90

High Velocity Lead Slug

Popper Blank / BK20

Recoil Rail

Firing Chamber

Titanium Barrel

Ultra Velocity Lead Slug

Disrupter
Control Unit

Sliding Recoil Chassis

Recoil Rail

Integrated Motor Controller

Magazine Front View Loading
Seal Plug Pair

Aiming Laser

Firing Striker

Adjustable Hydraulic
Recoil Absorber
Water Shot Adapter

Interface to MRED
for power and
communications

Interface to robot
for power and
communications
MULTI-SHOT
ROBOTIC EOD DISRUPTOR

DISRUPTER

YOU MAY NEVER NEED A BOMB SUIT AGAIN
MRED Brochure.indd 4

Water Pump Out

MRED delivers the power and versatility of eight 12-gauge disrupters
in one light-weight remotely controlled tool, perfect for medium and
MRED
delivers the power and versatility of eight 12-gauge
large
robots.

disrupters in one light-weight remotely controlled tool,

7/29/19 2:09 AM

MRED
CAPABILITIES:
perfect
for medium and large robots.
+ Up to 8 cartridges can be stored in magazine

MRED CAPABILITIES:
+ Up to 8 cartridges can be stored in magazine
+ +Robot
remains
down-range
between
shotsrobot is down-range
Select
any shot,
in any order,
while
+ +Water
injects
and isdown-range
sealed in the between
barrel remotely
Robot
remains
shots
Watermission
injects time
and and
is sealed
in the
barrel
remotely
+ +Reduces
preserves
robot
battery
life
www.vaduminc.com
Reduces
mission
andplatforms,
preserves
robot battery
+ +Reduces
recoil
stress time
on robot
reducing
potentiallife
for
info@vaduminc.com
damage
+robot
Reduces
recoil stress on robot platforms, reducing
Vadum, Inc. 601 Hutton St.,
potential for
robot
damage
+ Temperature
tested
from
-25F to +135F
Suite 109, Raleigh, NC 27606
+ Temperature tested from -25F to +135F
+ Select any shot, in any order, while robot is down-range

Water Pump In
Fluid reservoir

method

d method

MRED FEATURES:

FEATURES:
+ MRED
Uses standard
EOD 12-gauge cartridges

+ Uses standard EOD 12-gauge cartridges
7/29/19 2:09 AM
+ Up to eight shots, seven water shots, or any combination
+ Unique on-target water filling mechanism
+ Unique on-target water filling mechanism
+ +Full
remote
control
of shot
loading,
reloading,
and water
Full
remote
control
of shot
loading,
reloading,
andinjection
water
+ Unique
technology
allows
robotic
cartridge
extraction
injection
Unique
technology
allows
robotic cartridge extraction
+ +Laser
aiming
allows precision
disruption
aiming mass
allows
disruption
+ +NoLaser
counter-shot
orprecision
recoil debris
+
No
counter-shot
mass
or
recoil
+ Extended-life, low maintenance firing debris
pin
+ Extended-life, low maintenance firing pin
+ Unique striker mechanism minimizes pierced primers, blow-back,
+and
Unique
striker mechanism minimizes pierced primers,
misfires
blow-back, and misfires
+ Up to eight shots, seven water shots, or any combination
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CarbonFire
10 Disruptor
CarbonFire
10 Disruptor
Dismounted EOD OPS PAK III

Dismounted EOD OPS PAK III

Shown with and without Water Shot Barrel Extension

Each OPS PAK III includes
the following:

Shown with and without Water Shot Barrel Extension

CARBONFIRE 10 DISRUPTOR

Each OPS PAK III includes

The CarbonFire 10 Dismounted EOD OPS PAK II is

» CarbonFire Barrel + 6” Extension Barrel

The CarbonFire 10 Dismounted
EOD OPS PAK II is one of the most
advanced
dismounted EOD OPS Systems available.
the
following:
one of the most advanced dismounted EOD OPS
» MagFire Breech + Plug
It is a complete system, developed
through
a
coordinated
program
with
top
US
bomb squads, to include everything
Systems available. It is a complete system,
» Tripod + Tripod Barrel Mount w/ Dual Green
developed
through
a
coordinated
program
with
needed to make
the
shot.
The CarbonFire 10 Dismounted EOD OPS PAK II is
» CarbonFire
Barrel
+ 6” Extension Barrel
Laser
Sights
US bombdismounted
squads, to include
needed
one of the mosttop
advanced
EOD everything
OPS
» MagFire» Breech
Plug
EOD 12+GA.
Laser Boresighter
to make the shot.
Systems
available.
It is a Barrel
complete system,
+ CarbonFire
Barrel +
6” Extension
+
Polymer
Skid
Plate
»
Tripod
+
Tripod
Barrel
Mount
w/ Dual
Green
» HD Drag Chute,
Windproof
Ejection
Bag +
developed through a coordinated program with
Lanyard, Retainer & Breech Protector
Laser
Sights
+ MagFire Breech
+
Plug
top US bomb squads,
to include
everything
CarbonFire
10 Disruptors
have been needed
Proof Tested+& Cleaning Kit & Tool Kit
Pen
Initiator
+ Shock Tube Cutter
Laser
Boresighter
to make the shot.approved for use by the U.S. Navy EODTECHDIV and » EOD 12 »GA.

+ Tripod Barrel Mount w/ Dual
Green Laser Sights
have been in theatre since 2011.

+ Cordura Case
w/ Shoulder
Harness
» Chute,
Clamp-on
Mount,
Base
Plate Mount,
» HD Drag
Windproof
Ejection
Bag + & Stake
Mount
Lanyard,
& Breech
Protector
+ EOD-XP
BrassRetainer
Slugs (Three
Ring)
(Box of 5)

+ EOD 12 GA. Laser Boresighter
NSWC IHEODTD:

CarbonFire 10 Disruptors
have
been Proof
&
“Following
rigorous
testingTested
and material
analysis, the

» Water Bottle
+ HD Drag Chute,
Windproof
Ejection
Bag
» Pen Brass
Initiator
+ Shock
Tube
Cutter
CarbonFire
10 meets
the Navy’s most
approved
for use by
the
U.S. Navy
EODTECHDIV
and stringent safety
+ EOD-XP
Slugs
(Four
Ring)
(Box of 5)
» Polymer Skid Plate
requirements.”
have been in theatre since 2011.
» Clamp-on Mount, Base Plate Mount, & Stake
+ Lanyard, Retainer & Breech Protector
+ PJ-100 AquaJet Nozzle

Mount » Cleaning Kit & Tool Kit

NSWC IHEODTD:

CarbonFire Barrels have been Proof Tested to withstand all
+ Pen Initiator“Following
+ Shockrigorous
Tube
Cutter
» Cordura
Case w/ Shoulder Harness
and
material analysis,
the a 10 Year Warranty.
PANtesting
Disrupter
Ammunition
and include
+ DJ-200
AquaJet
Nozzle
» Water
Bottle
CarbonFire 10 meets the Navy’s most stringent safety
» EOD-XP Brass Slugs (Three Ring) (Box of 5)
+ Clamp-on Mount,
Base
Plate
Mount,
&
Stake
Mount
» Polymer
Skid
requirements.”
+ EOD-XP
Ammo
+ Plate
Projectile Samples

» EOD-XP Brass Slugs (Four Ring) (Box of 5)

+ Water Bottle

CarbonFire Barrels have been Proof Tested to withstand all
PAN Disrupter Ammunition and include a 10 Year Warranty.

» Cleaning
KitMini
& Tool
Kit + Tactical Barrel Mount
+ Tactical
Pak» w/
Tripod
PJ-100 AquaJet
Nozzle
» Cordura Case w/ Shoulder Harness
» DJ-200 AquaJet Nozzle

» EOD-XP» Brass
Slugs (Three Ring) (Box of 5)
EOD-XP Ammo + Projectile Samples
» EOD-XP» Brass
Slugs
Ring)
(Box
of 5) Barrel
Tactical
Pak(Four
w/ Mini
Tripod
+ Tactical
Mount Nozzle
» PJ-100 AquaJet

» DJ-200 AquaJet Nozzle
800.892.1099 | federalresources.com

» EOD-XP Ammo + Projectile Samples
» Tactical Pak w/ Mini Tripod + Tactical Barrel
Mount

SOE

CLOSER DISRUPTOR
800.892.1099 | federalresources.com

The Closer is designed to use approximately 110 grams of
Composition C4 high explosive stamped from an M112 Demolition
Block. The explosive is contained within a cylinder that is
SOE
surrounded by water. A conical cavity is maintained in the water
using a thin-walled plastic cone. Upon detonation of the explosive,
the water is propelled into the conical cavity, thus producing a
high-velocity water jet in the opposite direction (much like a typical
shaped charge).

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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Faster Startup.
Fewer Pulses.

EOD
Clearer Results.
IMAGING

Wireless / Wired.

EXTREME 2X HD PORTABLE
DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM

Safety through Innovation.
SmartRayVision is the new pulse of X-Ray

SmartRayVision
is and
theBomb
newSquads.
pulseThis
of X-Ray ide
identification for EOD
rugged
is available
in several
/
EOD
andsystem
Bomb
Squads.
Thiswired
rugged
system
wireless
connectivity
configurations.
The
system
several wired / wireless connectivity conﬁgura
has fast image capture and is equipped for long
system
has fast image capture and is equippe
exposure with capabilities for multiple volleys of
exposure
with
multiple volleys
high or low
pulsecapabilities
count to achievefor
an extremely
high count
image resolution.
pulse
to achieve an extremely high imag

The
controller
issolid
a solid
statewith
tablet
with 2.4-5
The
controller is a
state tablet
2.4-5GHz
remote
WiFiUtilizing
radio. Utilizing
touch --zoom
WiFi
radio.
thethetouch
zoom function
function
of
the
tablet,
the
operator
can
zoom
in for as we
the operator can zoom in for extreme detail
extreme detail as well as brightness and contrast
and
contrast control for better analysis of the
control for better analysis of the suspected target.
target.
plugnetwork
in a COTS
network
SimplySimply
plug in a COTS
cable and
become cable a
automatically wired.
Unplug
the network
cable andcable a
automatically
wired.
Unplug
the network
automatically
go
wireless.
go wireless.
+ Automatic exposure detection and image capture

+ Automatic
exposure
detection
and image ca
+ SpectrumIQTM
— new advanced
image processing

TM with quick field swap
+ Battery powered
— new advanced image proce
+ SpectrumIQ
2 Smart lithium polymer batteries included (1 for operation

and 1 spare)
+ Battery
powered with quick ﬁeld swap

16 Bit, 65,536
scale imaging
(Standard)
2+ Smart
lithiumgrey
polymer
batteries
included 32
(1 for opera
Bit, 4.29 billion grey scale imaging*

+ 16
Bit,X1012
65,536
grey scale
imaging
(Standard)
+ SRV
- 4.2 lp/mm,
SRV X1417
- 3.3 lp/mm
32
Bit, 4.29
billion
grey applications
scale imaging*
+ Designed
rugged
for security

+ Wirelss
/ Wired
connectivity
+ SRV
X1012
- 4.2
lp/mm, SRV X1417 - 3.3 lp/m
» Single point-to-point network cable 6m and

+ Designed
rugged
for security applications
50m ultra
thin spools
» WiFi/range,
up to
250m line-of-sight
+ Wirelss
Wired
connectivity
» 5GHz 802.11n, WPA2-AES

+

» Single point-to-point network cable 6m and
Imaging
Protection
50mPanel
ultraIP67
thinIngress
spools
» WiFi range, up to 250m line-of-sight
» 5GHz 802.11n, WPA2-AES

+ Imaging Panel IP67 Ingress Protection
*32-Bit grey scale imaging level available with Extreme 2x Kits or
SRV Long ExposureTM Software feature is added.
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Keypad
Safety key
(on loop)
Handle
Battery
(DeWalt)

X-ray output
Rotatable generator
cylinder

LITEXTM

Pulsed vs. CP Images

Portable X-Ray Generator
The Teledyne ICM LITEXTM is rugged x-ray generator with a small
focal spot size for better images; it gives EOD and Bomb Squad
operators higher resolution images than available with pulsed
systems and have a much longer working life. This constant
potential “CP” generator will improve images taken with virtually all
portable digital flat-panel or film-based systems.
Options include a remote trigger and communications cable
(standard configuration assumes wireless control of control from
the keypad).
Image with XR150 pulsed generator & SmartRayVision aSi panel

Specifications (subject to change)
X-ray Tube Voltage

40 kV - 120 kV (user adjustable)

X-ray Tube Current

0.05 mA to 0.25 mA
(user adjustable)

Focal Spot Size EN12543

0.4 mm2 (0.8 x 0.5 mm)

Beam angle

50 x 50 degrees

Size

11.77” x 3.23” x 4.7”
(299 mm x 82 mm x 120mm)

Weight

5.62 lbs (2.55 kg)

X-ray tube life

> 10 years of daily use

Image with Teledyne ICM LITEX™ generator & SmartRayVision aSi
panel

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BNVD-SG-XLS NIGHT VISION
BINOCULAR
The NVD-BNVD-SG-XLS Binocular is a dual tube
goggle with gain control. The BNVD-SG operates
with a single gain control knob that controls both
eyepieces simultaneously. Depending upon the
amount of ambient light, the user can adjust the
tube brightness (gain) lower to compensate for
overly bright conditions or to increase the gain under
extreme dark conditions. The BNVD-SG can be used
as a monocular by choosing which side you want
to use as your night vision eye and rotate the other
side/arm of the binocular up and out of the way. This
enhanced capability allows the user to rotate either
monocular channel away from their eye while leaving
the other monocular channel in place. This provides
the operational flexibility to use the BNVD-SG as
either a dual-eye or single-eye device. When used
as a monocular, the user can operate the BNVD-SG
with weapon mounted sighting equipment without
sacrificing night-time situational awareness. Best of
all with all the added features, the BNVD-SG is still
substantially lighter than the AN/PVS-7 single tube
goggle!
The BNVD-SG is submersible to 66 feet (20 meters)
for up to 3 hours. The BNVD-SG is available with an
optional battery pack, which holds 3 “AA” Alkaline
batteries for run times exceeding 50 hours.
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AN/PVS-31A – BNVD WHITE
PHOSPHOR
The L3Harris AN/PVS-31A – BNVD is a compact,
lightweight, Gen III dual-tube goggle with improved
white phosphor tube technology for greater target
detection and recognition.
Low-light and nighttime maneuvers appear more
natural in black and white, with added contrast detail
in shapes and shadows providing the operator more
visual information for assessment and acquisition.
White phosphor provides varying shades of intensity
between black and white (over black and green),
resulting in better contrast and depth perception.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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XR150
The XR150 X-ray generator is a 150kV, battery powered, pulsed X-ray
generator used primarily for security applications. Golden Engineering
introduced the XR150 in 1993 for applications requiring extreme portability.
The XR150 design has been modified three times since its inception with the
most significant modification occurring in 2016. The updated design greatly
enhances the user interface capabilities and adds a commercially available
DeWalt® battery pack while maintaining the traditional compact size and
robust penetrating ability that has always made the XR150 unique.

XR200
The XR200 is a 150 kV, battery powered, pulsed X-ray generator
used in security and light industrial applications. Golden Engineering
introduced the XR200 in 1997 as the replacement of THE INSPECTOR
X-ray Model 200.

XRS3
The XRS3 is a 270 kV, battery powered, pulsed X-ray generator used
in security and light industrial applications. Golden Engineering
introduced the XRS3 in 2001 for applications that require greater
penetration than the XR150 or XR200. The XRS3 penetrates up to
one inch of steel when used with various digital imaging systems.

XRS4
The XRS4 is a 370 kV, battery powered, pulsed X-ray generator
used in security and light industrial applications. Golden Engineering
introduced the XRS4 in 2010 to provide a significant increase in
penetrating ability compared to previous models.
The XRS-4 has the same concept as other models with a single
package design that includes a DeWalt battery pack, high voltage
head, sturdy glass tube, and electronic controls. Two features unique
to the XRS-4 include a robust aluminum housing, and a bellows
located in the handle.
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REDTAIL UAV LIDAR SYSTEMS
High Resolution Images
The RedTail LiDAR System is designed to create high-resolution point
clouds. The superior resolution provided by the RedTail LiDAR System
allows customers to perform enhanced data analytics.
High Point Density
The RedTail LiDAR System transmits all laser pulses to the ground to
optimize point cloud density. LiDAR points are evenly spaced to provide
superior mapping capability.
Superior Range
The RedTail LiDAR System allows customers to collect point clouds at
increased altitudes to enhance operations in diverse flight environments.
Superior Range
The RedTail LiDAR System is designed to be easy and intuitive to use.
We’ve simplified all aspects of point cloud data collection – from drone
integration to data analysis.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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D80/ESI
FEATURES INCLUDE
●
●

USTI-ECO

●
●

The USTI-ECO was safety tested through an EOD/LIC program for use by U.S.
Armed Forces. It was designed to work with all robots and remote firing sets
in use today by the US military over the entire industrial temperature range.

●
●
●
●
●

Fires up to 80 standard 2-ohm
electric caps
Fires MK-17 HERO certified cap
Small Size
Fully Submersible Design
Two Button Fire Control
Under Voltage Lockout
Daylight Visible LED “Ready Lamp”
Protective Switch Guards
Available in black or desert tan
Specifications for D80/ESI

The firing sequence is triggered by an input pulse longer than 10 ms from 17
to 400 volts. The firing circuit then automatically charges and delivers a high
energy pulse to the terminals.
The shock tube adapter contains four separate maintenance free electrode
assemblies giving you three spares when the first one wears out. Each
electrode block delivers over 2,000 shots.
The electrodes are true zero-maintenance assemblies. No re-carbonizing
required. No cleaning required.

D80/ESI

Size (LxWxH):

5.2" x 2.44" x 2.28" (13.2cm x 6.19cm x 5.7

Weight:

10 oz. (0.3 kg)

Power Requirements:

One standard 9-Volt alkaline battery

Electric Output:

9 Joules at 360 Volts into 165 ohm load.
This can fire 80 2-ohm caps through a 5-oh
or one MK-17 HERO certified cap.

Shock Tube Tip:

Fires both military and commercial shock tu
Maintenance free shock tube adapter
One active and three spare blocks built into

Environmentally Sealed:

Submersible to 10 feet (3m)
Switches are double sealed and protected b
Main electronics are gasket sealed

Safety:

Blasting machine will not fire until fully charg
shorted until unit is fired. Unit automatically
button is released. Two button fire control w
damage and accidental actuation.

Fast Charge:

3 ~ 4 seconds

Long Battery Life:

Provides over 200 charge-fire cycles

Military Rating Pending:

Unit is designed to comply with PESD, MILhazards, and non-nuclear munitions fuzing

Operational Temperature Range:

-40°C ~ +85°C

Colors:

Desert Tan or Black

Ordering Information:

D80/ESI (Desert Tan)
D80/ESI-B (Black)

Duke Pro, Inc.
1854-A Hendersonville Rd. PMB 154
Asheville, NC 28803

+ Fires up to 80 standard 2-ohm electric caps

www.dukepro.com

+ Fires MK-17 HERO certified cap
+ Small Size
+ Fully Submersible Design
+ Two Button Fire Control
+ Under Voltage Lockout
+ Daylight Visible LED “Ready Lamp”
+ Protective Switch Guards
+ Available in black or desert tan

LWDD
Duke Pro’s LWDD is a combination electric initiator and shock tube initiator in
an ultra small package designed to fit into a pouch for a Beretta 9mm ammo
clip.
Powered by two CR-123 lithium batteries, this model can fire up to 80 electric
caps, or thick wall, standard commercial, and mini shock tube. It is also
capable of driving the electric breech on PAN disruptor.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MUT®

939752 0412

28
30

27

29

MUT EOD
420HC

154CM

21

2

8

S30V

420H

1

37

420HC

9

16

14

When you’re under pressure, the last thing you need to be worried
about is having the right tools on you at the right
time.
From
cap
18S30V
420HC
154CM
20
11 12
crimpers, a beefy field blade, and fuse-wire cutters, to a carbon
420HC
36
scraper, bolt override tool and a replaceable C4 punch, the
Leatherman MUT EOD has everything you need in an easy-access
configuration for your specialized line of work. Accomplish your
mission, maintain your field gear and lighten up your kit. All in a
MUT® EOD
day’s work.
28
27

29

SUPER TOOL® 300 EOD

154CM

S30V

420HC

154CM

5
10

20

18
S30V

Probe shallow. Probe deep. Probe as circumstances dictate
with either Basic Mine Probe Kit or the Deluxe version. The
shafts are engineered from titanium, combine for an overall
length of 25 inches and are sensitive enough to transmit
even the lightest contact. The interchangeable probing tips
are made of Delrin, a non-conductive material. The Deluxe
version includes the D.E.T. Mutli-Plier and Infinity Ultra Task
Light. Both kits come complete with a black ballistic MOLLE
compatible nylon sheath.

Large Bit Driver
Adaptateur pour grand embout
Großer Bithalter
Soporte grande para puntas

27
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Portapunta grande
Stor bitstrekker
Grote bit houder
Держатель для больших бит
넓은 드라이버
大型ビットドライバー
大号可换头螺丝刀
大號可換頭螺絲刀

Hammer
Hamer
Молоток
해머
ハンマー
錘
锤

154CM

19

14

13

11 12
36
420HC

154CM

10

Replaceable
Fuse-wire Cutters
Coupe-fil à casser remplaçable
Auswechselbarer
Sicherungsdrahtschneider

16

22

Phillips Screwdriver
Tournevis cruciforme
Kreuzschlitzschraubendreher
Destornillador Phillips
Cacciavite Phillips

28

Bolt Override Tool
Outil anti-blocage de
culasse
Bolzenlöser
Desencasquillador
Strumento di sblocco
dell’otturatore
Blik/flessenopener
Открывалка для
консервных банок
캔/병따개
缶切り/栓抜き
开罐/瓶器
開罐/瓶器

S30

ables
Fuse-tagliafili interca
Utskiftbar luntekutte
Vervangbare lontsnijd
Съемные кусачки дл
плавкого провода
교체형 퓨즈-와이
ヒューズ線カッタ
換可能）
可換式保險絲切割
可换式保险丝切割

34

Botador (para desmont
arma) Pinza intercambia
per lo smontaggio dell’a
Utskiftsbar demontering
våpenVervangbare wapen
tage pons
Съемный пробойник для ра
огнестрельного оружия

교체형 소화기 분해
武器分解パンチ（交換

可換式火器拆卸
可换式火器拆卸

Stjerneskrutrekker
Kruiskopschroevendr
Отвертка Phillips
필립스 스크루
라이버
プラスドライバ
十字螺丝刀
十字螺絲刀

Boltoverstyringsverkt
Slede lostrekgereedscha
Инструмент для
раскручивания болт
볼트 오버라이드
ボルトオーバー
イドツール
槍栓超馳工具
枪栓超控工具

Linjal
Liniaal
Линейка
자
定規
尺子
尺子

Ruler
Règle
Lineal
Regla
Righello

Can/Bottle Opener
Ouvre-boîtes / Ouvrebouteilles
Dosenöffner/Kapselheber
Abrelatas/abrebotellas
Apribottiglie/apriscatole
Boks-/flaskeåpner

38

21

420HC

Replaceable Firearm
Disassembly Punch
Poinçon de démontage d’arme à
feu remplaçable
Auswechselbarer Waffenzerlegungsdorn

Hammer
Marteau
Hammer
Martillo
Martello

33

420H

Cortadores de cables reemplazGripeflater kniv
Gekarteld mes
Нож зубчатости
톱니 모양을 가진 칼
波刃ナイフ
锯齿刀
鋸齒刀

Serrated Knife
Couteau cranté
Wellenschliffmesser
Hoja de fijo serrada
Coltello seghettato

DELUXE MINI PROBE KIT

S30

17

Auswechselbarer Hartdrahtschneider
Alicate cortador de alambre
sustituible

21

154CM

1

The Super Tool 300 EOD is a workhorse of a multi-tool with
beefy features and added EOD-specific tools like a militaryperformance-spec cap crimpers and fuse-wire cutters. Extra
strong pliers with cleaning rod/brush attachments have
replaceable wire cutters. Comfort-grip handles9feature cutouts
to
Tronchesi intercambiabili
per cavi duri
make accessing tools with gloves on a cinch. An everyday
carry
Engangs
hardtrådklippere
Vervangbare harddraadknipper
кусачки для
tool, with some not-so-everyday features. The Super ToolСъемные
300
твердотянутого
провода
교체형 하드 와이어 커터
EOD is a great way to go easy on your load while
beefing交換式ハードワイヤー
up your
Replaceable
カッター
Hard-wire Cutters
可更換硬剪鉗
gear.
Coupe-câble remplaçable
可更换硬剪钳
15

13

30
37

420HC

154C
420

19

Oksygentank Fastnøkkel

39

Sperrebryter for Kjev

M11 EOD
The M11 Explosive Ordnance Disposal knife was designed specifically for the United States Army, and
to say the situation it was designed for is extreme is an understatement. The M11 EOD is a tactical
fighting knife with a comfortable round Kraton® handle and a couple added features you don’t
normally see on a bayonet. The 420 Modified Steel blade features a small run of serrations on the
spine and is specifically designed for the US Army Explosive Ordnance Disposal team. With a 7 inch,
420 modified steel blade and modified Kraton® handle, this is a specialized knife you can reach for
when failure is not an option. Manufactured in the U.S.A.

RANGER KERAMBIT EOD
The Ranger line is a set of combat and survival
knives and tools designed and built for combat
deployment in the most unforgiving terrain on the
planet. The Ranger EOD is a heavy duty Karambit
knife. Justin Gingrich, the designer of the Ranger
knife series collaborated with Marine Corps EOD
unit for their input on the Ranger EOD knife. All
Ranger knives feature a thick blade made from
robust carbon steel, a durable micarta handle and a
MOLLE compatible sheath.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HOOK AND LINE KIT
The lightweight and compact Hook and Line Kit gives EOD
operators the tools necessary for dismounted IED rendersafe procedures. The nylon kit weighs 3 pounds and is
small enough to fit into a cargo pocket, backpack or strap
to a vest with the molle straps. The 10.5 foot telescoping
pole weighs only 2.4 pounds and is made of carbon fiber.
The pole is also housed in a nylon case that can easily
be strapped to a backpack via molle. Originally designed
by Air Force EOD, this kit is ideal for all EOD operators,
Bomb Technicians and Special Operations teams. This
kit compliments our 2nd Line EOD kit and can easily be
added to the larger 2nd line pack.

IMMEDIATE ACTION POUCH
The Immediate Action Pouch provides EOD Operators
and Bomb Technicians with a capability to take immediate
action from a small, lightweight, highly accessible
platform. The IAP may be attached to the user’s body
armor or other tactical equipment via MOLLE for increased
accessibility. The Immediate Action Pouch is included with
the 1st Line Kit, it may also be purchased separately.

REMOTE IN-EXTREMIS
The Tactical Electronics Remote In-extremis Pull Line
EOD kit offers SOF EOD operations a lightweight easy
to deploy hook-and-line system. The RIP Kit includes
interchangeable vise grabber, cutter and collapsible hook
with 100’ of 7/64 Amsteel line. The RIP kit is included
in the full 2nd Line EOD Tool Kit or may be purchased
separately.

104
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SPECIAL ACCESS KIT
The SAK supplements the Det Diagnostic Kit with
additional capabilities required to quickly diagnose and
defeat analog intrusion detections systems. This kit
provides the capability to read current & voltage on eight
circuits simultaneously and successfully defeat the system
via substitution. The kit includes the Prosecutor alarm
diagnostic tool, Scorpion substitution devices, and (10)
WASPP wire piercing probes.

1ST LINE EOD KIT
The 1st Line Kit is designed to provide EOD Operators
and Bomb Technicians with a versatile, lightweight kit
that builds upon the capabilities of the Immediate Action
Pouch without unnecessary or wasteful redundancy. This
kit is ideal for missions where the user has limited cargo
or carry space and where the operator must take weight
or dimensions into consideration. The kit can be carried
in a cargo pocket or stored in a small compartment. The
Immediate Action Pouch is included with the 1st Line kit or
can be purchased separately.

2ND LINE EOD KIT
The 2nd Line EOD Tool Kit is customized to equip EOD
and Bomb Technicians with the tools necessary to
execute render safe procedures. The modular design
of the 2nd Line Kit allows operators to customize the
configuration based on each scenario. Our 2nd Line comes
complete with six individually populated tool kits: 1st Line,
Immediate Action Pouch, RIP Kit, Detonator Diagnostic
Kit, Manual Access Kit, and Bit Kit. All six tool kits fit into
the Mystery Ranch RATS Pack or the Mystery Ranch NICE
Crew cab to complete the modular design

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HAL® 1 LINE TRIPOD (TP1L)
The HAL® TP1L provides the technician with greater
control when lifting and extracting objects. This innovative
device requires only a single line to first lift the target
object, and then trigger a hinged drop arm that positions
the target object outside the tripod’s footprint.
The tripod is light enough to be carried and easily set up
by a technician wearing an EOD suit. It may be deployed
for use in civil IEDD scenarios as well as rural and battle
field UXO extractions.

BLAST TRACKER

TM

SENSOR
TECHNOLOGIES

TM
BLAST TRACKER
Forensic Tool for Blast Events
The Blast Tracker has the important role of serving as a
Blast TrackerTM is a
rechargeable sensor that records
valuable forensic tool, or “black box” for an unexpected and
personalized blastrepeated
exposure
data for immediate on-scene
blast events.
decisions and long term personal exposure, tracking and
Occupational Health & Safety
analysis. The data The
it provides
instantly allows team leaders
Blast TrackerTM mounts discretely on users to record the
to modify traininglevels
procedures
or tactical
decisions
of Overpressure,
Impulse and
Accelerationwithout
imparted upon
eachattention
individual. It instantly
displays thewho
data inhave
real time, which
delay or give special
to personnel
can be vital to protecting short and long term health and safety,
exceeded acceptable
The
cumulative
as wellexposure
as larger fieldthresholds.
studies. The single
event
or cumulative
information
can be stored
onboard
or downloaded
to permit
data it compiles from
repeated
blasts
is critical
for the
analysis of blast and acceleration levels over time.
study of potentialdetailed
correlation
with medical symptoms.
TM

Rechargeable, Reusable, Accessible

Blast TrackerTM Wireless Charging Station

The Blast TrackerTM is a rugged device that can be recharged
and deployed for months at a time to record data from training
programs and real life operations.
The data collected is specific and highly informative for decisionmaking purposes. It can be instantly displayed on the device’s
screen or easily downloaded.

Wireless Charging and Data Download
Bluetooth interface for wireless data download.

Features

DETONATION TECHNOLOGY HAL-1

• High bandwidth pressure sensor to capture complete blast
Includes:
overpressure waveforms
• Tri-axial accelerometers record peak acceleration and capture
full acceleration waveforms
+ DTGH-24 Grapple
• Lightweight, low profile that mounts to the body, helmet
+ Remote
exterior or nearby physical structures

Pull Grips

• Instantly displays the peak values of pressure and
+ Latching
acceleration after each event

+ 100’ of 1.75mm Dynemma

on a
flat reel
Database softwareline
connects
to multiple
Blast TrackerTM
units via Bluetooth and displays event severity & statistics

Hook Knife

• Can track historical and cumulative exposure
of Scissor
individuals Forceps
for
+ 2
long term health analysis and medical symptom correlations

2 Breakaway
• Tactile keypad to scroll through events and+configure
the
device

Pulleys

+ 2 Dyneema Slings
+ 2 Carabiners
+ Pouch

• Requires only minutes of self-training

Database software
displays pressure
and acceleration
waveforms
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• Includes host software to download,
store and analyze cumulative exposure
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
data
• Lithium-polymer battery with wireless
battery recharger

Blast Tracker software assists
assessment of injury potential from
individual and cumulative blasts.

121814A-1 REV121814

• Non-volatile solid-state memory to
store multiple events

SHEET METAL CUTTER
The RockSmith 30:1 Sheet Metal Cutter is a high
mechanical advantage tool used to cut all manner of
sheet metal. The cutter features an upper and lower
handle position. The lower position works well with
lighter gauge steel and starting the cut. It is operated
by squeezing the lower lever. The upper position works
best for longer cuts and heaver material. Push forward
to cut the material. The Kit comes with an additional
heavy cut sheet metal blade and the Chain Link Cutter
blade and Anvil Jaws to easily cut through 14 gauge
chain link fence and a variety of material up to 3/16”.

MEDIUM CABLE CUTTER
The Medium Cable Cutter (MCC) Tool Kit is
more robust for cutting and shorting medium
cables. The MCC Kit comes with a Handle with
2 size options, 2ea. 12” extension rods, 2ea. 6”
extension rods, a cutter head, Shorting Head,
Pin Loader for the shorting head with 100
pins, an LCC/MCC Adapter. (for use with all 8
LCC tool heads, sold separately)

LIGHT CABLE CUTTER
The Light Cable Cutter (LCC) Tool Kit is designed for
light, sensitive work and is thumb driven. The Kit comes
with a Handle, 2 12” Extension rods and 2 6” Extension
rods. 8 different utility tool heads: Razor head with
6 blades, Needle Nose Plier, Flat head coated plier,
Scissor Head, Double Shear head, Nipper Head, Side
Cutter Head, and Pincher grabber head.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BLOCKSHOT™
BlockShot™ is a proprietary line of explosive disruption tools developed as
a single solution disruption container that encompasses both unidirectional
and omnidirectional attributes. With unmatched water velocities of 4,450 ft/
sec at each major surface and directional velocities in excess of 5,300 ft/
sec, BlockShot™ is the leading disruption tool for targeting single items or
general disruption operations such as culverts or debris piles. Device is rapidly
deployed manually or robot.

COMPACT CONTAINMENT DEVICE
The Compact Containment Device (CCD) is a tool utilized by EOD operators
to support RSP and the transport of blasting caps, HME/Bio sampling, and
other explosive or hazardous materials. Engineered using advanced aerospace
materials, the Compact Containment Device is optimized to provide operators
with a lightweight -under 200 grams - pressure vessel that is ideal for
conducting dismounted “Hands-On” procedures in the field, and provides a
complete encapsulation capability in the event of a detonation.

SUPRACONIC™
The Supraconic™ is a highly versatile, compact,
conical shape charge system utilized by EOD
and Special Forces personnel for UXO disposal,
explosive access, and precision aim operations.
The Supraconic™ is provided to the end user in
an inert state and may be hand packed with C4
or similar type bulk explosives. A blasting cap
locking mechanism ensures that the blasting cap
is secured into position prior to placement. Tool
consists of 24mm projectile.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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EOD® 10 BOMB SUIT
The introduction of the EOD® 10 bomb suit sets a new gold standard for blast
protection, ergonomic design and technical capabilities. This Med-Eng multiyear development program focused on a user-centric design to provide the
best possible overall experience and the results are outstanding.
It is significantly lighter, more comfortable and gives users much greater
mobility. The jacket and trousers have been completely redesigned to reduce
weight and fatigue. Its new and enhanced ambient air ventilation systems
keep users feeling refreshed and focused. The improved fit and new materials
enable bomb disposal technicians and military EOD operators to operate more
freely in difficult locations for longer periods of time.
The EOD 10 bomb suit and helmet ensemble gives EOD operators superior
balanced protection against the four main blast threats: overpressure,
fragmentation, impact and heat. It should also be noted that Med-Eng
evaluated and carefully applied the latest lightweight protective materials
to increase overall protection while significantly reducing weight. This is a
remarkable achievement.

ACE ADVANCED CLEARANCE ENSEMBLE
The ACE is a modular personal protective equipment (PPE) design that
soldiers can scale up or down for performing demining, mine clearance, UXO
and booby trap clearance during peacetime and conflict.
The ACE starts with a Vest. Soldiers can add Trousers, Sleeves, and either
Blast Plates or Ballistic Plates to achieve the levels and areas of protective
coverage necessary for the task at hand.
The chest area covered by the vest provides NIJ IIIA ballistic protection and
can be increased.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Scalable, modular protective components
Users can easily don and doff without assistance
Multi-purpose soldier protective platform
Suitable for multi-threat environments
Lightweight, comfortable personal protective ensemble
Continuous fragmentation protection
Ballistic protection to the torso

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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C4ISR
Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance & Reconnaissance
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ARES MULTI-COMM PTT
The TEA ARES multi-comm PTT and In The Ear solution
is capable of interfacing with all current DoD radios,
headsets and platforms (LAND-SEA-AIR), phones,
tablets and intercom systems. It incorporates a new
industry-leading “Echo Cancellation” technology that
will allow the device to handle full duplex audio on
two separate channels and also can accommodate talk
group select options when needed. It’s compatible with
current dual NET radios being used today.
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HI-THREAT TIER 1 HEADSET

U94 TACTICAL PTT

The HTH or Hi-Threat Headset is specifically designed
to meet the demands and intensity of Tier 1 operators
and special operations teams. For over a decade, the
HTH has been, and continues to be one of the most
popular dual ear boom headsets.

The U94 single radio push-to-talk (PTT) switch is one of
the most rugged and popular switches on the market.
Compatible with a wide range of TEA and other legacy
headsets, the U94 was designed to meet the needs of
our most elite customers. TEA can configure the U94 to
work with practically any type of communication device
such as standard two-way radios, dual/multi-talk group
radios, mobile phones, computers, vehicle/aircraft/boat
ICS and more.

OSK KITS
The TEA Occasional Swimmer’s Kit allows
you to convert your land radios to a fully
submersible communication kit. The OSK
bag can accommodate a very broad range of
portable military and public safety 2-way radios.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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PELTOR™ COMTAC™ V
PELTOR™ ComTac™ V has Omni-directional microphones
and high fidelity speakers that are optimized to transmit
voice communication and can pick up sounds with great
sensitivity with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio for clear
and accurate sound replication. The result is a more
natural sounding headset with unmatched sound clarity.
In addition to the environmental microphones, the legacy
boom mic (for external radio transmissions has been
replaced with the MT33. This boom greatly improves
the audio transmit in various noise conditions. The main,
critical improvement to the MT33 provides is its noise
cancellation performance. The MT33 provides 18db in
noise cancellation vs the legacy microphone, which
provided 6db in noise cancellation – measured at 10mm
distance, normalized for 0db a 1khz. 3M has replaced the
leather headband, for a modern rubberized band that
is easy to remove if the user wants to convert to ARC
adapters (or convert back to a headband). This headband
has increased environmental resistance to heavy maritime
environments. Some users are fielding new, multi-channel
software defined radios. The power output, waveforms,
and encryption these radios are exhibiting have caused
3M to increase the overall immunity to Radio Frequency
(RF) susceptibility and Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI) in its COMTAC platform. 3M has implemented
shielding within the cables and around the circuitry to
help ensure the headset will be immune the effects of the
new radio systems. The ComTac 5 utilizes U-174 plug, and
will connect directly into your existing push-to-talk radio
adapter Connection.
116
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PELTOR™ COMTAC™ VI NIB
AND SWAT-TAC™ VI NIB
Tactical Communication & Hearing Protection Headsets
3M™ PELTOR™ ComTac™ VI has new omni-directional
microphones, high fidelity speakers, and a new digital
signal processor that improve the overall sound quality
of the headset.
These improvements result in a more natural sounding
headset with sound and voice clarity designed for
combat and combat support operations in complex
acoustical environments.
Natural Interaction Behavior (NIB)
NIB enables short-range, headset-to-headset
communication in high noise environments, without the
use of an external communications radio.
The NIB function allows for 4 team members to speak
simultaneously, and over 60 people within a 10 meter
radius to listen at any given time.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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INVISIO V10
Lightweight and rugged control unit with a large
exchangeable PTT button.
The INVISIO V10 control unit is a rugged, single com PTT
designed for professionals with one radio. The INVISIO
V10 features a large exchangeable PTT button and can
be oriented for left or right handed PTT. The PTT Button
cover comes in two versions. A standard PTT button cover
and a guard ring cover to avoid unwanted PTT keying. The
INVISIO V10 is fully compatible with other INVISIO systems
and combined with the INVISIO X5 headset the system
provides clear communication, situational awareness and
market leading hearing protection.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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1 Com Port
1 Large PTT Button
2 PTT Button Covers (Standard and Guard Ring)
122 grams
69 x 40 x 27 mm
Multiple Headsets
Com Auto-Sensing
20 Meter Submersible
Tan or black

INVISIO V50
The INVISIO V50 control unit is designed for soldiers,
commanders and law enforcement officers that require
an internal power supply and two communication
devices, such as team radio, combat net radio or vehicle
intercom system. The control unit can handle multiple
talk-groups and can also power from any of the connected
communication devices. Lightweight and small, the control
unit offers state of the art situational awareness and is fully
compatible with other INVISIO systems.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

2 Com Ports
4 PTT Buttons
170 Grams
70 x 63 x 30 mm
Powers From Battery or Comms
Multiple Headsets
Com Auto-Sensing
20 Meter Submersible
Tan or black

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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APX™ NEXT™ ALL-BAND P25
SMART RADIO
In public safety, focus is your greatest
resource. APX NEXT protects your
focus when it matters most. The APX
NEXT smart radio brings usability and
performance advancements to every
aspect of the police radio experience.
Interfaces are streamlined. Workflows
are accelerated. Mission-critical
reliability is ensured. And the focus
that keeps critical personnel safe and
effective, is protected.
APX NEXT brings usability and
performance advancements to every
aspect of the radio experience.
Streamlined interfaces. Accelerated
workflows. Mission-critical reliability.
All protecting the focus that keeps
responders safe and effective.
ViQi Virtual Assistant
With ViQi at your side, it’s faster and
easier to run routine database queries.
Dispatchers can focus on responding
to the most critical situations. And the
intelligence that keeps responders safe
is moved to the field, faster than ever.
SmartLocate
Your officers never need to be alone,
even while on lone patrol. SmartLocate
on APX NEXT provides location updates
every few seconds, so you always know
where your team is, while freeing critical
capacity of your P25 system for other
uses.
SmartConnect
Stay connected to your P25 radio
system even when outside of P25
coverage. SmartConnect maintains your
P25 voice and data communications by
automatically switching between P25
and broadband.

APX™ 8000 ALL-BAND P25 PORTABLE RADIO
With 4 RF bands and multi-mode system access, the APX 8000 knows no limits
when it comes to interoperability. Whether it’s loud or windy, whether you
whisper or yell, the Adaptive Audio Engine and ultra-loud speaker bring clarity
into every conversation. With Wi-Fi access, the APX 8000 can quickly receive
new codeplugs, firmware and software features in order to redeploy the radio
fleet with ease as users keep talking without interruption. Intuitively designed
with a familiar look and feel, the compact APX 8000 is always comfortable to
use, from your grip to your holster.
Additional Models:
APX™ 8000XE All-Band P25
APX™ 7000 Multi-Band P25
APX™ 4000XH Single-Band P25
APX™ 1000 Single-Band P25
APX™ 6000XE P25 Enhanced

APX™
APX™
APX™
APX™
APX™

4000 Single-Band P25
900 P25
7000XE Multi-Band P25
6000 P25 Enhanced
3000 Single-Band P25 Covert

APX™ 8500 ALL-BAND P25
MOBILE RADIO
The APX 8500 all-band mobile radio enables first
responders to use a single mobile radio to exchange
critical voice and data communications seamlessly with
multiple agencies and jurisdictions operating on different
radio bands. It combines unlimited interoperability, secure
Wi-Fi® connectivity and purpose-built design enabling
ease of installation and removal. It can easily connect to
the VML750 LTE vehicle modem via micro USB interface
and utilize the (4G/3G) commercial network to create an
in-vehicle ecosystem for offloading data applications in the
field increasing the safety and efficiency of public safety
users in and around the vehicle.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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STREAMCASTER 4200 ENHANCED
2X2 MIMO RADIO
Portability meets performance.
SC4200E is a 2x2 MIMO radio, delivering best-in-class
performance and efficiency in a miniature package. It is ideal for
use in portable and embedded applications where size, weight,
power or cost are key.
SC4200E FEATURES
+ Up to 4 Watts of output power (up to 8W effective
performance thanks to TX Beamforming)
+

Available in 3 form factors to suit a variety of applications:
» Rugged “brick” (externally powered)
» Rugged handheld (w/ twist-lock battery connector)
» Non-rugged OEM (for embedding in custom products and
sub-systems)

STREAMCASTER 4400 ENHANCED
4X4 MIMO RADIO
SC4400 delivers the power of 4x4 MIMO in a ruggedized package.
SC4400 is ideal for use in fixed infrastructure, vehicular, long range,
and airborne applications where maximum performance is desired.
SC4400E FEATURES
+ Up to 8 Watts of output power (up to 32W effective performance
thanks to TX Beamforming)
+

Available in 3 form factors to suit a variety of applications:
» Rugged with straight RF connectors (designed to be mounted
horizontally)
» Rugged with right angle RF connectors (designed to be
mounted vertically)
» Non-rugged OEM (for embedding in custom products and subsystems
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RF-310M-HH
The Harris RF-310M-HH is the first NSA-certified tactical radio with Suite B encryption to
protect voice and data transmissions up to US Secret classification levels. This Multiband
Handheld radio bridges the homeland security gap, enabling secure communications
between US DoD agencies, emergency first responders and state and local personnel.
NATO and coalition forces can also benefit from its inter operable and flexible
communication technologies.

AN/PRC-152A
The Harris Falcon III AN/PRC-152A provides simultaneous voice, video and high-speed
data in a highly portable form factor. Employing the Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW)
and Harris Adaptive Networking Wideband Waveform (ANW2®C) this handheld
delivers ad-hoc, self-healing and adaptive networking capabilities to dismounted troops
on the move.

AN/PRC-117G(V)1(C)
The Harris AN/PRC-117G delivers breakthrough wideband data speed and legacy
narrowband performance in a form factor 30% smaller and 35% lighter than any other
currently in field. The manpack is also the industry’s first and only tactical radio with
NINE Suite B encryption. This frees sovereign nations to securely inter operate with U.S.,
NATO and regional tactical partners and eliminates the time and cost of maintaining
two separate radio systems.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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WAVE RELAY® ANDROIDTM KIT
Wave Relay® is a mobile ad hoc networking systems (manet) designed to maintain
connectivity on the move. Bring the network to your fingertips with the android™ kit.
This highly-scalable, peer-to-peer wireless network provides data, video, and voice
communications in the most challenging environments and applications. With user throughput
of 100 Mbps, Wave Relay® provides a dynamic, reliable, and secure wireless IP network
solution beyond mesh.

MPU5
The MPU5 is the world’s first Smart Radio with an onboard AndroidTM Operating System that
includes everything you need built in. You will spend less time gathering and organizing gear
and more time accomplishing the task at hand. State-of-the-art radio technology combined
with the Wave Relay® MANET allows you to go farther and faster than ever before. Integrated
GPS, native video encoding/decoding, and PTT audio allow your team to share a common
operational picture. The MPU5 is more than just a radio.

BANSHEE MOBILE RADIO
The “Battlefield of Things™” ecosystem
connects soldiers, drones, robots, loitering
munitions, and other sensor end points
to enable at the edge data, intelligence,
and communications. It provides
battlefield commanders never before seen
accessibility and situational awareness.
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CANARY COMMPAC
The exceptional portability of the CanaryCommpac makes it an
ideal choice for First Responders and Military Operations. The
CanaryCommpac can be used underground through the earth, as
well as above ground throughout urban environments where typical
radio communication is unavailable. Additionally (as with all of Vital
Alert’s TTE technology), the Commpac signal is near field, creating
a very localized footprint of only three-five feet. This allows secure
transmission of data with an undetectable signature, essential for
covert operations.

CANARY TALK
The portability and depth capabilities of the CanaryTalk make it ideal
for use in infrastructure construction, maintenance and operations,
public safety practices and military operations where only voice and
data are required. It can be used to provide communications in new
development, and temporary use areas or in spaces where wired
communications are cost prohibitive or ineffective. It is quick to set
up and can integrate with existing communication infrastructure
(wireless, fibre, leaky feeder, etc.).

AN/PRC-148
+
+
+
+
+

Rugged design meets environmental extremes of airborne platforms
Meets small size, light weight, and low power requirements
Supports dual, independent radio channels
Integrated co-site filtering reduces interference to/from other receivers on the platform
Remote command and control over IP interface with easy-to-use GUI

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BEAST
Dismount Multi-Channel Receiver
Multi-Function:
The Beast performs survey, drive test, and surveillance of multiple push to
talk and cellular protocols.
Cost Effective & Future Proof:
The Beast’s design utilizes the latest FPGA and processor technology
to allow for rapid and efficient capability enhancements. Hardware
architecture based on the Kraken Multi-Channel manpack ensures that
capability enhancements on one system are available on the other.
Intuitive User Interface:
Spectrum and waterfall displays provide real-time display and control of
the full receiver bandwidth, as well as the sub-channel demodulators, and
the ability to intuitively program or load search banks, Signals of Interest
lists, and pass lists. The Beast can be controlled any one of three ways.

“SCOURGE” ANTENNAS
VHF/UHF Coverage
Low Profile Design
+ Ultra-lightweight design for tactical operations
+ Streamlined operator kit to save space, prevent snags, and reduce
over-all profile
+ Decreased visible signature
+ Improved performance from prone position
Improved Performance
+ Better Tx/Rx omni-directional performance
+ Increased gain, while body worn, supported by 360˚ radiation pattern
+ Reduced body masking, limiting degradation of RF performance
Antennas for Any Application
+ Complete family of wearable antennas supporting wide range of
operator radios and systems
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KRAKEN
Multi-Channel Receiver
Intuitive User Interface:
Spectrum and waterfall displays provide real-time
display and control of the full receiver bandwidth, as
well as the sub-channel demodulators, and the ability
to intuitively program or load search banks, Signals of
Interest lists, and pass lists.
High Speed:
Embedded FPGAs remove the need for PC
processing. Gigabit ethernet and PCI Express highspeed data interfaces.
Future Proof:
SDR architecture allows for field software upgrades to
enhance capability. Modular mechanical design with
easily removable slots allows for field maintenance and
hardware upgrades.

SLINGSHOT
The SlingShot is a lightweight (approximately 1 pound) unit
designed to convert existing tactical radios to Commercial
Satellite Communications (COMSATCOM) radios to provide a
cost-effective way to achieve tactical, secure, communications.
The system uses the Inmarsat communications network to
enable existing fielded ultra-high frequency (UHF) and very
high frequency (VHF) tactical radios to access the Inmarsat
L-band, I-4 satellite constellation when UHF capacity is not
available. This capability is designed to extend communications
ranges and enables interoperability between different radios
and frequency bands.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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TOOTH COMMS RADIO
Sonitus’ patent protected system is built around a
technology that creates a new audio path “supersense”
for wireless communication, eliminating the need for ear
pieces, microphones and wires on the head. A secure,
comfortable mouthpiece that clips on your tooth becomes
the single point of contact for incoming and outgoing
wireless audio communication and augmented awareness.
The mouthpiece uses the body itself to exclude outside
influences.
The system transmits clearly in the harshest conditions,
including extreme noise, wind, and under water.
Communication is delinked from protective equipment so
that helmets, respiratory and hearing protection can be
added or removed without breaking voice communication.
This enables clear speaking and hearing during rapid
transitions from one operating mode to another.
The system is single- or dual-comms capable and
integrates with tactical radios, phones, ICS and other
mobile communication platforms for continuous
connectivity during transitions across operating platforms.
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GOTENNA PRO
The goTenna Pro is a military-grade tactical mesh networking
digital radio that works with smartphones, allowing them to
communicate directly without any central infrastructure over
several miles across various terrains.
+

Send and receive text messages and GPS coordinates

+

Private encrypted 1-to-1 messaging

+

Private encrypted group messaging

+

Public broadcasts and emergency channel

+

Confirmation of message delivery

+

Highly detailed topographic offline mapping

+

Contextualize locations shared by others

+

Create and share pins, perimeters and routes

+

Automated sensor-based emergency beaconing

+

End-to-end PKI encryption (384-bit elliptic curve - TS level)

GOTENNA PRO DEPLOYMENT KIT
Deploy apps offline, host tactical servers, transport,
charge, and maintain up to 30 goTenna Pro units in one
place. All of this delivered in a form factor weighing
in at less than 25 pounds (11.34 kg), which means it
can be transported by a single person and easily fit
everywhere, including commercial aircraft overhead
bins. With the goTenna Pro Deployment Kit, your
organization can rest assured it has ready-to-go comms
at a moment’s notice.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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PORTABLE POWER PACK
Southwest Antennas is proud to be a leading supplier of high-performance, rugged antenna solutions for military
communication systems across the globe. In addition to our existing, off-the-shelf antenna product offerings,
Southwest Antennas is the engineering partner of choice for many defense contractors and program managers
who look to our expertise in delivering robust antenna solutions custom tailored for their specific program
requirements.
Southwest Antennas had designed antennas and accessory products for the following applications:
+ Body worn antennas for soldier-deployed
communication and data systems
+ Vehicle antennas for trucks, vans, armored
vehicles, UAVs, helicopters, and planes
+ Antennas for major military radio
communication systems in use worldwide
+ GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
antennas for precise vehicle / personnel location
management and asset tracking
+ Antennas for C4ISR applications
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+ Concealment antennas for covert surveillance
applications
+ Mounting systems for rapid antenna deployment
in mobile environments
+ Antennas for battlefield simulation systems
+ Broadband microwave communications
(COFDM & MIMO)
+ Electronics warfare and communications
intercept (EW & SIGINT)
+ MANET and mesh network radio antennas

WHITE WOLF SYSTEMS “WHISKEY” HF NVIS BROADBAND/WIDEBAND ANTENNA
In HF Communications the antenna is always the problem and the solution. The Whiskey or “W” antenna is a multiwire,
broadband/wideband (2-30 mHz) omnidirectional NVIS (Plus) antenna with the capability to reach HF stations within
the range between 1 and 2500 miles. The antenna is constructed of Mil-Std 810C tested materials and is built for tactical
or permanent communications utilizing a single, center mast of 30 feet in height. Setup may be done by one or by two
individuals and requires approximately 30 minutes (45 with mast setup) after training. The Whiskey weighs 41 lbs and is
manufactured in an ISO 9001 shop.
The antenna is not a grounded antenna and requires no groundplane, therefore is ideal for rooftop, hanger top or
hardstand setup. Its small footprint ( 86 by 27 ft) and lower balun height increases the potential for restricted area
installation. NEC patterns reveal that the antenna is truly omnidirectional, NVIS at the lower third of the frequency range,
and having multiple radiation lobes which provide intermediate-range capablity (2500 miles) at the middle and upper
third of the HF range. There is no ‘dead spot’ in the transmission patterns over the entire frequency band. With its very
strong NVIS performance, the antenna is ideal for operations in mountainous or jungle terrain.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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100X
The LRAD 100X is a self-contained, portable communication
system for on-scene and tactical communication. With
unparalleled vocal clarity and up to 30db louder than
bullhorns, megaphones and vehicle P.A. Systems, the LRAD
100X is also four to six times louder than other acoustic
hailers of comparable size and weight. LRAD’s optimized
driver and waveguide technology ensures every message
is clearly broadcast heard and understood, even above
engine, crowd, siren, and background noise.

WIRELESS KIT
The lightweight and compact LRAD wireless kit enables
wireless operation of LRAD systems at ranges up to 300
meters. The integrated push to talk button and large volume
control knob allow simple one-handed operation. A 3.5 mm
phone jack connects to a standard MP3 player or other audio
device used in conjunction with the headset microphone.
Featuring advanced technology, the receiver stabilizes
reception and minimizes RF interference by selecting the
strongest incoming signal.
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MOBILE-360X

450XL

The LRAD 360XT Mobile Mass Notification System
(MNS) delivers LRAD’s renowned, highly intelligible
voice and alert tone broadcasts with uniform 360°
coverage. The LRAD Mobile MNS is an integrated,
fully self-contained, ruggedized trailer featuring
securely mounted, lockable electronics and equipment
enclosures, amplifier modules, battery pneumatic
system and a rapidly deployable, telescoping 30 ft.
mast. The Mobile MNS comes standard with a LRAD
360X dual emitter configuration that provides up to an
850-meter radius of communication coverage.

Low profile, lightweight and designed for temporary
or fixed mounting on tripods, small vessels, vehicles
and Common Remotely Operated Weapon Stations
(CROWS), the LRAD 450XL uses an enhanced, patent
pending technology to generate the audio output of
a unit almost twice its size and weight with the same
high level of clarity and intelligibility consistent with
the LRAD product line. The LRAD 450XL is easily
transported to provide a highly effective, long range
communications and warning capability. The LRAD
450XL is rapidly being adopted for security and
defense applications around the world.

PORTABLE POWER PACK
LRAD’s Portable Power Pack is the solution when vehicle power is not
readily available. The Power Pack integrates leak-proof Absorbed Glass
Mat (AGM) batteries and a marine grade, electronically controlled battery
charger. The LRAD Power Pack is compact, portable and can be operated
with the case lid closed to protect the internal electronics from all weather
conditions. The Power Pack’s 21 Amp-Hour battery provides up to 10 hours
of continuous full power voice broadcasts for the LR AD 300X and up to 5
hours for the LR AD 500X.
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SEAFLIR 230
The SeaFLIR 230 is a member of the FLIR family of 9” gimballed turrets. Representing
the very latest in sensor technology, the lightweight SeaFLIR 230 condenses extremely
high performance surveillance and targeting capability into a compact, low mass
and versatile system. Developed to exploit the full advantages of FLIR sensor and
packaging technologies, the SeaFLIR 230 features the same thermal imager with a high
sensitivity 640 x 480 InSb (3-5µm) Focal Plane Array (FPA) and 18 x zoom (NFOV of
1.2°). Similarly, the imager also features a daylight camera, providing both day and low
light (near Infrared) capabilities. The SeaFLIR 230 provides a very significant increase
in maritime surveillance capability and is designed to cope with the most arduous
maritime environments and sets a new benchmark in capability, versatility and price.

SEAFLIR 280-HD
Giving unrivaled long-range optical and system performance, SeaFLIR 280-HD builds
on FLIR Systems’ rich nautical heritage. With over 1,000 marinized systems delivered
since the SeaFLIR II was launched in 1998, FLIR has always focused on being the first
to offer seaborne operators the most advanced maritime surveillance and targeting
capabilities. SeaFLIR 280-HD gives a quantum improvement over every other compact
system available, and is specifically tailored to give excellent long range performance
in the extreme conditions found at sea.

SEAFLIR 380-HD
The world’s first and only all-digital, full high definition system provides superior image
stabilization, ultra long-range imaging performance and true metadata embedded in
the digital video. The Sea SAFIRE 380-HD is fully hardened for military fixed-wing and
helicopter operations so it can operate continuously in all conditions—even while sitting
on the tarmac with no airflow.
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STAR SAFIRE 380-HD
The FLIR Star SAFIRE 380-HD provides superior image stabilization, ultra long range
imaging performance and true metadata embedded in the digital video. The Star SAFIRE
380-HD is fully hardened for military fixed-wing and helicopter operations so it can
operate continuously in all conditions—even while sitting on the tarmac with no airflow.

STAR SAFIRE 380-HLD
The FLIR Star SAFIRE 380-HLD provides superior image stabilization, ultra-long-range
imaging performance, true metadata embedded in the digital video, all with laser
designation and rangefinder. The Star SAFIRE 380-HLD also provides the ability to
operate continuously in all conditions—even while sitting on the tarmac with no airflow.

STAR SAFIRE 260-HLD
The Star SAFIRE 260-HLD is a lightweight, gyrostabilized nine inch turret that provides
up to six payloads simultaneously, including diode pumped laser designation. The
Star SAFIRE 260-HLD offers a solid military program heritage in airborne, naval and
land vehicle installations. Star SAFIRE 260-HLD systems are suitable for all classes of
applications and are fully MIL-SPEC qualified.

ULTRAFORCE 350-HD
With large gimbal performance but weighing in at just 28 kg, the UltraForce 350-HD’s
all-European content and proven operational performance make it the ideal choice for
airborne programs around the world.
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THERMOSIGHT HISS-XLR
The ThermoSight HISS-XLR Thermal Weapon Sight
offers extended long-range capabilities and target
acquisition for sniper and reconnaissance missions
with targets out to 2000m.

RECON V
The Recon® V is a compact, rugged, light-weight multi-sensor
thermal binocular designed 24/7 field operations that require
enhanced imagery and long standoff range, night and day. Its
internal GPS, DMC and long-range laser rangefinder provide
accurate range to target as well as precise target location. The 10x
continuous zoom optic, MEMS-based electronic stabilization, and
high-definition color video display combine to provide unmatched
image quality and flexibility. The simplified user interface does
away with multiple buttons and complicated multi-layer menus
and makes the Recon V easier to use than ever.
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RANGER HRC
The Ranger HRC is a high-resolution mid-wave thermal imaging
system built around a large format 640x512 array and a choice of
powerful continuous-zoom telescopes. While the Ranger HRC is
available in its standalone, environmentally hardened enclosure, it
can also include an optional high-magnification CCD-TV camera,
laser rangefinder, digital magnetic compass and an integrated, gyrostabilized, pan/tilt mechanism that provides precise target geolocation capability. Operators can field Ranger HRC as a portable
stand-alone system, or integrate it into a network of fixed-site
sensors via its suite of plug-and-play interface options.

RANGER HDC MULTISENSOR
The Ranger HDC MultiSensor systems integrate the long-range,
mid-wave High Definition thermal imaging camera Ranger HDC
with a variety of powerful daylight sensors and optionally a Laser
Range Finder, GPS, Digital Magnetic Compass and Automatic Video
Tracker. An array of advanced functions and options are available
to meet the most demanding needs. All sensors on the Ranger HDC
MultiSensor units are mounted on a fast and accurate Pan & Tilt unit.

RANGER HDC
The Ranger® HDC is a RealHD thermal imager with a 1280x720
cooled detector. The system provides exceptional long-range
thermal imaging performance and provides 22x continuous
optical zoom to maintain situational awareness for effective target
assessment and features the new FLIR Image Processing Engine.
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TAMPA MICROWAVE X/KU/KA BAND 1.3
METER FLY-AWAY TERMINAL
Tampa Microwave’s 1.3m terminal was specifically designed
for maximum capabilities in the smallest and lightest satellite
terminal of its size. It is designed to be carried into any
environment and then quickly installed and ready to operate
within minutes.
The 1.3m terminal offers several operations and logistical
advantages over its competition. The compact design and
intelligent packaging concept facilitate one-person setup and
operation.
The 1.3m system packs up in 2 hard transit cases that can be
checked as baggage on commercial airlines flights.

MANPACK SATELLITE TERMINALS
Tampa Microwave’s Line of ManPack Terminals
are specifically designed for the needs of the
dismounted troop or First Responder. They are built
to be air-dropped, jumped or carried, and are then
operated in the world’s most austere environments
for extended periods.
MODELS 65CM, 95CM
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RANGER 1000 (1.0M) & RANGER
1200 (1.2M)
The Ranger 1000 flyaway is a multi-band capable antenna
designed for demanding environments. The antenna
features asymmetrical segmented carbon ber composite
reector and aluminum backbeam structure designed to
provide exceptional performance along with a customdesigned elevation-over-azimuth pedestal for manual or
motorized operation.

AIRBUS RCT 4.0M
The Airbus Rapid Capability Terminal (RCT) 4.0M is a gateway class
SATCOM terminal that deploys quickly and provides a high data rate.
The carbon-fiber antenna and proprietary pedestal can be easily
assembled by two operators. The Airbus RCT is lightweight with
maximum stiffness, yet offers compact and highly robust components.

RANGER 2400 (2.4M)
The Ranger 2400 flyaway is a multi-band capable antenna designed for
demanding environments. The antenna features asymmetrical segmented
carbon ber composite reector and aluminum backbeam structure designed
to provide exceptional performance along with a custom-designed elevationover-azimuth pedestal for manual or motorized operation.

AIRBUS RANGER ODU
The Airbus Ranger ODU is an outdoor ruggedized modem optimized for
use with Airbus Ranger flyaway terminals but available in stand-alone
configurations for any SATCOM application. The unit can be configured with
one of the most embedded modem options including Viasat CBM-400, iDirect
e950, Comtech DMD1050TS and more. The Airbus Ranger ODU is equipped
with a pointing assistant feature to simplify the process of pointing manual
antenna systems. Options include an internal spectrum analyzer, radio IFL kit
and fiber converters.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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GCS PANTHER™
The Panther™ VSAT terminal from L-3 GCS, available in 60 and 96 cm
apertures, provides high-speed data communications for Internet, VPN
connectivity and video transmission. This highly rugged VSAT manpack
terminal is light-weight, highly portable and offers Inmarsat BGAN-like
simplicity, but with significantly high data rates over commercial and military
satellites. The complete terminal is designed to be carried in a ‘rucksack’ or
airline checkable case. The smallest, most rugged VSAT terminal of its type,
the Panther™ provides up to 3 Mbps (transmit) and up to 6 Mbps (receive)
data rates.
MODEM INTEGRATIONS INCLUDE: IDIRECT E850MP, COMTECH DMD1050,
VIASAT CBM-100, LINKABIT MPM-2500

GCS PANTHER™ II
The Panther II is a Tri-Band, man-portable VSAT system, available in 60 and
96 cm apertures, in both manual or auto-acquire configurations. This system
provides high-speed data communications for Internet, VPN connectivity and
video transmission. This highly rugged VSAT system is light-weight, able to
be carried in a rucksack or airline checkable hard case, and offers high data
rates over commercial and military satellites. The system provides the ability
to easily change RF band, aperture size and acquisition type. The Panther
II integrates an elegant, but simple manual antenna pointing method using
intuitive front panel visual indicators as well as ViewSat™-e, the integrated
web-based GUI. This allows for easy, accurate, and quick acquisition without
complex test equipment.
MODEM INTEGRATIONS INCLUDE: IDIRECT E850MP, IDIRECT 950MP,
COMTECH DMD-1050TS, UHP 1100, VIASAT CBM-400,
LINKABIT MPM-2500

GCS HAWKEYE™ III LITE
This light-weight, 1.2M solution can be deployed in a matter of minutes
utilizing the auto-acquire antenna system, ViewSat™-e GUI, and the GCS
Outdoor Unit (ODU). The modular design of the Hawkeye III series VSATs
make it possible to offer RF Band kits for quick and easy conversion from one
band to another with just a simple feed boom change. The complete system
consists of two or three rugged, hard-sided cases which house the ODU, autoacquire antenna pedestal, controller, 6-segment carbon fiber circular reflector,
boom and feed, and LNB devices for global coverage.
MODEM INTEGRATIONS INCLUDE: IDIRECT E800,IDIRECT 900, UHP-1100,
COMTECH DMD1050T
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COMET
The Comtech COMET™ is the smallest and lightest
modular man-packable troposcatter system available.
With an operational configuration weighing only 50
lbs, this full-featured troposcatter system can be airline
checked, automobile transported, and carried into the
field. Designed for 60 km BLOS links at data rates of
5 to 60 Mbps, the Comtech COMET™ can be set up by
one person in as little as 15 minutes (demonstration
video below).
The heart of the Comtech COMET™ is the CS67PLUS
troposcatter radio, which can operate in single-stream
from 946 kbps to 105 Mbps or dual-stream from 1.9
Mbps to 210 Mbps (actual throughput based on terrain).
Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) can optimize
average throughput over time.
The feature-rich Comtech COMET™ can easily be linked
with other Comtech tactical, mobile, and fixed terminals
to provide the ideal Beyond Line-of-Sight troposcatter
system for tactical Military, Disaster Recovery, and
Emergency Restoral Communications anywhere in the
world. Each system consists of the CS67PLUS radio as
well as 10 watt SSPAs, LNAs, and diplexers all mounted
to the 1 m antenna.
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6 SERIES
Thermal Radar™ is a network-based thermal surveillance and
detection solution providing constant 360° situational awareness.
By rapidly rotating a FLIR Boson thermal sensor and running
edge analytics, Thermal Radar™ can be used as a stand-alone
detection outpost or the centerpiece of your integrated physical
security strategy. The patent-pending Thermal Radar™ GUI
integrates with VMS and PSIM platforms by displaying the full
360° detection area, integrated geospatial map, and event alerts.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Geospatial location-based detection alerts
Reduces device count, infrastructure, and licensing costs
No export license required for most international applications
Proprietary adaptive analytics result in low false-positive alerts
Edge analytics for human, vehicle, and fire detection
Provides slew-to-cue functionality to an integrated PTZ
Passive thermal detection and surveillance solution
Simultaneous detection of multiple targets
Patent pending GUI feed displaying full 360° coverage area
Independent customizable areas of interest/detection zones

HYDRA
The Thermal Radar Hydra provides the unparalleled 360°
detection of Thermal Radar combined with targeted surveillance
from a color and laser illuminated PTZ. When Thermal Radar
detects a threat, the PTZ automatically slews to cue, providing
immediate confirmation and forensic coverage.
Thermal Radar continuously scans the designated area;
sophisticated analytics assess what the thermal camera identifies
and then sends the coordinates to the color PTZ camera which
zooms in on the incursion. This gives you 24/7 thermal coverage
plus the benefit of forensic data from the color PTZ.
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AIRBUS RANGER ODU
Banshee is an integrated sensor and alarming
solution designed to provide detection, assessment
and deterrence of threats to both military and
commercial operation sites.

Detect
Thermal Radar’s unique, low power 360° detection
system is the workhorse of the system. This device
provides 24/7 wide area thermal coverage for the
target area.

Assess
Intrusions are escalated to the 100mm Thermal
Camera and 25mm by 225mm Day/Night Zoom
camera systems where targets can be identified
and classified for further action.

Deter
Once classified each target can receive any mix
of audible or visual warnings and deterrents with
Banshees’ onboard systems. The platform allows an
operator to escalate to the use of nonlethal force
with any of the installed devices with a touch of a
button. LRAD 300X Acoustic Hailer: Beam width
+/- 15°. Maximum output of 143 dB. Spotlight:
12,000,000 Candlepower with adjustable beam
width of 1° to 40°. Class IIIa Lasers: 530nm (green)
and 680nm (red). Considered ‘eye-safe’.
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COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL NETWORK TRAINER (TNT)
Tactical Network Trainer (TNT) tools provide a low voltage training
solution for file transfer operations on the battlefield.

CHECKPOINTS ™
Aries Defense Checkpoint- Provides persistent video surveillance at the
tactical edge. Networked to allow for local Wi-Fi connections or Wi-Fi
disabled to provide video through a closed network or encrypted tactical
radio connection. CheckPoints™ will give users a “Live Video on Request”
when motion alerts are triggered via applications. System allows Mobile,
Tactical & Command Post to stream (2) video over networks.

OVERWATCH ™
OverWatch™ is a forward deployable video surveillance platform used
to gain close-in situational awareness for war-fighters while in combat
operational theaters. OverWatch™ presents a “Live on Request” view of
the tactical edge while in fixed and/or concealed positions.

VULCANE ™
Aries Defense Vulcane™. Vulcane is a dual camera video system
designed to provide the vehicle driver a field of view in the event that
the windshield or the driver’s vision block has become obscured or
shattered or during limited illumination (night-time, low light, full blackout operation) by streaming a fast frame video feed to a tablet/display
screen mounted in front of the driver or to a set of live stream
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CHECKPOINTS ™
The Recon® V is a compact and light yet
rugged multi-sensor thermal binocular
designed for 24/7 day and night field
operations that require enhanced imagery and
long standoff range. Its internal GPS, DMC,
and long-range laser pointer provide accurate
range to target as well as precise location.
The 10x continuous zoom optics, MEMS-based
electronic stabilization, and high-definition
color video display combine to provide
unmatched image quality and flexibility.

Powered by AA Li batteries, the unit has a run
time of up to six hours. It’s SWaP-optimized
and qualified to MIL-STD 810G for easy
portability under rigorous mission demands.
An intuitive interface reduces training time
and simplifies usability in high-stress field
operations. While operators provide missioncritical situational awareness data they remain
safe by always being connected to their
extended team.

Aries Defense

CHECKPOINTSTM
The Recon® V is a compact and light yet rugged
multi-sensor thermal binocular designed for 24/7
day and night field operations that require enhanced
imagery and long standoff range. Its internal GPS,
DMC, and long-range laser pointer provide accurate
range to target as well as precise location.

CHECKPOINTS ™

The 10x continuous zoom optics, MEMS-based
electronic stabilization, and high-definition color
video display combine to provide unmatched image
quality and flexibility. Powered by AA Li batteries,
the unit has a run time of up to six hours. It’s SWaPoptimized and qualified to MIL-STD 810G for easy
portability under rigorous mission demands.
An intuitive interface reduces training time and
simplifies usability in high-stress field operations.
While operators provide missioncritical situational
awareness data they remain safe by always being
Powered
AA extended
Li batteries,
the unit has a run
connected
toby
their
team.
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An intuitive interface reduces training time
long standoff range. Its internal GPS, DMC,
and long-range laser pointer provide accurate
and simplifies usability in high-stress field
range to target as well as precise location.
operations. While operators provide missionThe 10x continuous zoom optics, MEMS-based
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electronic stabilization, and high-definition
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color video display combine to provide
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TOUGHBOOK N1
The Panasonic TOUGHBOOK® N1—a powerful, slim and fully rugged handheld.
It’s the all-in-one tool you’ve been waiting for, and it’s ideal for where
work takes you each day. With an octa-core processor, angled rear-facing
barcode reader, optional stylus pen, and long-lasting battery that is warmswappable; you won’t miss a beat. And when a flexible device is in demand,
the TOUGHBOOK N1 delivers the Android™ operating system, giving you the
ability to develop in an open environment with thousands of enterprise grade
applications at your fingertips from the Google Play store or Panasonic’s
partners: independent software vendors (ISVs) and resellers/integrators. Plus,
with built-in multi-carrier 4G LTE and FirstNet Ready™ with Band 14, voice
capabilities, and dual SIM cards, the TOUGHBOOK N1 is ready to go where
business takes you. Capable to support AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk (EPTT),
it can also interoperate with other EPTT handsets as well as LMR devices. And
if it takes a seven-foot drop, don’t worry—it can handle it, making it the choice
for unrelenting conditions. So take it to work. It can take it.
+ 4.7” Fully Rugged Handheld with Android™ 9(Pie) - Qualcomm® SDM660-2
64bit 2.2GHzx4+1.8GHzx4 Octa-Core
+ Wi-Fi, optional 4G LTE WWAN with GPS - Dual Nano SIM, Bluetooth® with
Low Energy, NFC, 1280x720 500 NIT screen 10-point touch.
+ MIL-STD-810G. 7’ drop. IP66 and IP68 dust and water-resistant certification
+ 12-hours (19-hour long life battery) depending on user profile; 8-hour rated
(or 16-hour long life) continuous data use. User-replaceable battery* that is
warmswap capable
+ Standard: USB 2.0 (with option for Host or Client mode), Barcode Reader
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Latest 7th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor
Windows 10 Home / Windows 10 Pro
GeForce® GTX 1050 2GB GDDR5
15.6” FHD (1920 x 1080) 120Hz of 94%NTSC
HDR wide-view display (Optional)
15.6” Full HD (1920x1080), IPS level panel
Exclusive Cooler Boost Trinity Technology
Dragon Center provides six functions
WTFast free premium license for 2-month
NVMe M.2 SSD by PCIe Gen3 X4 up to
2200MB/s speed(optional)
Thunderbolt™ 3 supporting 40Gbps
ultraspeed data transfer rate, 4K monitor
output, and portable charging power up to
5V/3A (optional)
USB Type-C reversible plug
Exclusive SHIFT technology
Nahimic 2 Sound Technology
True Color 2.0 Technology
Keyboard by Steelseries with full color
backlighting
SteelSeries Engine 3 with GameSens
Exclusive Silver Lining Printed keys
Killer DoubleShot Pro
Upgraded Killer Gigabit LAN Controller with
Advanced Stream Detect 2.0 and Killer Shield
Xsplit Gamecaster free premium license for
1 year
Matrix Display supporting 4K output up to
3 external monitors
Elegant brushed aluminum chassis
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GETAC B360
The all-new B360 delivers lightning-fast response
through 10th Generation Intel® Core™ processor
and Intel® UHD graphics. This fully rugged laptop is
light, portable and meets the rugged certifications.
Built for extreme conditions, the B360 is reliable
and ready for work. Public Safety, Utilities and
Manufacturing–meet B360.
Engineered for survivability in extreme conditions,
the B360 will stand up to rain, dust, shock, vibration,
and has an optional salt fog certification. This fully
rugged laptop is MIL-STD-810H, MIL-STD-461G
and IP66 certified to withstand temperatures from
-29°C to +63°C (-20°F to 145°F) and a 6-foot drop
while operating. The B360 meets ANSI/ISA 12.12.01
standards for class I Division 2 hazardous locations,
giving confidence to those in hostile environments.
Rugged and ready, the B360 has your back in the
tough situations.
Your ever-changing environment needs a machine
that can adapt. The B360’s touchscreen display
responds seamlessly to a diverse range of touch.
Complete with LumiBond® 2.0 Technology, the
capacitive touchscreen is responsive to a finger, pen
or glove. Simply put: it works the way you work.
FHD LCD display provides crisp readability on our
energy-efficient and super bright display. Get a clear
image at night and in direct sunlight regardless of
outdoor light levels. The B360’s sunlight-readable
solution boosts brightness up to 1400nits, giving the
B360 one of the brightest multi-touchscreen on the
market.
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MX50
+ 5.7” LumiBond® display with sunlight readable
technology
+ Android 5.1 OS
+ MIL-STD 810G and IP67 certified
+ Dedicated GPS
+ 8MP auto-focus camera
+ HD web camera
+ MIL-STD 461G certified
+ NIAP CSfC certified

S410
+ 14” HD or Full HD IPS display
+ Optional Intel® 8th generation CoreTM i7 and i5
processors
+ Optional 1000 NIT Lumibond 2.0™ sunlight readable
touchscreen
+ Optional NVIDIA® GeForce® 4GB discrete graphics
card
+ Optional dual hot-swappable battery design
+ Optional integrated 4G LTE mobile broadband
+ MIL-STD 810G and IP52 certified1 (3 foot drop)
+ Certified for -5.8°F low temperature

V110
+ Large 11.6” IPS LumiBond® 2.0 sunlight display
+ 6th generation Intel® CoreTM processor
+ Dual hot-swappable battery design
+ Intel HD graphics 520
+ Full-size 88 key backlit keyboard
+ Optional integrated 4G LTE broadband wireless
+ 802.11ac next generation WiFi
+ MIL-STD 810G and IP65 certified
+ Industry-leading bumper-to-bumper warranty
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LATITUDE 5420 RUGGED
Dell’s most powerful 15-inch mobile workstation with AI. Featuring the
latest Intel® Core® or Xeon® processors, NVIDIA® graphics and Dell
Optimizer for Precision.

PRECISION 3540
Maximize your workstation performance with Dell Precision Optimizer
software and featured components including an Intel® Core™ processor, up
to 32GB DDR4 memory and next generation AMD Radeon Pro professional
graphics (2GB)

LATITUDE 5420 RUGGED
The 14” Rugged Notebook redesigned to be thinner, lighter, and ready for
anything.
+ Starting weight of just 4.9 lbs (2.22kg)
+ 8th Generation Intel Core Processors
+ 2TB of fast, reliable, and high performance solid state storage
+ 14” FHD resolution outdoor-viewable display

LATITUDE 5424 RUGGED
The 14” Rugged Notebook loaded with multiple expandability options.
+ 8th Generation Intel Core Processors
+ 4TB of fast, reliable, and high performance solid state storage
+ 14” FHD resolution outdoor-viewable display
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LATITUDE 7220 RUGGED EXTREME
Built for the harshest environments. The lightest and most powerful*
12” fully rugged tablet.
+ 8th Generation Intel Core Processors
+ 2TB of fast, reliable, and high performance PCIe solid state drives
+ IP-65 rated
+ 14” FHD resolution outdoor-viewable display

LATITUDE 7424 RUGGED EXTREME
The Latitude Rugged family has been trained and tested for some of
the world’s toughest jobs and most hazardous environments. Built
smart and durable to ensure you never have to slow down.
+ 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3-7130U Processor
+ Windows 10 Pro 64bit English, French, Spanish
+ 8GB, 2x4GB, 2666MHz DDR4 Non-ECC
+ M.2 128GB PCIe NVMe Class 35 Solid State Drive

VAULTDISK®
REMOVABLE SSD BOOT DRIVE
Removable SSD Boot drive. Smallest form factor with optical drive &
removable SSD Drives!
+ Rapidly remove and securely store, clone,
or swap system boot disks
+ Self-Encrypting Drives Available
+ 265GB, 512GB, 1TB, and 2TB capacities available

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MAKITO X
The Makito™ X encoder and decoder transports
secure, low latency, HD video over any network
at extremely low bitrates. It is available as an ultra
compact SDI or DVI appliance with optional fixed or removable storage, or within a high density 1RU or 4RU chassis and
is ideal for live, interactive and bandwidth-constrained applications.
SINGLE SDI ENCODER - S/B-292E-HDSDI1-KLV
DUAL SDI ENCODER - S/B-292E-HDSDI2-KLV
DECODER - S/B-292D-HD2

MAKITO X HARSH
The Makito™ X Harsh Environment encoder and decoder are an industrial grade
fanless appliances designed for high operating temperature environments
within static deployment applications. The Makito™ X family of H.264 encoders
and decoders for harsh environments delivers a complete field proven video solution offering confidence, security,
and reliability with a mature feature set. The Makito™ X solves the most demanding encoding and video distribution
challenges. It is available as a single or dual channel appliance within an industrial grade robust enclosure.
HARSH SINGLE SDI ENCODER - S-292E-X1H-KLV
HARSH DUAL SDI ENCODER - S-292E-X2H-KLV
HARSH DECODER - S-292D-X2H

GOSILENT CUBE
Secure any user or device simply by connecting to a GoSilent cube.
Compatible with any IP-enabled device (no matter how old) and
effective over any connection (no matter how public) with near zero
configuration required. Security so simple, “it just works.” The GoSilent
Cube hardware VPN can be set up in just minutes with simple plugand-play functionality. No technical administrator is required to set or
configure the device.
Even the least secure connections become incredibly secure. Captive
portals are riddled with vulnerabilities and intercept the connection
between the user and website they are trying to visit. GoSilent protects
you even on these connections.
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KG-250X
The Viasat KG-250X provides advanced network security above and
beyond standard HAIPE requirements. Route your IP traffic more
efficiently and decrease network overhead with embedded Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Protocol Independent Multicast
(PIM). Remotely rekey a network of HAIPE devices from a physically
secure location with HAIPE-to-HAIPE over-the-air/net keying.
Improve performance over high-latency links with embedded TCP/
IP acceleration.

KG-250XS
Packing big networking power in a small form factor, the
Viasat KG-250XS delivers features above and beyond standard
HAIPE requirements. Improve performance over high-latency
links with embedded multicast video on demand and TCP/IP
acceleration. Remotely rekey a network of HAIPE devices from
a physically secure location with HAIPE-to-HAIPE over-the-air/
net keying. The Viasat KG-250XS provides trusted IP encryption
on-the-go for TS/SCI communications with a ruggedized form factor
that won’t weigh you down.

TACLANE-NANO (KG-175N) ENCRYPTOR
Extremely compact and mobile, the new TACLANE-Nano (KG-175N) provides end-to-end
Type 1 encryption in the smallest, lightest and lowest power configuration of any HAIPE device
available today. The TACLANE-Nano is designed with the latest in crypto modernization
technology to provide high assurance protection of voice, video and data classified TS/SCI and
below at 200 Mb/s aggregate throughput and is MIL-STD-810G ruggedized to withstand the
rigors of any tactical, mobile environment
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EXPLORER 300
EXPLORER 300 makes it easy to stay connected anywhere in the
world. It is complete broadband connectivity the size of a netbook. It is
ideal for single travelers who frequently change location, consisting of
only one unit – a transceiver with an integrated antenna. The smallest
terminal in the EXPLORER series.

EXPLORER 500
EXPLORER 500 is the perfect choice, when working off the beaten
track, but still dependent on a reliable connection. Whether traveling
alone or in smaller teams this terminal meets the need for mobile
access to office resources, providing access to phone networks and
internet simultaneously. Though smaller than a standard laptop, this
satellite terminal supports your need for performance and is easy to
set-up and operate.

EXPLORER 510
The all new EXPLORER 510 is the smallest ever EXPLORER BGAN and
the ideal combination of performance and portability. The durable
magnesium casing and a dust and water resistant design makes the
EXPLORER 510 the perfect choice when working off the beaten track,
but still dependent on a reliable connection.

EXPLORER 700
EXPLORER 700 provides access to the highest bandwidth available via
BGAN, thereby facilitating a platform for a wide-range of applications
with need of high performance. Disregarding the environmental
conditions, it is designed to last and with the detachable antenna, it is
ideally suited for temporary camps or semi-fixed installations.

EXPLORER 710
EXPLORER 710 is a portable satellite terminal set to usher in a new
era in the world of BGAN by setting new standards for size, speed and
features. The smallest full Class 1 BGAN terminal positioned to support
broadcasters by enhancing the quality of mobile outside broadcasting.
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MD-1366 EBEM MODEM
The U.S. government selected the Viasat point-to-point
MD-1366 Enhanced Bandwidth Efficient Modem (EBEM)
to set the standard (MIL-STD-188-165B/STANAG 4486
ed. 3) for high-speed, high-performance, flexibility, and
compatibility in a Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC)
modem.

LINKWAYS2 MODEM
The LinkWays2 modem is the battlefield standard for
C4I communications. This hubless MF-TDMA VSAT
system, is a cost-effective way to integrate a variety
of applications into a single platform in any network
topology – full-mesh, star (hub/spoke), or hybrid.

COMMERCIAL BROADBAND
MODEM 400
The Viasat Commercial Broadband Modem 400
(CBM-400) is an adaptable SATCOM modem platform
that delivers bandwidth efficiency, interoperability,
and security to mobile, on-the-pause, and fixed
communications.

COMSTAT SATCUBE KU
Satcube Ku is an easy to use lightweight terminal
for high speed data communication over High
Throughput Satellites. Thanks to our intuitive user
interface, connecting to a satellite takes just a
minute. Attach a cable or use the Wi-Fi from your
laptop, camera, smartphone or tablet, it’s just like
home.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HAWK STRIKE®
Hawk-Strike® is a fully rugged, high-performance, multi-mission C5ISR
solution. It boasts a rich feature set - containing computer, video,
and network capabilities - in an extreme small form factor embedded
package, providing an economy of capability within a superior SWaP-C
optimization effort.
Hawk-Strike is the ideal solution for any number of mission-critical
applications including airborne ISR, persistent surveillance, law
enforcement, search and rescue, as well as land and marine based
missions. Hawk-Strike’s combination of unmatched video encoding and
next generation processing provides real-time full motion video and the
ability to create intelligent products for consumption and distribution,
ensuring accuracy and rapid response capability by the warfighter.

HAWK STRIKE® II
Hawk-Strike® II is a fully rugged, high-performance, multi-mission ISR
and ISTAR solution. Redefining high density computing, Hawk-Strike II
boasts a rich feature set of computer, video, network, and storage in an
extreme small form factor embedded package, providing a single mission
processing and network backbone.
Hawk-Strike II provides an unmatched processing combination of high
performance CPU and GPU to meet the colossal parallel computing
demands placed on multi-mission processors, making it the ideal solution
for any number of mission-critical applications. It is fully sealed and
certified to multiple environmental standards for unlimited platform
integration and deployment capability.

HAWK STRIKE® IV
Hawk-Strike® IV is a fully rugged, high-performance, multi-mission
embedded edge computer. Hawk- Strike® IV boasts a rich feature set
built around an extreme rugged form factor, providing an economy of
capability within a superior SWaP-C optimization effort. Hawk-Strike® IV
supports and enables real-time AI training and inferencing by integrating
multiple immediate-future technologies.
Hawk-Strike® IV is engineered and manufactured in a single LRU to
reduce the demand on platform SWaP, exactly meeting ruggedized
vehicle computer requirements for unlimited deployment.

RM2200
The RM2200 2U rugged rack mount server provides a compact and
versatile 2U server platform offering high reliability. Intel or AMD
processor based architecture provides the highest performance available.
Active CPU board options enable maximum flexibility and configuration.
The RM2200 2U server is an extreme duty system designed for military
operations, oilfield services, and a multitude of other rugged industrial
applications. With a compact design that saves space and weight, the
RM2200 2U server offers great value and performance without the
associated high cost. Custom integration and testing is available for
dock-to-stock solutions.
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IPC4377
The IPC377 3U rack mount server with reverse I/O provides a compact,
versatile, rugged 3U platform offering high reliability for the most
demanding applications. Dual Intel Xeon E5-2600 processor based
architecture and NVIDIA Quadro GPU provide the highest performance
available. The 13” deep chassis with positive pressure front cooling allows
for 50°C operating temperatures at a 100% load.
The IPC377 3U server is configured with a standard ATX motherboard
and is an extreme duty system designed for military operations, oilfield
services, and a multitude of other rugged industrial applications. With
a compact design that saves space and weight, the IPC377 3U server
offers great value and performance without the associated high cost.
Custom integration and testing is available for dock-to-stock solutions.

RM3000
The RM3000 3U rack server provides a compact, versatile, rugged 3U
platform offering high reliability for the most demanding applications.
Intel or AMD processor based architecture provides the highest
performance available. Active motherboard CPU options enable
maximum flexibility. The RM3000 3U rack server is an extreme duty
system designed for military operations, oilfield services, and a multitude
of other rugged industrial applications. With a compact design that
saves space and weight, the RM3000 offers great value and performance
without the associated high cost. Designed and tested for high shock
and vibration, the RM3000 provides complete protection for mission
critical applications.

IPC42320
The IPC42320 is a state of the art fanless 2U rugged rack-mount server.
It is a compact and versatile 2U server platform offering high reliability
in harsh environments. Intel-based architecture provides the highest
performance available. The IPC42320 2U server is an extreme duty
system designed for military operations, oilfield services, and a multitude
of other rugged industrial applications. With a compact design that
saves space and weight, the IPC42320 2U server offers great value and
performance without the associated high cost. Custom integration and
testing are available for dock-to-stock solutions.

EGRET STRIKE
Egret-Strike™ is a rugged small form factor Network Attached Storage
box offering high reliability for the most demanding applications. Small
footprint and lightweight with (4) removable 2.5” solid state drives, it
is the most compact rugged waterproof storage box of its kind. Intel
i7 processor provides high-performance edge computing in a SWaPoptimized small form factor system.
Egret-Strike is designed as a RAID server for demanding applications
in rugged environments where temperature, moisture, and vibration
are a key concern. Multiple mounting options, including Dzus and base
mounting, are available for unique solutions.
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VOYAGER ECK
The VoyagerECK (Executive Communications Kit) provides
VoSIP and multi-enclave data capability in a small, portable,
lightweight package. With its built-in cellular and Wi-Fi transport
options, the VoyagerECK solution enables global access to
secure network resources even when a user is on the move.

+ Easy access to VoSIP handset dedicated door
+ Data ports accessible through separate
access doors
+ Removal of Voyager Ignition Key (VIK)
for added security
+ Carbon fiber structure

VOYAGER RRCS
The Rapid Response Kit supports 2-15 operators.
It has no computer servers; instead, it “reaches
back” electronically to established U.S.
Department of Defense networks via satellite or
Internet connectivity.
The system includes:
+ (3) VoyagerERm-NW1
+ (3) VoyagerSW24
+ (3) VoyagerPB
+ (3) Voyager 2 Chassis
+ (3) 2590 LI+ Battery
+ (1) VoyagerRRCS-1 Colorless Case
+ (1) VoyagerRRCS-2 Secure Case
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A State of the Art,
Multi-Enclave Chassis

VOYAGER 8
The Voyager 8 chassis provides uninterrupted power
for up to eight Voyager network modules, or up to four
secure network enclaves, with wide ranging AC and DC
power input. The chassis is housed in a carbon fiber transit
case that meets airline carry-on size requirements. Modules
are separable, may be independently battery backed and
are able to be remotely powered from the Voyager 8 chassis.
Voyager 8 systems can be stacked to form a company
command post or higher echelon network support package.
Further, for Command and Control On The Move (C2OTM),
airborne en route or other rackmount environments, the
Voyager 8 chassis can be removed from the case and
mounted in a standard 19” rack.

Figure 1: Multiple secure network enclaves

Supports the full range of Voyager
network modules to provide:
+ Routing and Switching
+ VoIP
+ Server Virtualization

Figure 2: Single secure
network enclave with high
port density

Figure 3: Cases stacked for
increased user volume

+ Radio Integration
+ WAN Acceleration
+ Storage
+ UPS
+ Satellite, Terrestrial and Cellular Backhaul
+ Can be configured as a tactical data storage
network, tactical radio integration system, cross
domain suite and more

Figure 4: Chassis removed
from case for rack mounting
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Voyager TDC includes:
+ One (1) Voyager 8 Chassis & Case
+ Four (4) Voyager TDC Blade (No SSDs)
+ One (1) Voyager TDC Sled
+ One (1) Voyager TDC Switch
+ One (1) year, warranty and Klas Technical Assistance
Center (KTAC) support for Voyager TDC-HC subject
to an Enterprise service agreement where applicable.
Warranty covers defects in material and workmanship.
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Available Separately:
- Solid State Drives.
- Nutanix or VMware Software
- Two (2) Batteries, 2590 LI+ (225W Hour)
or UBBL38 LI+ (83W Hour)

VOYAGER COMMUNICATIONS
FLYAWAY KIT (CFK)
PROVIDES ONE CONVERGENCE AND THREE SECURE
NETWORKS (SIPR, JWICS, CENTRIX, ETC)
Voyager Communications Flyaway Kit (CFK) is a three-case, multi-enclave
baseband networking system that provides simultaneous access to secure
voice, video and data resources for one convergence and three secure
networks. Based on Voyager ruggedized routing and switching modules,
the Voyager CFK comes complete with four rugged laptops (2 NIPR, 2
SIPR), four Cisco IP phones, a BGAN terminal and a one year warranty and
access to the Klas Technical Assistance Center (KTAC).

Voyager 1 Chassis Key Features:
» Rugged battery pack compatible
with all Voyager network modules
including VoyagerESR, VoyagerVM
and VoyagerSW14
» 58 Wh of battery backup providing
approximately 3 hours of power
(including PoE) for Voyager
modules
» May be stacked for extended
operation
» Battery-backed 12 V or 24 VDC
output to power encryption devices
including KG-250X, SecNet 54, KG175D and Mini-Catapan
» Charged from 10-18 VDC input using
common 2.5 mm 5.5 mm DC jack or
Voyager backplane blade connector
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EDGELINE EL8000
CONVERGED EDGE SYSTEM
Data-intensive, low-latency telecommunications
services based on open standards and advanced remote
manageability.
To deliver new services that tap into the massive
growth of real-time data predicted by IDC forecasts,
communication service providers (CSPs) must transform
their telecommunications network edge towards
standard IT systems and software-defined architectures,
such as virtual radio access networks (vRAN) and virtual
cable modem termination systems (vCMTS). The openstandards based HPE Edgeline EL8000 Converged Edge
System was therefore developed as a cost effective
replacement for CSPs’ current proprietary edge systems,
with enhanced performance and versatility for dataintensive real-time digital services. Additionally, the HPE
Edgeline EL8000 Converged Edge System’s unique
design delivers high performance and ultra-low latency
for the most demanding use cases, including media
streaming, IoT, artificial intelligence, and video analytics,
in a compact and ruggedized form factor, equipped
with edge-optimized serviceability and remote systems
management.

EDGELINE EL300
CONVERGED EDGE SYSTEM
Ultra-compact and ruggedized converged OT and IT
system with edge-optimized remote management and
wireless connectivity
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Are you looking for a converged operational technology
(OT) and enterprise-class information technology
(IT) in a single, ruggedizable system that implements
data center-level compute and management technology
at the edge? The HPE Edgeline EL300 Converged
Edge System provides an effective way to connect and
manage all your OT systems such as control systems,
data acquisition systems and industrial networks. HPE
Edgeline EL300 is a highly flexible, expandable and
customizable platform that can grow as your needs
evolve over time. Its modular design allows the device
to incorporate expansion modules for a multitude of
connectivity options. This HPE Edgleine EL300 supports
remote management over both wireless and wired
networks. The HPE Edgeline EL300 has a ruggedized,
fanless design that will withstand harsh environmental
conditions with a wide operational temperature range of
-30°C to 70°C and is ideal for embedded customer use
cases.

DIAMETER SIGNALING CONTROLLER
(DSC 8000)
Based on the Enhanced MicroTCA specification, the DSC
8000 delivers high-performance processing and high-speed,
IP-based fabric switching that is optimized for Diameter and
SS7 routing applications. Available in a single or multi-shelf
configuration, the DSC 8000 can be scaled easily without
the overhead of managing additional network nodes.

SBC 1000™ GATEWAY
The Ribbon Communications SBC 1000 Gateway provides small and medium sized enterprises
with legacy voice infrastructure a secure, reliable path to VoIP connectivity with a full range of
SIP service provider environments. The SBC 1000 Gateway is a complementary offering to the
standard SBC 1000 offering for primarily TDM-SIP use cases, with growth for IP-IP call flows when
needed. The SBC 1000 Gateway supports any-to-any connectivity between FXS, FXO, BRI, PRI,
and SIP endpoints or devices, enabling rapid migration to SIP-based networks while retaining
existing PBXs or analog devices.

VOICE EXCHANGE 900 (VX 900)
The award-winning VX 900 platform provides the most
powerful, most complete, Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) solution for the government market. The VX 900
offers an efficient, robust, and cost-effective way to provide
high-quality voice and secure voice services over the diverse
and challenging transmission environments in fixed/mobile
government and military networks.
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WISL MANPACK
Man Portable Wide-band Streaming L-band COTM
The compact and rugged WiSL Manpack, aka “Pillbox”, provides users
broadband data rates through the globally available Inmarsat BGAN
network.
The WiSL Manpack provides access to Inmarsat’s wide-band streaming
services with data rates of up to 2 Mbps. The terminal only requires
power and provides the user with a wired ethernet data connection.
Built for operation in outdoor environments, the terminal can be used
for
portable or stationary applications.
The terminal breaks down into easily transportable pieces, with only
the antenna unit, modem unit, and an optional power supply or battery
pack. Packaging can be provided in the form of backpacks or transit
cases. Setup is equally as easy with tool-less assembly, top-facing
connectors, and tie-down loops for flexible mounting.
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GOLDEN EAGLE SUAS PLATFORM
Golden Eagle is an American-made sUAS
designed to be applied in a variety of use cases
within the Department of Defense and other
Government agencies. The Golden Eagle’s primary
application is short-range ISR capabilities in
government operations, but has been adopted by
industry for managing wildlife and land, as well as
infrastructure and security.
Teal’s Golden Eagle is a superior Americanmade sUAS platform focusing on effortless use,
reliability, and extreme effectiveness. The Golden
Eagle platform features.
+ Secure and encrypted communication
+ High endurance
+ Long range
+ Modular architecture
+ EO/IR imaging
+ Near-silent propulsion
+ Integrated compute platform
+ Optimized SWaP
+ Scalable design
+

FLIR BLACK HORNET PRS
The FLIR Black Hornet PRS equips the non-specialist
dismounted soldier with immediate covert situational
awareness (SA). Game-changing EO and IR technology
bridges the gap between aerial and ground-based sensors,
with the same SA as a larger UAV and threat location
capabilities of UGVs
Extremely light, nearly silent, and with a flight time up to
25 minutes, the combat-proven, pocket-sized Black Hornet
PRS transmits live video and HD still images back to the
operator. Sold to qualified purchasers.
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Section 848 compliance with the FY20 NDAA

DRONEHUNTER®
Ultimate C-UAS Interceptor
Custom built for speed and agility, Fortem DroneHunter
is the ultimate drone interceptor technology, with 3650+
real-world kills and effective day or night.
Only DroneHunter’s deep integration with onboard
TrueView™ radar makes autonomous detect, pursuit,
and NetGun capture of fixed-wing and vertical drones a
reality. Built with safety at its core, DroneHunter captures
and tows away dangerous or malicious drones for
forensic analysis.
The leading C-UAS interceptor in the world, DroneHunter
stops dangerous and malicious drones at a safe distance
before they enter a secure area where they could harm
people or cause damage to property. DroneHunter is
a safe solution that can be flown over people when
authorized to do so.

DroneHunter is capable of pursuing and capturing
rogue drones that fly too high or too fast for
helicopters or other ground-based deterrents.
Net tether allows for autonomous tow-away to a
designated location for forensics and safe payload
disposal.
The DroneHunter detect, pursuit and capture system
can be applied to any qualified drone platform. It has
a customizable undercarriage that can be adapted
to different payloads and affectors. Fortem supports
multiple DroneHunter platforms with various flight
durations, speeds, athleticism, and price points. Come
see a demo at one of our test facilities.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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FEATURES

CTRL+SKY STATIONARY
CTRL+SKY STATIONARY – a unique, multi-sensor drone detection
and tracking system that allows effective detection, identification
and neutralization* of drones, day and night, in any weather
conditions, without blind zones, providing an umbrella-like protection.
Combination of proprietary radar, acoustic, vision and RF sensors
enables effective detection of small drones at a distance of up 3000 m,
with minimal false alarms.
*RF Jamming device is not, and may not be, offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased, in the United States,
other than to the United States government, its agencies, and its properly delegated representatives, until
such authorization is obtained. Laws limiting the availability of RF Jamming to certain types of users may
apply in other jurisdictions, and any sales will be conducted only in compliance with the applicable laws.

Multi-sensor drone detection,
identification and
neutralization system
Integrated radar, acoustic,
RF and vision sensors,
as well as jammers
Modular and scalable design
to protect effectively
installations/areas of any size
Robust design to withstand
any weather conditions with
flexible mounting options
Both stationary and portable
versions, as well as vehicle
mounted
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Stopping unmanned aerial
threats, before they arrive.
DRONE DENIAL SYSTEM
The Vigilant Group Active Drone Defense System incorporates a purpose
built 1watt amplifier that is designed for jamming using the FASS or similar
control protocols. The jamming signal that terminates the control unit, the
video transmission and telemetry links, as well as the drones have on-board
video recording capabilities.
+ Operates from single 12VDC Power Source
+ Handle held unit consumes less than 0.5 amps
+ Incorporates 95mm panel antenna with a beam width of approx. 60
degrees
+ Power output for transmitters can be adjusted in 1dBm increments by
software application
+ Output power can be reduced by up to 30dBm to meet operational
constraints
+ Complete unit housed in Pelican 2050 case

SKYDOME® MANAGER
EnforceAir, D-Fend Solutions’ flagship
counter-unmanned aerial system (c-UAS)
product, features the world’s premier counterdrone, cyber, radio frequency (RF)-based
takeover technology. Our system, in either
autonomous or manual mode, detects, locates
and identifies rogue drones in your airspace
and then neutralizes the threat by allowing
you to take full control over the drone and
land it safely in a predefined zone.
Since the system does not rely upon jammers
or kinetic technology, EnforceAir avoids
collateral damage, interference, disruption
and disturbance. Continuity prevails as
communications, commerce, transportation,
and everyday life smoothly proceed.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MRO &
EXPEDITIONARY
Maintenance, Repair and Operations,
Expeditionary Mobility and Tactical
equipment and solutions.
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SPORTSMAN 570
The high-performance close ratio AWD system is the
fastest engaging AWD system available. The instant you
need more traction the system engages all four tires
to give you forward traction while working with the
Electronic Power Steering system for precision handling.
The system automatically reverts back to 2WD when
you’re back on solid ground

DAGOR
Trophy truck inspired suspension makes DAGOR
extremely agile through severely rough terrain and when
traveling at high speeds and DAGOR can do all of this
while carrying full payload of 3,250 Lbs of Accessible
Payload Capacity. DAGOR is Internal Rotary Wing Air
Transportable, Air Droppable and Sling Loadable and has
been government certified for each.

RANGER XP 1000
The Ranger XP 1000 offers Adjustable Smooth Riding
Suspension and Refined Cab Comfort. The ProStar 1000
engine is tuned to put out an industry leading 80 HP and
61 lb-ft of torque for full-on power right when you need it.
Twin cylinders ensure smooth operation and gives low end
grunt for serious towing and hauling.

MRZR ALPHA
The next generation MRZR Alpha Family of light tactical
vehicles is more powerful and more capable than any
other family of vehicles ever developed in this class. And
it’s engineered, produced and backed by the largest offroad vehicle manufacturer in the world.
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MRZR-D2 MILITARY TAN
MRZR-D2 MILITARY TAN offers
On-Demand True AWD gives you
the ultimate in traction, gripping
the terrain to take you and your
passengers through the corners,
whoops and loose sand. It’s the
fastest responding on-demand
system, automatically engaging
and sending power to all 4 wheels
when you need more forward
traction, and reverting back to
2WD when you don’t.

MRZR ALPHA
MRZR is made for mission versatility with 500
lb of rear box capacity, auxiliary power, and
cargo tie-down points with seating for up to 6.
Designed to be as expeditionary as the soldiers
who count on them, MRZR models feature
aircraft tie-downs and a folding roll cage. Refined
through operator feedback, MRZR is durable and
effective for any mission with better sight lines
and longer range.
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RHEINMETALL MISSION MASTER
With the Mission Master, Rheinmetall developed a unique
concept of unmanned multipurpose ground vehicles
(A-UGV). On top of being useful for reconnaissance
and surveillance operations, the Mission Master can be
fitted for tactical overwatch, CBRN detection, MEDEVAC
operations, and communication relay missions.
Each version of the Rheinmetall Mission Master is already
networked to both the Argus soldier system and the
Rheinmetall Command and Control Software, which can
be installed in any user’s battle management system.
Capable of performing in dangerous or hard-to-reach
areas, the Mission Master provides safety and security
to the mounted and dismounted forces, increases their
operational effectiveness, and keeps them out of harm’s
way.
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BOBCAT TOOLCAT
It’s several machines combined into one. Lift impressive
loads, get more payload than a half-ton pickup truck,
tow with added maneuverability, operate front-mounted
attachments, and even use rear-mounted implements
(5610). Perform a range of chores and tasks that cannot
be matched by any other compact equipment. It’ll quickly
become your most versatile worker.
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VEHICLE RECOVERY KIT
The Safe-Xtract Vehicle Recovery Kits are engineered with
safety, performance, and winch efficiency as primary goals. All
components are Berry compliant and manufactured in the USA.
Safe-Xtract recognizes that the strength of the recovery chain is
determined by its weakest link. As such, all components included
in the Safe-Xtract Vehicle Recovery Kits have load ratings based
on the winch pulling capacity. All Safe-Xtract Vehicle Recovery
Kit components meet, or exceed, a load rating that is double the
winch capacity. This means the winch should stall long before
breaking any recovery equipment.

ULTRA-LIGHT PAC RAT
Ultra-Light Tactical Trailer known as the
+ Ultra light weight under 400lbs
2000lbs torsion suspension
+ Side & tailgate fold flat, fold down,
and remove
+ Modular components

“Pac Rat”. Features include:
+ Trailer tongue telescopes, inverts,
flips and removes
+ Built in tie down points
+ 36 Degree tongue angle
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SIROCCO 2-S
The Sirocco S is perfect for repairs, maintenance, checkpoints,
recovery, and first responders working at night or wherever you
need quality light to get the job done.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Safety lighting
Small size
Pro-pack option
Led lamps
Instant restrike
Excellent size-to-performance ratio
Flexible and multipurpose

Perfect for any mission with two power options; 24volt nato slave*,
or switchable to a standard 110/120 volt power plug.
* Uses the NATO slave plug on military vehicles and accesses the 24
volt battery system, giving it an avg. eight hour run time.

LUNIX
A soft glow, or a huge amount of glarefree light can light your base camp with
a single light providing heightened visual
acuity of large perimeters.
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HIGHLANDTM SERIES
High Mast & Area LED Floodlight
+ Premium fixture enhances productivity, safety and
security
+ Designed to withstand the world’s harshest
environments
+ 520W design delivers up to 80,000 lumens and
replaces 1000W HID fixtures
+ 260W design delivers up to 40,000 lumens and
replaces 400W HID fixtures
+ LED technology increases efficiency, eliminates
maintenance and supports green initiatives

ECOMOD® 2 SERIES - HEAVY DUTY
LED FLOODLIGHT
Introducing the next generation of the proven
EcoMod® Series
Expertly engineered with durable, marine grade
components and six optic options
Numerous bracket options
LED technology increases efficiency, eliminates
maintenance and supports green initiatives

READILEDTM SERIES - LED
SNAPLIGHT® & RETROFIT KIT
Designed to replace linear fluorescent fixtures
Vibration-resistant for demanding applications
Superior corrosion resistance
LED technology increases efficiency, eliminates
maintenance and supports green initiatives
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Maximize fixture life • Save up to 35% energy • Meet unique port safety requirements

LIT SYSTEMTM
Lighting Intelligence Technology
+ Light control and monitoring with state-of- the-art technology
+ Data collection and reporting for superior efficiency
+ Asset management to reduce energy consumption and maximize
fixture life
+ Designed for maximized simplicity and security
Gateway

Wireless Controller

Wireless light control

Scheduling by zones

Asset Management

Data collection & reporting
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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ABC-812
The ABC-812 Adaptive Battery Charger (ABC) is the intelligent, lightweight,
portable battery charger built to stand up to the demands of expeditionary
conditions. The ABC can draw power from any source and charge different
types of batteries at the same time. Due to its intelligent power management
system, no special programming or configuration is required. The ABC-812
automatically evaluates the source of power and adjusts charge rates to
maximize power and minimize charge time.

NERV CENTR ADAPTIVE BATTERY CHARGER
This unique charger design combines cutting edge advances in ultra-high
efficiency power conversion, intelligent battery management, and energy
harvesting technology in one compact charger to offer benefits available
nowhere else. The ABC charger is smaller, lighter, and twice as fast as the
most commonly used “portable” military battery chargers. This means more
charged batteries sooner, getting you back in the fight instead of waiting
around. The ABC’s flexible input also untethers you from the wall outlet: Use
it in a 28V military or 12V civilian vehicle, or on a mountaintop with a portable
solar panel – the ABC senses the input power available, and automatically
adjusts charge rates to use just the power available.

VPM-402
The VPM-402 is the intelligent, wearable,
combined data and power management solution.
Its smart USB hub interconnects all data enabled
devices, while also enabling constant operability of
tablets, radios, GPS receivers, and other electronic
devices from a single battery. The VPM manages
data pass through, prioritizes battery usage,
reports power levels, and automatically alerts the
operator to any issues. And because it integrates
data and power in a single solution, it eliminates
the need for separate power and data cables.
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SPM-622
“Scavenging power” is the ability to draw power from
any source - batteries, solar blankets, vehicle power
outlets, or the local A/C power grid - and to use that
power to run electronic equipment while simultaneously
charging one or more batteries
The SPM-622 enables the operator to maintain
constant operability of radios, satellite phones, laptops,
tablets, and other electronic devices – regardless of
power source. Thanks to the SPM’s intelligent power
management system, power conversion is automatic no special configuration or programming is needed.
By reducing the quantity and variety of batteries
needed, the user can carry less weight and operate
more effectively in event the most austere operational
environments.
+ Six universal power connections permit versatile
operation - powering devices, managing energy
sources,and charging up to five batteries - any or all
of which can occur simultaneously.
+ Supports most currently deployed military radio
systems, including; PRC-148, PRC-154, PRC-117F/G,
PRC-152, MPU-4, Motorola, etc.
+ Totally weatherproof and able to function fully
submerged.
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POWER SUPPLY DOCKING STATIONS
Communication Solutions for Expeditionary
Command Posts
PTS Power Supply Docking Station (PSDS) provides
the Warfighter with the ability to use tactical radios in
fixed and semi-fixed environments worldwide.
PTS Power Supply Docking Station (PSDS) enables the
installation of tactical radios in fixed and semi-fixed
environments. PTS PSDS allows communications to be
operational within minutes of unit arrival. PTS PSDS
provides reliable conditioned power to attached radios
with virtually any power source.
PTS PSDS supports the following tactical radios
currently fielded throughout the military: SINCGARS
ASIP, PRC-117F/G, PRC-160 (HF), PRC-152, PRC-150
(HF) and PSC-5 (SATCOM).

+ Provides immediate AC power to tactical radios
+ Readiness level TRL-9

PTS PSDS are simple to install; tactical radios are
mounted in the PSDS, a power source and antenna
are connected and the PSDS are operational. Over
8,500 systems are used by military units with proven
reliability.

+ Ability to crossband radios*
+ (Air to ground, ground to air)
+ Lightweight (9-21lbs)
+ Maintains 24/7/365 radio operations
+ Worldwide ac voltage input: 85-260 VAC
+ Automatic voltage and frequency selection worldwide

PTS PSDS Solution:
PTS PSDS provides everything needed to
install tactical radios within minutes of unit
arrival.

+ 22-32 VDC input*

» Lightweight, small footprint

+ Built-in power surge protection

» No assembly or training required, simply
plug into an AC or DC power source

+ Environmental operating range:
+ Temperature: -30º c to 50º c
+ Relative humidity: 5% to 95%

» PSDS may be mounted in a 19” rack for
space optimization

+ High fidelity built-in speaker
+ Remote LS-671 connectivity
+ Led indicator for active net
+ Rugged, self-contained system packaged in mil-spec
transit case
+ Improves efficiency, reduces costs
+ 8,500 System fielded
* available on some models
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AS0117-HR-117F

AS0005-RR-PSC-5

PTS E-KIT™
Tactical Radio Communications Expeditionary Kit
PTS E-Kit™ offers the solution for expeditionary tactical
communications. The rapidly deployable PTS E-Kit™
allows the user to establish worldwide communications
in less than 20 minutes. PTS E-Kit™ supports SINCGARS
ASIP, PRC-117F/G, PRC-160 (HF), PRC-152, PRC-150 (HF),
PSC-5 (SATCOM) and PRC-158 (2CH MP HMS) tactical
radios. PTS radio mounts facilitate the installation of
tactical radios in fixed and semi-fixed environments.
Customizable E-Kit™ Components:
• Power Supply Docking Station (PSDS)
• Portable power system
• Integrated antenna / mast
• Solar blanket
• Transit cases
PTS E-Kit™ Benefits:
• Small footprint
• Quick and simple set-up
• Lightweight proven technology
• Intuitive operation
• Minimal training required
• Customizable to mission requirements
• Stand-alone portable power source
• Solar blanket charging of power supply
• Tactical communications operational in minutes
Note: Tactical radios are user provided.
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SOLAR STIK 400
The Solar Stik 400 power generator is designed for longterm deployments into remote, unattended locations.
Constructed with aircraft-grade aluminum and stainless
steel, it is a portable, field-proven design that generates
power in extreme weather conditions and requires no
routine maintenance.

UPS-X
The Solar Stik Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)-X
keeps people alive in the field, keeps communication
networks online, and is a reliable energy supply solution
adaptable to all situations and continuous power needs.
Real-world situations are dynamic—even when a primary
power source is working, there can be unexpected power
interruptions and fluctuations. The UPS-X is a scalable
system that can be configured to secure silent operation
periods, reduce generator fuel consumption and ensure
continuity of power during interruptions. The UPS-X is a
rugged solution that enhances power for any operational
setting, weather element, or punishing climatic condition.

HYBRID POWER SYSTEM 3000
The Solar Stik (HPS) 3000 is a rugged, scalable, highefficiency, system designed to supply clean, continuous
power to critical loads in remote locations where there is
no grid and running a fuel-powered generator 24/7 is not
an option. The battery (24VDC Expander Pak 1000) is the
heart of this HPS. Power management and distribution
are handled primarily by the PRO-Verter 3000-120. It
supports 120 VAC loads, charges the batteries, and turns
the generator on and off when necessary. It also provides
24 VDC power to the 24VDC PDM Plus, which in turn
supports a wide variety of DC loads. Finally, the PROVerter monitors and reports all aspects of HPS activity.
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EX-POWER 1000
The Multi-Fuel Expeditionary (Ex)-Power generator is capable of
running off of military grade fuels such as JP8, F24, JP5 and JET-A
for US Military applications. The Ex-Power 1000 is one man portable
(32.9lbs), quiet, easily maintained and easily deployed. The Ex-Power
1000 will provide 900W of sustained, clean inverted AC Power.

EX-POWER 2000
The Multi-Fuel Expeditionary (Ex)-Power generator is capable of running
off of military grade diesel fuels such as JP8, F24, JP5 and JET-A for US
Military applications. The Ex-Power 2000 is one man portable (52lbs),
quiet, easily maintained and easily deployed. The Ex-Power 2000 will
provide 1500W of sustained, clean inverted AC Power.

EX-GEN DEFENDER
Utilizing innovative patented technology, this lightweight, portable
generator operates on military grade JP-8 or F-24 fuel and starts
dependably in even the most austere climates without the need for any
starting agents. Rigorously tested for harsh environments, this durable
and compact generator automatically maintains optimum internal
operating temperatures for peak performance. With a dry weight of less
than 33 pounds, the Ex-GENTM DEFENDER is the undeniable solution
to provide the warfighter with a true expeditionary portable generator
that provides continuous 900W (1000W Peak) of clean AC power. To
accommodate power requirements that exceed a stand-alone ExGENTM DEFENDER output, a second Ex-GENTM DEFENDER can be
coupled in parallel using an optional interface cable, providing up to
1800W of usable power.
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MQ POWER 1 PHASE GENERATORS
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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Heavy duty 4-cycle, direct injection, turbocharged, charge air cooled diesel engine provides maximum reliability
Brushless alternator reduces service and maintenance requirements
Shock welding to steel frame for minimum vibration and extended service life.
Weather-resistant steel housing for durability
Sound proofing enables operation as low as 64 dBA full load at 23 ft.
Automatic safety shutdown system monitors the water temperature, engine oil pressure, low coolant, low DEF,
overspeed, and overcrank
Warning lights indicate abnormal condition
Fully covered power panel allows fast and convenient hookup for most applications including temporary power
boxes, tools and lighting equipment. All are NEMA standard
Meets Tier 4 EPA emissions standards
Internal fuel tank with direct reading fuel gauges
Illuminated, easy-to-read instrument panels
Fully lockable enclosure for safe, unattended operation
Transport options include trailers and wheel kits for complete mobility
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PREMIUM HVAC
The XE-1200 HVAC System offers all-in-one services
f or air conditioning, area cooling, dehumidifying,
and portable heating needs. Completely selfcontained and portable, this unit provides 3.5 tons/4
2,000 Btu per hour of cooling and heating. It is also
available as a stacking unit, allowing multiple XE1200 devices to be easily stacked upon transport.

INDIRECT HEATING KIT
The Indirect Heater Kit is a clean, powerful, indirectfired air heater that can be used to effectively
heat your shelter system. The powerful fan system
in the CL-HT1000 allows the heater to deliver
uncontaminated heat to your shelter or duct system.
Running a variety of fuels including: kerosene, diesel,
JP8, and Jet A/B, the Indirect Heater provides one of
the most reliable and effective sources of powered
outdoor heating available.
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VECTORCLIMATE
Vector is the most versatile, all-in-one system
of its kind. By fusing directional blade power,
evaporative cooling and misting capabilities and
easy-to-use controls, Vector has revolutionized
the science of heat mitigation through intelligent
airflow.
With experience top of mind, Vector’s patent
protected CrossFlow™ system utilizes the
industry’s first bladed cylinder technology—
simulating a natural outdoor breeze through a
unique air recirculation pattern that allows the
system to be positioned against a wall or tucked in
a corner without obstructing airflow.
+ Powerful computer-driven system
delivers instantaneous torque and speed
synchronization
+ Strong weatherproof body, with fully enclosed
system, designed to withstand the elements in
any climate
+ Designed and built with advanced engineering
and craftsmanship for an efficient, durable
product meant to last
+ Simple setup process and ready for immediate
use right out of the box
+ Easy to transport with its heavy-duty wheels
and ability to tilt like a hand truck
+ Compact and easy to ship: four systems
fit on a single palette, increasing efficiency
and minimizing shipping costs and energy
consumption
+ Unique design allows the system to be
positioned against a wall or tucked in a corner
without obstructing airflow
+ Connect to a dedicated water line to maintain
a full reservoir and avoid the need to manually
refill
+ Universal input allows easy connection to
generate power from any international outlet
or location
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MOBILE DEHUMIDIFICATION UNIT
Logis-Tech’s Mobile Dehumidification Unit (MDU) provides a stable relative
humidity (RH) environment in and around critical systems and components.
The “M” in MDU allows it to function as a mobile low-humidity air source for
almost any application that requires dehumidification for the protection of
materials and components. By protecting the inside of an envelope, such as
a cockpit or cabin, on-board storage areas of an aircraft, a container, storage
or arms room, vehicle or other closed space you can eliminate the problems
associated with moisture- induced corrosion, mold and mildew.
Logis-Tech offers a complete line of specialized MDUs engineered to meet
stringent requirements for unattended use indoors, outdoors and on the
flight line. Each machine utilizes self-rejuvenating desiccant wheel technology
with capacities ranging from 150 to 750 SCFM that protect from 27,000
cubic feet to 135,000 cubic feet of space and from small to large aircraft.
Options are available for Pre and Post Cooling, a variety of corrosionresistant colors/coatings and a wide selection of controls, sensor kits and
remote communications features. Power options are available for garrison,
world-wide and expeditionary force electrical grids. Our suite of interface
adapters for aircraft (AIA), vehicles (VIA) or containers/wall ports allow the
delivery of the MDU’s low-humidity air to the desired RH protected space.
MDU’s are designed to be easily transportable on the ground and for air
transport.

OPERATIONAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Logis-Tech’s Operational Protection (OP) systems are a cost-effective
method to reduce and prevent moisture induced corrosion and unidentified
faults on critical, high-cost components. Our patented, fully integrated turnkey OP systems reduce and maintain relative humidity below 50% inside
vehicles and containers.
Our Controlled Humidity Protection (CHP) Systems have been fielded and
may remain in operation decades later by many US DoD and Homeland
Defense customers.
All OP Systems are composed of four basic components:
+ Envelope - This is the interior of the vehicle, aircraft or container.
+ Dehumidifier – Ruggedized Desiccant Dehumidifier available in different
sizes, and operating voltages.
+ The Air Distribution System - The components that direct dehumidified
air from the dehumidifier to the interior.
+ Controls – Components that control the Dehumidifier and let the end
user interact with the system.
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TCOM® TRAILER
Our TCOM® TRAILER designs are powered by a unique diesel/
electric dual drive system. Each system is equipped with a twoposition containment fill station, an enclosed fill control panel, 4
ASME storage cylinders and integral SCBA storage for up to 12
SCBA cylinders all incorporated onto a heavy duty frame built
by BAUER.

DIVE MATE
Our DIVE MATE takes portable breathing air compressors to a
new level! Complete with air purification, DIVE MATE is a safe,
reliable 3 or 4-stage breathing air compressor designed to give
you lightweight portability. Available in your choice of electric
motor, gasoline engine or diesel engine drive.

VERTECON®
Why buy dressed up old compressor and cabinetry technology?
Buy BAUER and get the latest technological advancements. The
VERTECON® design is economical, space saving, and allows easy
access for routine maintenance.

UNICUS 4
A modern upgrade with the simplicity of analog controls; Aesthetically
pleasing yet robust design found only in the UNICUS 4 All-In-One
platform. The system is available in either 5000 or 6000 psig with
discharge capacities ranging from 13 scfm charge rate to 26 scfm
charge rate. Unsurpassed maintenance accessibility abounds as we
have provided all access doors with Snap pin technology – pull the pin
and lift the door, no hand tools are required.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MMTS: MOBILE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING
SIMULATOR
Laser Shot’s Mobile Marksmanship Training Simulator (MMTS) is a
multifunctional firearms simulator designed to address both basic and
advanced firearms training requirements for both small arms and crewserved weapon systems with no contractor support required. Optional addon modules of mission-specific training courseware or specialized weapon
systems can elevate standard weapons training to address all individual and
collective training requirements.
All critical system hardware (projector, laser hit detection camera,
computers, speakers, and networking hardware) are mounted in fixed
positions inside a rugged portable case for easy setup and operation. The
operator station can be set up close or away from the MMTS to provide
more room or discretion for the instructor. The MMTS is considered a plugand-play solution that is designed specifically for the training needs of
military and law enforcement professionals. The MMTS is designed to have
the projector with hit detection camera placed on the floor. The operator
station components can be positioned out of the way to allow shooters
more floor space in front of the screen, while all components integrate
within the MMTS as a single unit.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT TACTICAL RANGE
EFFICIENCY KIT (TREK) WITH 30 PMD’S
+ 1 – Tak Pak containing
30 Parallax Mitigation
Devices (PMD’s)
+ 2 – Laser Bore-sight
Devices
+ 2 – M-68 CCO
Adjustment tools

+ 1 – Combat Optic Boresight Weapon Mount
+ 1 – Heavy Duty
Aluminum tripod
+ 1- Custom Cases

TACTICAL RANGE EFFICIENCY KIT (TREK)
WITH 100 PMD’S
+ 1 – Trek Kit containing
100 Parallax Mitigation
Devices (PMD’s)
+ 2 – Laser Bore-sight
Devices
+ 2 – M-68 CCO
Adjustment tools
+ 2 – Front Sight Tools

+ 1 – Combat Optic Boresight Weapon Mount
+ 1 – Heavy Duty
Aluminum tripod
+ 1 – Custom Case
+ 6 – Batteries

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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5.56MM/.223 CAL. AR15/M4/M16 MULTI-CAM MOLLE KIT
Our Upgraded AR-15/M4/M16 .223 Cal./5.56mm Cleaning Kit in Multi-Cam Case
Includes the Following:
+ Green Chamber Flag Style
+ 5 Coyote Tan Coated Rod
Polycarbonite Bore Light
Sections
+ Gas Tube Cleaners
+ Coyote Tan Coated Locking
+ Double Ended All Purpose Nylon
Swivel T-Handle
Cleaning Brush
+ Bore Brush
+ 1 Step Cleaner, Lubricant, and
+ Chamber Brush
Protectant 1 Ounce Needle Oiler
+ Chamber Mop
+ Cotton Flannel Patches
+ Bore Obstruction Remover
+ Made in the USA
+ Brass Patch Holder
+ Spear Tip Brass Jag

AR-15/M4/M16 .223 CAL./5.56MM CLEANING KIT IN
MULTI-CAM CASE
AR-15/M4/M16 .223 Cal./5.56mm Cleaning Kit in Multi-Cam Case Includes the
Following:
+ Spear Tip Brass Jag
+ Sermon 5.56 Knife Tool
+ Green Chamber Flag Style
+ 5 Coyote Tan Coated Rod
Polycarbonite Bore Light
Sections
+ Gas Tube Cleaners
+ Coyote Tan Coated Locking
+ Double Ended All Purpose Nylon
Swivel T-Handle
Cleaning Brush
+ Bore Brush
+ 1 Step Cleaner, Lubricant, and
+ Chamber Brush
Protectant 1 Ounce Needle Oiler
+ Chamber Mop
+ Cotton Flannel Patches
+ Bore Obstruction Remover
+ Made in the USA
+ Brass Patch Holder

5.56MM/.223 CAL. AR15/M4/M16 MULTI-CAM MOLLE KIT
AR15 .223 Cal. / 5.56mm Rifle Kit contains
+ Premium Stainless Micro-Polished
Gun Cleaning Rod 5 Qty. “6.5 Inch
Length”
+ Full Size Swivel Handle
+ Brass Patch Holder
+ Bore Brush
+ Chamber Brush
+ Chamber Mop
+ Brass Cleaning Jag
+ Brass Muzzle Guard
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the following:
+ Next Generation 1 Step Gun
Cleaner & Lubricant
+ World Famous 100% Cotton
Flannel Cleaning Patches
+ Double Ended Nylon Bristle Gun
Brush
+ Pro-Gold Grease
+ Silicone Treated Gun Cloth
+ All Rifle & Pistol Accessories are
standard industry 8/32 thread

ISERIES 1006 CUSTOM SINGLE PISTOL CASE
The iSeries 1006 Custom Single Pistol Case is a custom waterproof
case designed to fit a single pistol along with accessories. The
custom interior features an adjustable high density foam with a
cutout to fit various pistols (up to 25 different styles) as well as an
accessory slot for additional gear.

SKB ISERIES CASES
+
+
+
+

Meets or Exceeds MIL-STD 810G
Ultra High-Strength Polypropylene Copolymer Resin
Gasketed, Watertight and Dust Proof Design
Resistant to UV, Solvents, Corrosion and Fungus, High
& Low Temperatures and Impact Damage
+ Molded-In Hinge with Stainless Steel Pin

+ Patented Trigger Release Latch System
+ Comfortable, Snap-Down, Rubber Over-Molded
Handle
+ Automatic Ambient Pressure Equalization Valve Meets
MIL-STD 648C and IP67
+ Cases Stack Securely and Accommodate Padlocks

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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ROTO MIL-STD WATERPROOF
CASE
These Mil-Standard cases were designed to meet
the most demanding military specifications. They
are roto-molded for strength and durability,
airtight and water proof with solid stainless steel
latches and hinges that will withstand the most
demanding shipping conditions.

ISERIES 3614 DOUBLE M4 / SHORT
RIFLE CASE
The iSeries 3614 Double M4 / Short Rifle Case
(3I-3614-DR) offers the maximum in protection
for two short rifles or M4 style rifles with a rigid
foam bunk-bed system for protection and stable
positioning and convoluted foam in the lid for
securing and cushioning of your gear.

ATA .50 CAL RIFLE CASE
Perfect for all Barrett 50 Cal Rifles (e.g. Barrett
m82a1, Barrett m107, Barrett m95, etc). The
2SKB-6019 ATA 50 Caliber Case is a polyethylene
molded shell with weather resistant 0-ring seal
for moisture protection and features SKB’s
bumper protected patented trigger release
latches and locking hasps for a customer supplied
lock.
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MAG PUMP MP-AR15TAC
A magazine loader developed for law enforcement and military
personnel.
+ Loads 30 Rounds in less than 30 Seconds
+ Hopper-fed, loose ammo loader for .223 Rem, 5.56 NATO and
.300 Blackout rounds
+ Compatible with all Mil-Spec AR-15 magazines

MAG PUMP MP-9MMTAC
A magazine loader developed for law enforcement and military
personnel.
+ Hopper-fed, loose ammunition loader designed and optimized
for use with 9mm Luger FMJ Ball/Round Nose rounds
+ 50 round capacity, self-sorting hopper orients ammunition in
either direction.
+ Includes 6 magazine retainers for pistol models in GLOCK, SIG,
Smith & Wesson, Springfield Armory, Ruger

TACTICAL RETENTION SYSTEM
A patented innovative and safe way to transport all long guns, shotguns,
rifles, AR rifles, AK rifles, (with or without scopes),compound bows, and
crossbows. The Tactical Retention System allows the hunter and operators
to maintain positive control of their gun while performing almost any task,
all while reducing fatigue and pressure points, without limiting the ability
to draw your weapon with unbelievable speed and control. The system
holster with pivot, pivot receiver, and receiver retaining clip are made of
robust injection-molded resin which ensures problem-free operation in any
weather conditions. The system can be mounted on any MOLLE clad chest
rig, vest, or plate carrier.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MARCO MARKING LIGHT DISPENSER
Gone are the days of 100mph tape, 550 cord, and the frustration of
your marking light bundles. Envisioned after many wasted hours of
prepping traditional 4” and 6” chem lights, the MARCO® Marking
Light Dispenser is an incredibly efficient and compact way to carry
marking sticks for room clearing and many other applications. These
disposable marking light stick dispensers take seconds to prep, rip
open the foil packaging and slap the MARCO dispenser into the belt,
MOLLE or Kydex carrying pouch.

MIL-SPEC HVAC
The Ten-Speed Ultralight Dump Pouch redefines dump pouches.
Extremely compact, only taking up a 2 x 2 MOLLE field; the bag
portion stays folded under Ten-Speed® elastic when not in use.
When needed, a simple pull on the bottom tab deploys a bag
big enough to hold 10 M4 magazines. The stowed pouch design
eliminates bulky bags flopping around posing as a snag hazard and
is small enough to be mounted behind larger pouches or on duty
belts.

THE HAMMOCK
The Tourniquet Hammock is the quick and easy way to carry a
CAT or SOF-T or RATS Tourniquet off of an existing belt or MOLLE
mounted pouch that takes up no more additional mounting space
and protects the tourniquet from the environment.
The Tourniquet Hammock can be mounted to either the MOLLE
or belt mounted Micro TKN, or any other MOLLE pouch with a 3
column MOLLE foot print such as the Trauma Kit NOW!®, Vertical
Utility Pouch, and many others. Simply slide MOLLE straps through
the slots on the Hammock towards the final installation point so that
it hangs down or put the Hammock on first for it to ‘hang’ at the top.
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LIGHTWEIGHT MOLLEMINUS BELT V2
The Lightweight MOLLEminues Belt is a revolutionary approach to the modern battle belt – able to act as a low profile
pistol belt or a full capacity MOLLE belt kit all with a 3,500+ pound load rating. It starts with an inner belt that is
reversible to be pattern matched and can be worn as a standalone pistol belt. The outer belt is fully MOLLE compatible
with MOLLEminus™ technology using laser cut slots instead of traditional sewn webbing. The outer belt securely
attaches to the inner belt with a hook and loop interface and a load rated COBRA™ buckle. Two external tether points
– one in the front and one on the rear – allow the user to clip into a safety line when needed. When not in use, these
tie-off points may lie flat so that the slots beneath can be utilized for additional pouch attachment. The Lightweight
MOLLEminus™ Belt is cut on a bias (imagine your well worn leather belt) for maximum comfort and to eliminate
unnatural ‘ride up’ that occurs with a flat style “war belt”.
The Lightweight MOLLEminues Belt is a revolutionary approach to the modern battle belt – able to act as a low profile
pistol belt or a full capacity MOLLE belt kit all with a 3,500+ pound load rating.

MIL-SPEC HVAC
The Medium Trauma Kit NOW!™ (TKN™) replaces a typical
Individual First Aid Kit with its unique ability to deploy with
one hand. The Medium TKN, built around the Army IFAK,
consists of two main components – the outer MOLLE
compatible pouch and the removable inner supply chassis.
Inside are six rows of various sized heavy duty elastic which
holds the Trauma Kit Refill or other medical supplies.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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STREAMLIGHT TLR-8 G
Performance night and day. The small and mighty Streamlight TLR-8 G with a
green laser and side switch securely fits a broad range of full-size and compact
handguns. The green laser is visible even in daylight. Low-profile design prevents
snagging and a “safe off” feature prevents accidental activation, saving batteries.

STREAMLIGHT TLR-7 A
The Streamlight TLR-7® A Weapon Light includes customized ergonomic
switches featuring a low or high position to match your shooting style. It features
an ambidextrous on/off switch and a rail clamp that is designed to rapidly
attach/detach from the side of compact and full frame weapons. Its low-profile
design prevents snagging and a “safe off” feature prevents accidental activation,
saving batteries.

STREAMLIGHT TLR-1 HL
The TLR-1 HL now provides a 1,000 lumen blast of light for maximum illumination
while clearing a room or searching an alley. Its wide beam pattern lights up large
areas so you can identify who or what is nearby.

STREAMLIGHT PROTAC RAIL MOUNT 1
At a great the price and with the reliability of a Streamlight, the ProTac Rail
Mount 1 is the perfect weapon light. It’s a lightweight, compact, low profile, high
lumen LED flashlight featuring a dedicated fixed-mount for any weapon with
Picatinny rails. It can run on either a lithium battery or an easy-to-find alkaline
battery, so you’ll have no problems in the field.
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MODEL 7360 7TS™ ALS®/SLS MID-RIDE, LEVEL III RETENTION™ DUTY HOLSTER
The Safariland® 7360 7TS™ Mid-ride holster is incredibly
durable, yet remarkably lightweight. Constructed from
SafariSeven™ the holster is built to withstand the elements,
including extremes of heat and cold. In addition, the holster
retains its structural integrity even when submersed indefinitely.
On the inside of the holster, the SafariSeven material is nonabrasive to protect your firearm’s finish. Additional protection
is provided by raised surfaces which create airspace around the
firearm, allowing dirt and moisture to quickly clear contact. The
7360 7TS Mid-ride holster has two retention systems, including
the SLS (Self Locking System) and ALS® (Automatic Locking
System.) To ensure a perfect fit, the 7360 is compatible with all
Safariland holster mounting options, and the mid-ride belt loop
feature allows the holster to ride close to the body.

LIBERATOR® HP 2.0 HEARING PROTECTION
The Liberator® HP headset is the next generation in electronic
hearing protection, offering crisp, clear audio in a durable,
scratch-resistant, slim earcup.
The Liberator HP provides enhanced hearing protection in
all environments, including those with impulse/gunfire noise
and high-decibel, constant background audio. The wearer
is protected while advanced sound localization allows for
maximum situational awareness and sound detection.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BNVD UL ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
NIGHT VISION BINOCULAR
At only 460 Grams, the NEW BNVD UL, ultra light dual tube
goggle incorporates new high performance optics that are
not only much lighter, but also offer higher performance
than standard optics. Currently the AN/PVS-14 and most
other night vision systems, use optics which were only
designed for green (P43) phosphor image tubes. However
these new BNVD optics were designed specifically to be
optimized for both White (P45) and Green (P43) image
tubes.

PVS-7 NIGHT VISION GOGGLES
The AN/PVS-7D Night Vision Goggles is the current military
issue night vision goggles for the US armed forces. It is
also the preferred choice of many foreign (NATO) forces.
Produced by the hundreds of thousands, the PVS-7D
will continue to march on for many years to come. Built
to withstand water immersion, utilize quick connect and
disconnect features, include an infrared LED for use in
complete darkness and assist in reading maps. An LED
warning light is built into the unit to remind the user that
the infrared LED can be seen by others who are using night
vision devices.

ULTRA-LIGHT PVS-14 (UL-14)
NIGHT VISION MONOCULAR
The new Ultra-Light PVS-14 (NVD-UL-14) Night Vision
Monocular utilizes new MIL SPEC light weight optics
and a revised battery housing which uses digital push
button switches instead of the heavy analog switches.
This combination of lighter weight components results in
an unheard of system weight of only 237 grams (minus
battery) as compared to the standard AN/PVS-14 weight of
355 grams (minus battery).
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TENMILE™ 5-25X50
There’s nothing quite like exhaling, squeezing the trigger, then
waiting a few seconds for the “ping” of steel downrange. The
Trijicon Tenmile™ 5-25x50 riflescope offers highly precise,
repeatable adjusters and excellent light transmission for proven
accuracy in any lighting condition. The second focal plane MRAD
Center Dot reticle gives you pinpoint precision at distance, and
the exposed zero stop adjuster allows you to quickly return to
zero. Push your limits. Fill up your DOPE book. And keep getting
better every day.
+ Easy-Focus Eyepiece

+ Increased Adjuster Range

+ Repositionable Magnification Lever

+ Edge-to-Edge Clarity

+ Optimal Flexibility

+ Both-Eyes Open Shooting

+ Confident Aiming in Any Light

+ Pinpoint Aiming in Any Condition

+ Quick & Easy Adjustments

+ Ultra Durable for Ensured Reliability

TRIJICON MRO® HD 1x25 RED DOT SIGHT
WITH 3X MAGNIFIER
The Trijicon Miniature Rifle Optic (MRO®) is a reflex-style, sealed
sight intended for use on rifles, carbines, and shotguns to provide
fast target acquisition. It is designed to be used with both
eyes open, providing the operator with maximum situational
awareness. The large aperture and tapered light path maximizes
the viewing area in such a small optic, allowing for fast target
engagement – especially from non-standard shooting positions.
It also features ambidextrous brightness controls, sub-flush
adjusters, advanced lens coatings, and a fully sealed, waterproof,
hard anodized forged 7075-T6 housing, making the MRO the
ultimate mini reflex sight.
+ Compact Design Saves Weight and Rail Space
+ Easy-to-Set Flush Adjusters
+ Waterproof 33 ft./10m Submersion

+ Includes Riser Plate to Work with Both
1/3 to Full Height MRO HD Mounts
+ Quick Release Mount

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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RM01 RMR TYPE 2 LED REFLEX SIGHT
Improving on previous iterations, the Trijicon RM01 RMR Type 2 LED Reflex Sight
features ruggedized electronics and battery contacts to pull it through the roughest of
battlefield conditions. A defining feature of this optic is its 3.25 MOA brilliant Red Dot
reticle with a parallax-free performance and LED illumination.

TRIJICON MGRS W/3X MAG
The Trijicon Miniature Rifle Optic (MRO®) is a reflex-style, sealed sight intended for use
on rifles, carbines, and shotguns to provide fast target acquisition. It is designed to be
used with both eyes open, providing the operator with maximum situational awareness.
The large aperture and tapered light path maximizes the viewing area in such a small
optic, allowing for fast target engagement – especially from non-standard shooting
positions.

TRIJICON MGRS® REFLEX SIGHT
The Trijicon MGRS® is prime military technology intended to aid the machine gunner
in rapid target acquisition and engagement with an illuminated, 35 MOA red circle that
allows gunners to keep “both eyes open” from a natural shooting position.

RM06 3.25 MOA RED DOT
The RMR® Type 2 was selected by U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) for
the Handgun Reflex Sight (HRS) Contract after extensive testing and evaluation showed
the RMR Type 2 to be uniquely reliable and durable in handgun applications. A similar
version of the RMR Type 2 HRS that closely matches the one chosen by the USSOCOM
is available to the commercial market. Unique to the RM06-HRS is the hard-anodized
coyote brown coating which is designed to reduce detection and special markings
which identify its date of manufacture and unique serial number.
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SMASH 2000
The baseline SMASH 2000 boasts a range of advanced features to help
shooters get their first round on target, including: target detection, automatic
tracking and reflex sight capabilities, all encased in a rugged and compact
hardware package that can be rapidly installed on any weapon.
+
+
+

+
+
+

See-through Optics
Target Detection
Lock & Track

Add-On
MIL-STD 810
Day/Night Operation

SMASH 2000 PLUS
SMASH 2000 Plus includes all of the features of the base installation, but adds
drone mode to help forces tackle the rising threat of drones, as well as built-in
digital storage to record engagements in video.
+
+
+

Drone Mode
Recording
Debriefing

+
+
+

Target Detection
Lock & Track
MIL-STD 810

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BOARS - M2
The BOARS mount is a low-profile mounting solution that offers a quickdisconnect with true return-to-zero reattach. By incorporating a modular
design, and compact dimensions that respond to the needs of the end user,
the BOARS-M2 provides vastly increased capabilities to the current M2
platform.
With an overall height measuring in at a diminutive 2.1 inches over the top of
the receiver, the BOARS - M2 is almost half as tall as current optic/accessory
mounting solutions. The existing modified TVS-5 style mount designed in the
1970’s measures in at 4.0 inches over the height of the receiver. This drastic
reduction in height translates into a lower end-user defilade and increased
operator survivability during use.

MAWL-C1+ IR
The B.E. Meyers MAWL-C1+ represents a true paradigm shift in laser system
design. It is a full featured infrared and visible green aiming and illumination
laser for individual carbines. Offering improved ergonomics, interface,
and performance, the MAWL was designed from the ground up around
the evolved needs of the warfighter. The original MAWL-DA is a groundbreaking laser system. Now, it is being made available for individual purchase
in the form of the MAWL-C1+. The MAWL-C1+ breaks as much ground in
performance as the physical form does in function.

MAWL-DA
The MAWL-DA is a high power infrared and visible green aiming and
illumination laser for individual carbines. Offering improved ergonomics,
interface, and performance, the MAWL-DA has been designed from the
ground up around the evolved needs of the modern night fighter.
Designed to address use of space and ergonomics shortcomings of lasers on
short carbines like the SOCOM Mk18, the MAWL-DA mounts offset from the
rail to minimize impact on hand position and optic field-of-view. Shooting with
a laser should feel the same as shooting without one. Now it does.
Mid-Range mode excels at urban building movement and is appropriate
for alleyways, streets, building exteriors, and rooftops. Mid- Range offers
dual illuminator and a pointer; a mid-range wide angle flood with a tight hot
spot for punching out further distances. Admin function redistributes the
illuminator outputs to optimize longer range illumination without switching
into Long Range mode.
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IZLID 1000P
The original standard for close air support and target
marking applications, the IZLID 1000P has been serving
the TAC-P community for decades. The 1000P is extremely
rugged and the enhanced power of the 1 watt infrared (IR)
beam is visible by high-altitude aircraft, making the IZLID
1000P optimal for air to ground communication. The beam
is effective out to 43km and can be easily adjusted into a
flood setting, visible at 0.8° out to 7km.
The IZLID 1000P is boresightable for azimuth and elevation
and can be used tripod mounted or handheld, or attached
to a MIL-STD-1913 rail.

IZLID 200P
The IZLID 200P is a compact, lightweight infrared (IR)
laser pointer and illuminator small enough for hand-held
applications or mounted to a variety of weapon platforms.
It is ideal as a commander’s pointer, for target marking, and
for NIR communication with aircraft.
Designed and built for extreme environmental conditions,
including exterior aircraft mounting, the rugged IZLID
200P is powerful enough to effectively support joint fires
or can be easily adjusted to support weapons mounted
applications with illumination beyond 800m. With greater
target awareness and effective engagement at extended
ranges, the IZLID 200P is ideal for both aircraft and vehiclemounted crew served weapon applications. The IZLID 200P
is available in AA and CR123 battery variations.

MAWL-X1
The MAWL®-X1 (Modular Advanced Weapon Laser)
is a high-power infrared and visible green aiming and
illumination laser for individual carbines, and crew served
weapons. Offering improved ergonomics, interface, and
performance, the MAWL®-X1 has been engineered from the
ground up around the needs of the modern night fighter.
Designed to address the shortcomings of common laser
devices in use with both military and law enforcement, the
MAWL®-X1 incorporates cutting edge VCSEL technology
which eliminates the current problem of inconsistent and
granular, speckled illumination. This unparalleled beam
quality is leveraged with multiple modes of divergence
and power, based on the ideal settings for any operational
environment.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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AMETRINE BLANKET
Ametrine Blanket blocks out heat signatures from Thermal Vision Devices.
Ametrine provides battle-proven, advanced camouflage technology to address
the growing threat of multispectral sensors. Our products are breathable and
durable. Their performance has been validated by the Naval Research Laboratory.
If you need to operate undetected, Ametrine can help you Be Invisible.
+

Soldier Systems

+

Conveyance Covers

+

Mobility / Platforms

MIXED RANGE JACKET
Active Hybrid Outerwear
Description
+ Variable conditions weather
protection, with active hybrid
construction

Product Features
+ Helmet-compatible hood with
dual-adjustment shock cords
(concealed)

+

+

Hook-and-loop wrist closures

+

Two hand pockets

+

Touch Point System® embedded
cord locks (hem and hood)

+

 em cord adjusts into the hand
H
pockets

+

All cords concealed to eliminate
snag

+

 tretch-woven panels reduce
S
overheating and moisture buildup
while active, resulting in fewer
layering adjustments
 trategically mapped waterproof
S
panels eliminate water entry in key
locations

MIXED RANGE PANTS
Active Hybrid Outerwear
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Description
+ Variable conditions weather
protection, with active hybrid
construction

Product Features

+

 tretch-woven panels reduce
S
overheating and moisture buildup
while active, resulting in fewer
layering adjustments

+

 trategically mapped waterproof
S
panels eliminate water entry in key
locations

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM

+

Two thigh pockets

+

Two-way, separating zipper fly

+

No-bulk belt loops that
accommodate a military spec
rigger’s belt

+

 usseted lower leg with zipper
G
adjustment to accommodate both
multi-season and winter boots

+

Touch Point System® embedded
cord locks at the cuff keep the
instep smooth and snag-free

LEVEL 9 FIELD SHIRT
Crosslayer – Protective Combat Uniform
A hardworking ops and garrison top built for athletic comfort, cargo and
mobility in temperate conditions
+

 tand-up collar seals out elements
S
or opens for everyday use

+

Articulated elbows

+

Elbow pad pockets

+

 houlder gussets for maximum
S
range of motion

+

 einforced seams lie flat for
R
comfort and durability

+

 iR compliant printed loop patch
N
on upper arm

+

 leeves roll up to elbow and
S
secure firmly at the wrists with
hook-and-loop cuff tab closure

LEVEL 9 COMBAT SHIRT
Crosslayer – Protective Combat Uniform
Hybrid kinetic ops top adds breathability and comfort in temperate conditions
+

Stand-up collar seals out elements

+

+

 mooth torso fabric is
S
comfortable under a vest

 iR compliant printed loop patch
N
on upper arm

+

+

1/4-length covered zipper for
ventilation

 leeves roll up to elbow and
S
secure firmly at the wrists with
hook-and-loop cuff tab closure

+

 aglan sleeves and seamless
R
underarm gusset panels for
mobility and comfort

+

Articulated elbows

+

Elbow pad pockets

LEVEL 9 COMBAT PANTS
Crosslayer – Protective Combat Uniform
Durable kinetic ops pants built for athletic comfort, cargo and mobility in
temperate conditions
keeper button

+

 added waistband for comfort
P
under load

+

+

 elt loops accommodate a
B
military-spec rigger’s belt and
holster

 tretch yoke and gusseted crotch
S
for maximum comfort, flexibility
and performance

+

Reinforced stitching for durability

Fly hook-and-loop closure with

+

Double-layer, reinforced seat

+

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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5.11 STRYKE® PANT
These 5.11 Men’s Taclite Pro Tactical Pants are modeled after the legendary 5.11 Tactical
Pant and feature all the quality and functionality you have come to expect from the
premium apparel associated with the 5.11 name.
Similar to 5.11 Men’s Taclite Pro Tactical Pants, these 5.11 Taclite Pro tactical pants are
engineered from authentic Taclite poly/cotton ripstop fabric that delivers superb comfort
and performance in hot or humid weather. Additionally, these pants provide triple stitched
reinforcements and extensive bartacking, which allow for maximum durability and longlasting wear.
An action waistband and fully gusseted crotch creates superb freedom of movement while
the Teflon treatment on the fabric guards against stains, spills and soil.
Reinforced, double density seat and knee areas provide enhanced protection and resilience
while the seven pocket configuration integrates signature “strap and slash” pockets in the
rear. An integrated D-ring on the hip conveniently holds your keys or ID.
+ Lightweight, breathable, comfortable
pants that work on or off duty
+ Perfect for use while hunting, hiking or
during other outdoor activities
+ 7 pockets create extra storage space for
important documents, items and keys
+ Signature 5.11 strap and slash rear
pockets provide trustworthy additional
storage
+ Teflon-treated material delivers stain,
soil, and spill resistance
+ Action waistband allows for a natural
range of motion
+ Fully gusseted crotch isn’t binding
+ Hip-mounted D-ring holds keys or ID for

added convenience and peace of mind
+ 6.14 oz Taclite poly/cotton ripstop
fabric is highly durable
+ 48 individual bartacks in high stress
areas create extra reinforcement and
long-lasting wear
+ Double thick seat and knees are
kneepad-ready for added adaptability
+ Triple-stitch reinforcement is a sign of
high quality craftsmanship
+ Draw cord openings at bottom hem
allow for customization
+ YKK zippers
+ Prym snaps

APEX™ PANT
Combining precision engineering, functional design, and resilient construction, the Apex
Pant is a next-gen cargo pant that exceeds expectations in any role, and is ideal for tactical,
casual, or covert wear.
+ 67% Polyester/ 33% Cotton
+ Flex-Tac® mechanical stretch provides
lasting durability that moves with you
+ Teflon® treated to repel stains, soil, and
moisture
+ Internal cargo pouch magazine pockets
+ Twin back yoke magazine pockets
+ Flex cuff pocket inside waist
+ Handcuff key pocket inside rear waist
+ Gusseted construction
+ Comfort waistband
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+ Articulated knees
+ Deep cargo pockets with clean interior
finish
+ 10 total pockets
+ Reinforced knife clip area
+ Seven reinforced belt loops
+ Bartacking at key stress locations
+ Genuine YKK® zipper hardware
+ Straight fit
+ Imported

5.11 TACTICAL WOMEN’S STRYKE PANTS
Engineered to provide extreme durability and performance in the field,
the Women’s 5.11 Stryke™ Pants is designed specifically for female
operators. Built from 5.11® Flex-Tac® fabric, a proprietary blend of
mechanical stretch polyester and cotton. Teflon® treated to provide
superior protection against moisture, stains, and soil. Bartacked at all
stress points to stand up to the toughest operational environments.
+ Durable, comfortable women’s
covert cargo pants
+ Comfortable for everyday, allday wear
+ 12 pockets sized for tactical use
+ 6.76 oz. Flex-Tac® ripstop
fabric
+ Fixed waistband
+ Gusseted construction

+ Articulated knees
+ Internal knee pad ready
+ Bartacking at major seams and
stress points
+ Teflon® finish
+ YKK® zippers
+ Prym® snaps

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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LAZRBLOC™ LENSES
Revision has been at the forefront of laser and
ballistic protective eyewear solutions for the past
decade. Standard laser protective lenses are widely
available, but much rarer are lenses that combine
tailored laser protection as well as military-standard
ballistic protection coupled with world-class anti-fog
performance, integrated prescription correction and
multiple sizes for optimal fit and comfort. Revision’s
LazrBloc™ eyewear provides this comprehensive
solution – battle-proven by military forces around
the globe and now widely being delivered to Law
Enforcement around the nation.

STINGERHAWK APEL EYEWEAR
LENSES
ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT SPECTACLE, features a compact,
low-profile design that delivers on comfort without
compromising performance. Contemporary styling
meets Revision-trusted ballistic protection, flawless
optics and full side impact protection. Guaranteeing
comfort and equipment compatibility due to its lean,
ergonomic arms, the StingerHawk also has 100% UV-AB-C protection built into its high-performance lenses.
Revision’s patented Ocumax® lens coating provides
best-in-class scratch resistance and anti-fog protection,
allowing for superior optical performance. The
StingerHawk Spectacle System optimizes style, weight
and overall ballistic protection.

SHADOWSTRIKE BALLISTIC SUNGLASS
Shadowstrike sunglasses have a sharp, geometrical
wraparound design that provides unobstructed fieldof-vision and ballistic protection for fast-paced tactical,
special ops, and military operations. Angular frames and
a tighter curvature give this line a distinctive look while
maximizing protection-fitting squarely, securely, and
comfortably at all times.
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SNOWHAWK GOGGLE SYSTEM APEL
U.S. MILITARY KIT WITH BALACLAVA
A fully-integrated, full-coverage ballistic goggle and
balaclava system, with leading anti-fog performance
and breathability, for operations in the most unforgiving,
extreme cold environments on the planet.
+
+
+
+
+
+

Goggle Frame
Clear Thermal Lens
Smoke Thermal Lens
Balaclava
Anti-Reflective Sleeve
Microfiber Cleaning
Cloth
+ Storage Case

+ Reusable Anti-Fog
Cloth
+ SnowHawk
Prescription (Rx)
Connector

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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BATLSKIN VIPER A1 HELMET
Galvion’s Batlskin Viper A1 Helmet, built in the ACH shape and to exacting
military specifications, delivers ballistic and impact head protection.
Manufactured to meet stringent quality standards, this aramid helmet exceeds
U.S. Army specifications for Fragmentation, Resistance to Penetration and
Backface Transient Deformation.
+

Three cut styles (Full, Mid, High-Cut).

+

Compatible with NVGs, Chem/Bio Masks and communication devices

BATLSKIN VIPER MPAS
Galvion’s BATLSKIN Viper MPAS consists of modular head protection
components that can be quickly integrated to adapt to changing mission
threats. Offering system upgrades to an ACH-shaped helmet shell, the MPAS
can be incorporated for additional ballistic, blast and blunt force protection.
+

Interlocking and Standalone Long
Rails

+

Customizable Front Mount

+

Strapless Mandible Guard

+

Three Position Visor

CAIMAN BALLISTIC HELMET SYSTEM
The Caiman Ballistic Helmet is a streamlined, lightweight next-generation
Special Operations helmet solution. A series of modular accessories enhance
this helmet suite, ensuring users are equipped with the lightest, most
comfortable, and highest performance head protection possible. This item is
only available for Military, Law Enforcement & Government end users.
+

Caiman Ballistic Shell

+

APEX Liner System

+

Wilcox® L4 Series Shroud

+

Hardware Kit

+

Rail System

CAIMAN HYBRID HELMET SYSTEM
The Caiman Hybrid Helmet System is a streamlined, lightweight nextgeneration Special Operations helmet solution and is the first carbon bump
helmet in the industry that can be ballistically-enabled. When paired with the
two-piece, up-armor Applique, the threat-level protection of the hybrid shell is
elevated to meet military-grade ballistic and impact protection standards. This
item is only available for Military, Law Enforcement & Government end users.
+ Caiman Hybrid Carbon Bump
Shell
+ Wilcox® L4 Series Shroud
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+ Rail System
+ APEX Liner System
+ Hardware Kit

CAIMAN HYBRID BALLISTIC APPLIQUE
Up-armor helmet shell attachment to elevate or enhance ballistic and
fragmentation protection of the Caiman Hybrid Helmet. This item is only
available for Military, Law Enforcement & Government end users.

BATLSKIN VIPER RAIL SYSTEM
Galvion’s Batlskin Viper Interlocking and Standalone Long Rails offer a system
upgrade enabling quick and easy head borne accessory attachment. Offering
the ability to tailor the helmet depending on the mission at hand, the rail
system allows for cameras, lights, and other accessories to be outfitted. The
rails have multiple entry points and accept widely used rail bases, such as the
Desert Locust Goggle swivel clip, picatinny and winged rail bases.

EXOSHIELD
Maximum field-of-view goggle with best-in-class anti-fog performance;
provides superior protection from ballistic and environmental threats.
Goggle frame, clear and smoke interchangeable lenses, anti-reflective sleeve,
microfiber cleaning cloth, storage case, reusable anti-fog cloth.

SAWFLY
On the U.S. Army Authorized Protective Eyewear List. Top performing
ballistic spectacle with interchangeable lenses; provides optimal fit, function
and comfort. Frame with adjustable arms, clear & smoke lenses, head strap,
microfiber pouch, case with belt clip, reusable anti-fog cloth.

L4 G24 MOUNT
The Wilcox L4 G24 Low Profile Breakaway Mount allows firm attachment
of a variety of NVGs to a MICH/ACH helmet using an Ops-Core VAS or
standard Army shroud. This NVG mounting system allows the mount to “break
away” from the base under a stressed condition, such as when prompted by
interference during fast roping, maritime operations, hard impact or when
entering or exiting mobility platforms. Without the Wilcox breakaway feature,
the potential for induced neck injury and NVG breakage are increased. The
Wilcox L4 G24 NVG Mounting Systems Product Line is featured with a wide
range of adjustments to customize the position of the Night Vision Goggle
for proper eye position, and provide a maximum low profile position to the
helmet.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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SHIFT 360™ SCALABLE PLATE RACK SYSTEM
The Shift 360™ System builds upon the original Shift 360 platform with
all-new design refinements for improved fit, form, and function. This
sleek and innovative plate rack design offers the operator ultimate
scalability and protection based on mission-specific requirements.
+ Designed for SAPI plate
system across multiple sizes
ranging from small to extralarge plates
+ Bottom loading front and rear
plate pockets accommodate
10”x12” SAPI rifle plates
covering small to extra-large
body types and sizes
+ Lightweight, highly durable
internal lining system ensures
a tight and secure fit and will
support a variety of plate
thicknesses

+ Ergonomic shoulder support
system with improved
adjustability and load
bearing support • Internal
flex-pouch for radio and
accessory storage on external
cummerbund
+ Advanced Webless MOLLE
System platform (AWS)
offers improved strength
and reduced overall weight
and a modern and distinctive
aesthetic

M2 COVERT CARRIER
The M2 carrier is the ideal balance between functional design, durability,
comfort and value. Made of a highly durable, washable hexagon ripstop
fabric, the M2 carrier has a front opening zipper for easy installation of
ballistic panels. For improved comfort, the vest incorporates a “Zero
Edge” no binding design around the perimeter of the carrier. Other
highlights include a new ergonomic welded elastic strap system, and a
nylon based antimicrobial mesh liner to ensure comfort and mobility for
all day wear.
+ New removable welded elastic
strap kit system
+ Strategically located
ergonomic medium profile
hook and loop channels for
easy fastening and removal
+ External top loading front and
rear plate pockets
+ No binding “Zero Edge” for
improved comfort and reduce
bulk around perimeter of
carrier
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+ Zipper opening for easy
installation of ballistic panels
+ 100% nylon hex ripstop and
100% nylon loop materials
+ Antimicrobial moisture
wicking mesh liner of 100%
nylon tricot knit mesh

V1 OVERT CARRIER
With a modern aesthetic, this front or side overt/external carrier is ultra lightweight and
features many choices to choose from.
+ Angular laser-cut webbing for
strength and durability
+ Hidden front utility pockets
+ Removable ID pull down tabs and
custom configured embellishment
options

+ Front and rear plate pocket feature
+ Invista 100% 500 Denier Cordura
Nylon

HARDWIRE® LEVEL IIIA BALLISTIC PANEL
This highly versatile tactical platform is designed for high-speed tactical operations and
provides both soft and hard armor protection with its advanced design for side panel
articulation and new soft armor panel shape.
+ Lightest, thinnest Level IIIA soft armor
available
+ Outperforms the hardest steels, yet
light enough to float

+ Record-breaking stopping power
+ Made of fibers pressed using 25 million
pounds of force
+ NIJ 0101.06 Level IIIA compliant

TACTEC® PLATE CARRIER
The 5.11 Tactical® TacTec® Plate Carrier is constructed for the highest-level performance
while remaining lightweight and mobile. Built out as a fully functional ballistic plate carrier
or as a weighted fitness vest our patented TacTec® Plate Carrier is the most comfortable
you’ll ever wear. Built with rugged, lightweight 500D nylon, it features padded yoke
shoulder straps, perforated mesh, front and back padded panels with built-in airflow
channels, and an innovative design for maximum range of motion. It holds two ballistic
armor plates (medium/large), includes a low-profile Grab-Drag handle and a single-handed
quick-release cable escape system.
+ Enhanced comfort and freedom of
movement
+ Accommodates medium or large
ballistic plates
+ Back yoke shoulder pads distribute
weight evenly
+ Abrasion resistant 500D nylon
+ Adjustable waist and tensional bands
(Sizes XS-XL)

+ Extendable GrabDrag handle for
emergency exfiltration
+ One-handed quick-release
+ Water-resistant coating
+ Oversized airflow panels
+ Durable Duraflex® hardware
+ Web ID loop
+ Fits Rogue® Men’s and Women’s
Weight Vest Plates

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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SRV LASER PLATE CARRIER
When a threat situation escalates, simply don the Point Blank Plate Rack and
immediately upgrade your protection. The new plate carrier features a reverse
bellowed pocket design which easily accommodates a variety of hard armor plates,
which have different thickness. The plate rack can fit an ultra-thin Omega, Steel Plate,
and a standard Level III or IV shooter’s cut plate.
+
+
+
+
+
+

500 denier CORDURA® construction
Reverse bellowed pocket design
2” shoulder straps
Elasticity in waist strap
3D drag handle
Maximum MOLLE compatible
webbing system (front and back)
+ Front and back hard armor plate
pockets (bottom loading)
+ Elastic keepers with padding for
shoulder and waist for added
comfort

+ 3”x 7” ID panels on front and back
+ Can be ordered with Foam or
Ballistic plate backers
+ One size fits most
+ Available for 8”x10” and 10”x12” plate
sizes
+ COLORS: Black, OD Green, Ranger
Green, Multi-Cam, Coyote, Wolf Gray,
*Red and *Navy

ELITE V (MALE)
The Greek name EURUS personifies the Southeast wind… the catalyst for a new
ventilation system integrated into the latest Elite GEN V concealable armor. The new
Elite GEN V concealable body armor system delivers the ultimate combination of
weight, thinness, flexibility and overall performance. With EURUS, you stay cooler,
drier and more comfortable in any environment.
Available with the Alpha Elite Ballistic Series, the Elite offers superb performance plus
one of the lowest weights ever to be achieved in body armor at an unprecedented
0.79 pounds per square foot for a NIJ .06 Level IIIA model.

ELITE V (FEMALE)
The Greek name EURUS personifies the Southeast wind… the catalyst for a new
ventilation system integrated into the latest Elite GEN V concealable armor. The new
Elite GEN V concealable body armor system delivers the ultimate combination of
weight, thinness, flexibility and overall performance. With EURUS, you stay cooler,
drier and more comfortable in any environment.
Available with the Alpha Elite Ballistic Series, the Elite offers superb performance plus
one of the lowest weights ever to be achieved in body armor at an unprecedented
0.79 pounds per square foot for a NIJ .06 Level IIIA model.
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HELO ADJUST
Designed for Military and Law Enforcement use only, the HELO ADJUST is a
restraint device intended to limit passenger movement while traveling inside
of helicopters when seatbelts or other restraint systems are not available or
being used. Its unique aluminum adjuster allows the operator to easily extend
and/or shorten the tether with one hand. The EASHOOK OPEN connector
supplied with the tether includes an automatic locking feature which
facilitates rapid connection/disconnection from an anchor point. In emergency
situations, the operator can also disconnect from the tether by releasing the
snap shackle. The HELO ADJUST meets the performance criteria and testing
validation for the safety belts and lanyards program set by the Program
Manager, Special Operations Forces Survival, Support & Equipment Systems
(PM-SOF SSES) office at the U.S. Army Soldier Research Development, and
Engineering Center, Natick, MA and is included in the Approved Product List.

COMPACT SELF-BRAKING DESCENDER
Multi-function handle allows the user to:
+ Unlock the rope and control the descent with the hand on the free end of
the rope
+

Position himself on the rope without tying off the device

+

 he automatic return system on the handle limits risks in case of an
T
involuntary action by the user

+

 andle storage position reduces the risk of snagging when the descender
H
is being carried on the harness

+

 he safety gate on the moving side plate helps prevent dropping the
T
device and facilitates rope installation when passing intermediate anchors

+

 ivoting cam facilitates taking up the slack in the rope. Can also be used
P
to make a reversible haul system, and for short ascents (in conjunction
with a FOOTAPE foot loop and an ASCENSION handled rope clamp)

+

 owering heavy loads up to 200 kg (only for expert users; consult the
L
Instructions for Use for the device)

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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THE RALLYFIT 20’ 16 LANE ACFT
The RallyFit ACFT Container Gym is a fully deployable
standard 20’ ISO container custom fabricated to
anchor a functional training rig and store equipment
necessary to create an ACFT fitness center. The 16 Lane
ACFT package enables units that have limited space
or operate primarily in expeditionary environments
to conduct functional training beyond the walls of a
traditional fitness facility.

THE RALLYFIT 40’ 20 LANE ACFT
The RallyFit ACFT Container Gym is a fully deployable
standard 40’ ISO container custom fabricated to anchor
a functional training rig and store equipment necessary
to create an ACFT fitness center. The 20 Lane ACFT
package enables units that have limited space or
operate primarily in expeditionary environments to
conduct functional training beyond the walls of a
traditional fitness facility.
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RALLYFIT 10’ HEAVY CONTAINER GYM
The RallyFit Container Gym is a fully deployable
standard 10’ (Bicon) ISO container custom fabricated
to anchor a functional training rig and store equipment
necessary to create a multi-modality training center for
multiple users. This package enables units that have
limited space or operate primarily in expeditionary
environments to conduct functional training beyond
the walls of a traditional fitness facility. The functional
training rig consists of three fully functional squat
racks and 2 additional modality locations and 14
chin up stations and an additional 2 stainless steel
pull up stations that easily attach to the outside of
the container. The external framing is equipped with
adjustable leveling feet to provide stability on uneven
terrain. There is interior mounting and shelving custom
made to fit the equipment provided.
Pictures are of the base model of the RallyFit Container
Gym. The RallyFit Container Gym is highly modifiable
and was designed to meet the various needs of our
military’s warriors. We are able to work with the
military to make design changes or modifications to fit
additional or different equipment and can do so very
quickly in the production of the container gyms.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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PURE NITROGEN GENERATOR UNIT
Solves the issues of supply and delivery. Provides turn-key nitrogen generation, storage and maintenance in the
FTG Module, ID-588 FMTV compatible relocatable steel structure or an ISO/Intermodal container. The proprietary
equipment collects high purity nitrogen out of the air and compresses it into standard high-pressure cylinders for
immediate use. Allows the unit to generate and store nitrogen in real time anywhere, including in the field, to safely and
economically service equipment.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Produces 376 SCFH
Generate Nitrogen on site for filling up to 3500PSI
Ability to Fill lower PSI cylinders such as “K cylinders”
Fill 5 cylinders at once, hands off without monitoring
Optional high-volume storage tank
Ample supply of compressed air at 150 PSI
Manufactured in the United States
ISO 9001:2015 Certified

System consists of:
+ Industrial Nitrogen Generator
+ High Pressure Booster Pump

+
+
+
+
+
+

ISO 13485:2016 Certified
UL, CE, CSA Certified
Nitrogen purities: 95% - 96%
Oxygen Analyzers included
Pre-Filtration included
Standard product offering and complete
customization available

+ Scroll type Air Compressor
+ 5 Cylinder manifold system

Exterior
ID-N2G/3500 can be placed in a BiCon, 20-foot intermodal container, the FTG Module or the FTG ID-588. ISO models
are CSC plated and reinspected/confirmed water-tight and cargo-worthy. The ID-588 has successfully completed
Military Transportability Testing. While leaving the exterior dimensions and structure unchanged, SESOLINC modifies
the interior for use, permanently integrating the interior components into the exterior.
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QUADCON DEPLOYABLE BATTERY
CHARGING STATION
The Solutions FTG Module company is quickly
easily installed with forklift into any available
Quadcon customer own container for deployment.
+ Quadcon module only: Quadcon , 16x 12v
charges per 1x 24v, 4x ion lithium, 16 battery
storage.
+ 10’ Module only: Bicon, 20x 12v charges per
cycle, 2x 24v, 4x ion lithium, 40 battery
storage.
+ 10’ Exterior: Bicon , 20x 12v charges per 2x
24v, 4x ion lithium, 40 battery storage.
+ 20’ ISO Exterior: 20’ ISO, 20x 12v charges per
cycle, 40 battery storage.
QUADCON INTERIOR BATTERY CHARGING:
+ 2 x 4 bank 12 Volt Solid State chargers per side
door
+ 1 x 24 v, 4 x Ion lithium battery charges
+ Charge up to 16 AGM or Optima batteries per
cycle simultaneously
+ Built in racks for 16 battery storage
+ 120 208 Volt, 3 phase power, 60 Amp
minimum
+ 20 ft Mil Spec power cord for generator or
shore power
+ LED lighting, Solid State digital battery tester
Analyzer
+ Manual ABC and D fire suppression

FIRE SUPPRESSION REFILL
STATION
+ 10’ module: Bicon , 3500 PSI system, 95% pure
nitrogen, K cylinders included.
+ 10’ Exterior: Bicon , 3500 PSI system, 95% pure
nitrogen, K cylinders included.
+ + 20’ ISO Exterior: 3500 PSI system, 95% pure
nitrogen, K cylinders included.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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SENTRY AIRFRAME™ SHELTER
Fast, lightweight, and inherently modular, the all new Sentry Airframe™ Shelter is well suited for a variety of applications
where speed is paramount and manpower is limited. Contact our sales team today to get a quote or schedule a demo.
MODELS
Sentry 13
Dimensions: 13’ x 13’ x 11’1”
Useable Area: 162 ft2
Weight: 131 lbs
Inflation Time: 3 min
Complete Setup: 10 min
Manpower Required: 2
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Sentry 17
Dimensions: 17’ x 17’ x 12’1”
Useable Area: 271 ft2
Weight: 168 lbs
Inflation Time: 3-5 min
Complete Setup: 10 min
Manpower Required: 2
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GATEKEEPER SHELTER
Western Shelter has built its reputation on the legendary reliability and versatility of the
GateKeeper shelter line. Since our founding in 1988, this general purpose shelter series has
protected people from the most severe weather conditions all over the world.
MODELS
Gatekeeper 20
Dimensions: 18’ x 18’
Useable Area: 286 ft2

Gatekeeper 1935
Dimensions: 18’7” x
33’11” Useable Area:
570 ft2

Gatekeeper 2360
Dimensions: 22’8” x
60’1” Useable Area:
1274 ft2

Gatekeeper 2342
Dimensions: 22’6” x
42’2” Useable Area:
840 ft2

GUARDIAN SHELTER
Featuring a single piece cover set design,
Guardian Shelters do not have seams
between the roof and the walls. This means
that they are well suited for longer term
deployments where extended exposure to
rain and wind is a concern.
MODELS
Guardian 20
Dimensions: 18’7” x 18’7”
Useable Area: 286 ft2
Gatekeeper 1935
Dimensions: 19’11” x 35’2”
Useable Area: 556 ft2

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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RAPID DEPLOYABLE SYSTEM (RDS)
The RDS is a rapidly deployable, highly expeditionary
shelter system proven to be one of the fastest and most
reliable systems on the market today. This patented
truss-style frame system is stronger and more durable
than standard “Scissor” style frames and can withstand
300 lbs. hanging load at any point on the frame. When
it comes to force protection at remote base operations
– worldwide – in any operating environment, the RDS is
clearly the most durable, versatile shelter system.

+ One of the fastest shelters on the market, missionready in under 10 minutes
+ 9 sizes available to meet the needs of first responders,
forward command operations, medical and surgical
suites, logistics, billeting, food prep/service and other
remote base operations
+ Truss-style frame system is stronger and more durable
than standard “scissor” style frames
+ Fewer moving parts means less damage and breakage
+ No overhead lift
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+ Hanging load of 300 lbs. at any point on the frame
+ Does not require extra kits for snow, wind or rain load
+ TEMPER vestibule adapter comes standard on each
tent
+ No special knowledge for in-the-field repairs – most
repairs can easily be completed in less than 15 minutes
with parts from the included accessory kit
+ Meets or exceeds all military performance
requirements

BIG TOP FABRIC STRUCTURES
+

Low cost per cubic foot compared to traditional construction.

+

Fabric is NFPA-701 flame retardant as stipulated by the
International Building Code.

+

Natural Light – The translucent fabric/design allows ample
sunlight for your crew to work during the day. Electricity
Savings for artificial lighting

+

Comfortable Environment – Our structures are 15-20 degrees
warmer in the winter and 15-20 degrees cooler in the summer.
Energy Savings

+

Made in USA at our manufacturing plant Perry, FL.

+

Temporary status – they incur little or no property taxes, Can
be written off in one year, and our buildings are very easy to
relocate or lengthen in the future.

+

Industry best manufacturing and installation lead times.

+

Adaptable to inclement weather thanks to special engineering
for heavy wind or snow loads

+

Block 99.95 percent of UV-A and UV-B light, prolonging the
life of your electronic equipment

Military Specific
+

Berry Amendment Compliant

+

Compliant with U.S. Air Force Sunshade Management (AFSM),
Air Force Instruction (AFI), and IBC as approved by USACE.

+

Our sunshades and hangars help to ensure Mission Readiness

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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COMBI TOOL GCT 5117 ST EVO (EXCL. BATTERY)
Battery-powered combi tool for spreading, cutting, squeezing
and pulling with one tool.
+
+

 arrying handle with integrated LED lighting
C
i-Bolt Technology

COMBI TOOL CT 5111 ST
For spreading, cutting and squeezing with one tool – CORE
version.
+
+
+
+
+
+

i-Bolt technology
360° rotatable & fold flat carrying handle
CORE Technology
Quicker (saves time)
Safer (more user-friendly)
Easier (allows more efficient use of manpower)

COMBI TOOL HCT 5114 ST
Hand-powered tool that enables spreading, cutting and
squeezing.
+
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Foldable and 180°
rotatable pump handle

COMBI TOOL HCT 5117 SOF
Hand-powered tool that enables spreading, cutting and squeezing.
+
+
+
+

i-Bolt technology
360° rotatable pump handle
360° rotatable carrying handle
Fold flat pump and carrying handles

DOOR BLASTER HDB 90 ST
The Holmatro Door Blaster HDB 90 ST is a
powerful, extremely fast door breacher. This door
breacher is as fast as explosives, without flying
debris. The Pneumatic-hydraulic drive has no sound
from the pump
+

Suitable for use on high-resistance,
multiple lock, inward opening doors

+

Extremely fast and quiet operation

+

Lightweight with compact dimensions

+

Quick and easy installation

+

Equipped with remote control
(on Door Blaster Pack)

+

Detachable pushing cylinder

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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HOLMATRO LIGHT WEIGHT BREACHING
SET
In cooperation with the United States military, Holmatro
designed a light weight breaching set.
This breaching set contains an already existing
CT511* model and SMC 5006 ST, but also the newly
developed lightweight Greenline EVO 3 Backpack Pump
(GBP10EVO3) and powerful Door Ram (DR200ST).

BACKPACK PUMP GBP10EVO3
Holmatro presents its new Backpack Pump: a small, lightweight,
battery-driven pump, equipped with a CORE connector. The
compact GBP10EVO3 pump gives one optimum flexibility to work
with Holmatro’s CORE tools. The Backpack Pump is powered by
the well-known and proven EVO3 technology, using the same
battery that is used for all other EVO3 tools.
The pump and its battery are contained in a practical backpack
that is easy to carry by one person. With the new Backpack
Pump, one can quickly reach even the most inaccessible accident
locations.
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GMK KIT
WRIGHT TOOL COMPANY
The General Mechanics Kit (GMK Kit) from Wright Tool
Company is a portable toolbox complete with the all the
essential tools needed for critical maintenance and repair.
Each tool is fitted into a custom foam lined Mil-Spec case
for easy identification and access when you need it.
Customize your kit with the tools you require for your
exact needs.

COMBINATION TOOL (MAX-MILITARY)
When assembled into its various configurations, the tool
is full size, strong, and reliable. Unassembled, the ax and
attachments are remarkably compact. They can be stored
easily in disaster preparedness supply caches or on any
emergency response vehicle or military vehicle. The
system incorporates seven hand tools into one unit. The
attachments are quickly locked into a beveled socket on
the back of the ax head for use. They are further secured
with a hitch pin or thumbscrew and bar for safety. When
not in use, they are kept in a sturdy carrying case that has
strap handles and pack loops. The entire unit, including
the ax, weighs 12 pounds, and fits together for onehanded transportability.
The MAX-Military tool is (7) tools in (1). The Max comes
with the following: 3-1/2 lb single bit Hudson Bay style
ax with fiberglass handle, ax sheath, shovel attachment,
mattock attachment, pick attachment, broad pick
attachment, rake-hoe attachment, rake-hoe fastener and
safety hitch pins. Includes attachment carrying bag.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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P/N 22-01100 M4/M16 WEAPONS
CLEANING KIT
This military issue cleaning system offers you tools to clean and
maintain every aspect of your weapon. Specifically designed
to clean the C7, C8, M16, M249 SAW, M4, Mod 46, HK 416 and
all other 5.56mm variants, this weapons maintenance system
provides you the tools to completely break down and clean the
most critical parts of your weapon.

P/N 30-000030 EFECT
The Gerber 30-000030 eFect weapons tool was developed
for the distinct purpose of cleaning and maintaining a soldiers
primary weapon. It is compatible and interchangeable with the
Otis cleaning components like brushes, scrapers, pick and rods.

P/N 30-001612 FASTBALL
The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the
place where precision and polish meet. The trend forward yet
practical design has an intuitive finger flipper opening, a utilitarian
Wharncliffe blade, and an aircraft-grade aluminum handle.
Equipped with BOSS Tech, the Fastball lives up to its name
offering quick, smooth deployment - every time.

P/N 30-000590 CRISIS HOOK KNIFE
The Crisis Hook Knife is made to quickly and safely cut through
anything from a seat belt to clothes and even cords, straps, or flex
cuffs, making first responders’ work easier. When every elapsed
moment counts against survival or safety, this featherweight 3
ounce knife can afford its user the critical additional window. The
Crisis Hook Knife is proudly built in Portland, Oregon, USA.
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P/N 30-001636 EMPOWER
AUTO KNIFE
Based on the field-proven Propel, the
Empower is an automatic knife that caters
to the everyday carry consumer. Militarygrade insight and materials evolve to bridge
the gap between function and fashion: a
daily workhorse wielding quick deployment
and a safety-focused design that delivers
aesthetically.
The Empower automatic was built for
the everyday carry user, delivering trendforward colorways and finishes in an
easy-to-operate, safe-to-stow design
that won’t rip up a jean pocket. Offering
reliable control and striking handle designs,
the Armored Grip™ handle scales are
electroformed to provide a quick, confident
grip.

P/N 07550G1 MP600
The Gerber MP600 Blunt Nose Multi-Tool is the fully
functional toolbox that fits in the palm of your hand. This
versatile tool features all stainless steel hardware for
durability and our patented one hand opening plier jawsopen with a flick of the wrist.
In addition to the blunt nose jaws, the Gerber Multi- Plier
600 has ten locking components. These include, pliers,
large, medium, and small screwdrivers, cross point
screwdriver, lanyard ring, drop point knife blade, serrated
sheep foot knife blade, can opener, bottle opener, file,
crimper, wire cutter, and a scale.

P/N 30-001426 CENTER-DRIVE
Real professionals, real tools, real jobs. Gerber’s CenterDrive Multi-Tool is a game-changing addition designed
for real life, heavy-duty work. The thoughtful one-thumb
opening design allows for quick deployment of the three
full size tools you depend on most: the pliers, the blades
and the screwdriver. The Center-Drive is revolutionary,
introducing an extra-long 3.2 inch magnetic bit driver that
opens to align with the center axis of the tool – giving you
all the torque and rotation of a traditional screwdriver.
The full size blades conveniently replace your everyday
pocket knife, and the full size spring-loaded pliers feature
an X-Channel Rail System to eliminate rattle and open
smoothly. Streamlined to offer the right tools for optimal
functionality, the Center-Drive will replace your tool belt in
no time.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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GELSIGHT NON-DESTRUCTIVE
ELASTOMERIC INSPECTION TOOL
GelSight Mobile™ is a handheld instrument that precisely visualizes
and measures the 3D topography of any surface, revealing
microscopic structures that are difficult to see under ordinary
circumstances. The tool can be used on any surface, including metal
or glass, due to GelSight’s patent-pending elastomeric sensor.
Advantages:
+ High-accuracy quantitative
3D data for entire surface
vs. depth gauge or 2D
profilometer
+ Easy, immediate, and
repeatable results vs.
laborious or time-consuming
Economic Benefits:
+ Reduces waste/scrap and
non-quality costs
+ Decreases capital need for
inventory
+ Improves throughput/
productivity for high-

GOWELD PORTABLE MIG WELDER
State-of-the art technology makes GOWELD® the new
portable welding solution. Use it for small and large welding
jobs..

TACTICAL BREACHING TORCH KIT
This lightweight rescue and recovery torch system is
engineered to provide the greatest cutting capability in a
man-carried torch system. The PC/TACMOD1 provides the
capability of cutting linear feet of 1” thick steel in less than
10 minutes.
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processes can be conducted
in situ without destruction of
disassembly to send off-site
+ Works with reflective and
transparent surfaces, such as
metal or glass

cost parts. Enhances
documentation/audit trail of
data for later reference

KNUCKLEHEAD® WORK LIGHT
Articulating head and powerful magnet add versatility to this tough work light.
+ C4 LED technology provides up to
200 lumens for close-up work
+ Adjustable head articulates 210
degrees and rotates 360 degrees
to aim light anywhere
+ Usable hands-free with a freestanding base, powerful magnet or
hanging hook

+ LED work light resists impact and
water
+ Four modes of operation: high,
low, flash and moonlight
+ 20-day run time for extended
outages and emergencies
+ Requires four AA batteries
(included)

STINGER® 2020
The Stinger 2020 is the next evolution in high-performance flashlights and
produces 2,000 lumens. Its aluminum alloy body with an anti-roll design is
ergonomically shaped for a sure grip. It features dual power switches and an
intuitive mode selector switch for ease of use.
A long-lasting SL-B26™ USB rechargeable battery pack offers multiple charging
options using existing Stinger smart chargers and bank chargers to charge inside
the light; use a dual USB cord to charge the battery pack outside the light or a
Li-ion battery bank charger to charge multiple batteries at once.

WEDGE HIGH PERFORMANCE EDC FLASHLIGHT
Designed for everyday carry, the Streamlight Wedge™ easily slips into a pocket.
The rotating thumb switch gives you tactile control of both output modes –
constant on and THRO™. The Wedge is powered by an integrated rechargeable
battery, and charging couldn’t be easier. Simply attach the included USB-C cable
to the rear waterproof charging port. The Wedge is built to last with a machined
aluminum body and Type II MIL-Spec anodized finish.

STREAMLIGHT 14032 SIDEWINDER MILITARY
TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT
Compact, high performance, multi-source LED flashlight with C4 LED
technology. This flashlight has been engineered to meet a variety of hands
free task illumination requirements with various color LEDs operable at varying
outputs and run times. The flashlight features a 185 degree tilting head and belt
or web clip to allow positioning of the illumination source at the work area.
Pull-to-turn locking rotary selector knob prevents accidental mode changes and
allows selection of 4 illumination sources. Durable Belt/Clothing clip with integral
helmet mount features. Attachment screw withstands 30 inch pounds average
torque without failure or stripping.

FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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TA-50 GEAR LOCKER
The TA-50 Locker is a fully-welded, contained locker designed
specifically for gear storage. The open design allows for airflow, but
the all-steel construction and 3-point locking mechanism still keeps
your contents safe. No frame bolts to tighten, no tools required!

TACTICAL LOCKER
The Tactical Locker is the perfect
solution for storing personal gear and
equipment. Each locker offers an easy
storage system for a combination
of weapons, gear, tactical gear, first
responded supplies, apparel, tools, and
many other uses!

SMALL ARMS LOCKER
This isn’t your ordinary locker despite its appearance. The
Small Arms Locker conceals your choice of weapons and gear
behind a double-wall door. Fitted with the universal back
panel, this locker can fit up to eight long guns with room for
storage boxes, pistol packs and much more!
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DEVIL DOG DEPLOYMENT BAG
+ 1000D Fabric and Webbing
+ 9” Cloth Pull Handle
+ Top Opening 12” Access
Flap
+ 4” Polyurethane HD Wheels
+ 3 Point Removable Wheels
+ ABS Frame System
+ YKK #10 Lockable Zippers

+
+
+
+
+

420D Packcloth Interior
3 Inside Storage Pockets
3-D Aerospace Mesh
Double Stitched/Bartacked
One ID Insert & Marking
Window
+ Ballistic Back

OLYMPUS/DEFENDER DEPLOYMENT BAG
+ Unexpanded Dimensions:
30x15x15 (6,750 cubic
inches)
+ Expanded Dimensions:
40x15x15 (9,000 cubic
inches)
+ Expandable, Wheelable,
Ruckable
+ Retractable Composite
HD 14” Metal Telescoping
Handle
+ 9” Cloth Pull and Hanging
Handle
+ 1000D Cordura Fabric
+ Ballistic Back
+ Top Opening 12” Access
Flap
+ Vinyl 4 x 6 Marking
Window
+ 1 Identification Insert

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Front Document Pocket
4” Polyurethane HD Wheels
3 Point Removable Wheels
YKK #10 Lockable Zippers
360 Degree Closed Cell
Foam Protection with
Removable Side Panels
ABS Frame System
210D Packcloth Interior
3 Shelves with Top 360
Degree Velcro
3 Interior Compression
Straps
3 Inside Storage Pockets
3-D Aerospace Mesh
TEK69 Twisted Filament
Thread
Double Stitched/Bartacked
TSA, TAA, and Berry
Compliant
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HYBRID DEPLOYMENT BAG
Our largest duffel bag and the one that started it all as the original
replacement to the green duffel bag. With over 60,000 sold and still
in service around the world, there is plenty of room for a lengthy
deployment or a giant family adventure. The Hybrid expands to the
task at hand protecting your gear and keeping you on the move.
+ Extendable End Pocket adds
another 8” and over 2000 ci
of storage
+ Ergonomic and removable
shoulder straps allow for a
comfortable carry
+ 360° Closed Cell Foam
Padding System protects
your gear and supports the
bag
+ Mesh Lid Pockets keep little
things sorted
+ Large Laundry Pocket keeps
the “nasties” separated

+ Ballistic Nylon bottom
handles the toughest
conditions
+ Side cinching straps keep
the load tight
+ Single row of webbing
loops provides additional
attachment and anchoring
points
+ Re-enforced heavy-duty end
handles
+ All zippers have 550 Para
Cord pulls

SMARTPACK LOADOUT BAG
A perfect sized duffel packed with features. Like all FPG bags, the
FOR76 was designed to live from with its vented SmartPockets,
separate end pockets, lid storage and stowable shoulder straps.
Popular with the military for its ability to be fastened to an FOR68
making an “Ultimate Loadout System”, which carries a Soldier’s “A,
B, and C” loadouts (mandatory gear) this bag will also serve well on
expeditions or family adventures for years to come.
+ Two vented SmartPockets
inside main compartment
that separate the load as
well as provide stabilization
when carrying as a backpack
+ Closed Cell Foam Padding
System protects your gear
and supports the bag
+ When full, the SmartPockets
provide additional
protection to sensitive items
in complimenting the dense
closed cell foam padding
system
+ Ergonomic shoulder straps
make the load comfortable
when needed; Stow them
in their dedicated housing
when you don’t
+ Generous End Pockets add
to the spacious interior
240
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+ YKK water resistant zippers
help keep things clean and
dry
+ Pairing with the FOR68 or
84 makes the “Ultimate
Loadout System” which
is great for airline weight
restrictions
+ Smaller Deployer® and
Lightfighter® size bags can
be used as a rolling chassis
but SP15 Extender Straps are
needed
+ “Gym Bag” Handle will not
tear out regardless of weight
+ Re-enforced heavy-duty end
handles
+ All zippers have 550 Para
Cord pulls
+ Berry Amendment
Compliant

”THOR” ALL WEATHER BAG
Developed for the Norwegian Special Forces, with removable
dividers, stowable shoulder straps, and water-resistant zippers, the
FOR106 THOR works great as a splash bag when working around
wet dirty environments or as an everyday travel bag.
+ 18 oz Polyester Vinyl woven
construction lets water roll
of its back during inclement
weather
+ Closed Cell Foam Padding
System protects your gear,
supports the bag, and
provides flotation should it
fall overboard
+ Two removable dividers
organize your load and
provide stability to the bag
when in use
+ Separate end pockets with
water resistant YKK zippers
keep the mud and water at
bay
+ Ergonomic shoulder straps
provide a comfortable carry
and stow away when not
needed
+ “Gym Bag” Handle wraps
around entire bag and will
not rip out regardless of
load

+ Dimensions are similar to an
FOR76 meaning the THOR
can be attached to a larger
wheeled bag making the
“Ultimate Loadout System”.
+ YKK water resistant zippers
help keep things clean and
dry
+ Pairing with the FOR68 or
84 makes the “Ultimate
Loadout System” which
is great for airline weight
restrictions
+ Smaller Deployer® and
Sherpa size bags can be
used as a rolling chassis but
SP15 Extender Straps are
needed
+ Re-enforced heavy-duty
end handles
+ All zippers have 550 Para
Cord pulls
+ Available in black only
+ Made in the USA
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VACIS® IP6500 FULLSCAN
The VACIS IP6500 FullScan integrated inspection system is a
powerful, practical solution for inspecting vehicles and cargo
in high-volume operations. The system can scan 150 or more
vehicles per hour, bumper to bumper and roof to axles, including
occupants. The system’s high-energy X-ray provides detailed
images, even through heavy shielding, and can distinguish organic
threats from inorganic material.
Its radiation sensing system can detect, locate and categorize
nuclear threats. Its OCR system can identify containers as they are
scanned. And its searchable database component integrates and
delivers images and data on demand.
The VACIS IP6500 FullScan system requires no civil works—it can
be installed directly on an existing concrete or asphalt pad—and its
low radiation dose allows operation in extremely small spaces with
absolutely no need for shield walls or containment buildings.
Compact, powerful, and effective, the VACIS IP6500 FullScan
system is the choice for port operators, customs organizations,
and military and law enforcement worldwide.

VACIS® PLAZA XPL
The VACIS Plaza XPL system is a unique, high-throughput,
plazastyle inspection solution for critical high-volume border
crossings. Its unique scanning technology scans entire passenger
cars, light trucks and vans, and small buses from bumper to
bumper and roof to tires (including occupants) to help security
personnel at multi-lane border checkpoints search for weapons,
explosives, drugs, undeclared goods, and other suspicious items.
The system’s unobtrusive overhead scanning configuration, flush
with the- roadway detectors, and integrated traffic regulation
devices facilitate efficient movement of traffic through the system.
Meanwhile, the system’s low-dose X-ray scanning and material
discrimination reveal hidden weapons and other threats while
highlighting explosives, drugs, and other organic materials.
The system even includes powerful tablet computer-based tools
to simplify secondary inspection procedures, and its networked
communication architecture supports image analysis at the border
crossing or hundreds of miles away at a centralized facility for
added security.
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VACIS® M6500
The VACIS M6500 system is the latest mobile X-ray inspection solution from Leidos.
Mounted on a compact, rugged truck platform, the system helps inspectors search
for weapons, contraband, undeclared cargo, and other items of interest in passenger
vehicles and cargo containers under a wide range of conditions and scenarios.
The VACIS M6500 system’s powerful X-ray source, sensitive detectors, and dual-energy
material discrimination help inspectors quickly locate organic threats like drugs and
explosives. The system is mounted on a truck chassis light enough to be driven in most
countries without a commercial or special license. The system’s low scan height and
operational flexibility allow inspection of all parts of scanned vehicles, from bumper to
bumper and down to the axles.
Combining versatile mobility with technology proven in the hundreds of VACIS systems
already deployed around the globe, the VACIS M6500 mobile inspection system is an
ideal solution wherever mobile scanning is required.

VACIS® XPL
The VACIS XPL system scans passenger cars and other light vehicles to help security
personnel search for weapons, explosives, drugs, and other threats.
The system scans entire vehicles bumper to bumper in just a few seconds as they drive
through without stopping. The system’s detailed images reveal hidden weapons and
other threats, and their color coding highlights explosives, drugs, and other organic
materials. The system’s unique Easy Match feature automatically compares the current
scan with prior scans of the same vehicle and highlights the differences to help
inspectors spot new objects.
The system’s low radiation dose allows drivers and passengers to remain in the vehicle
while it is scanned, enabling the system to scan 150 vehicles per hour or more in the
normal flow of checkpoint traffic. With the VACIS XPL Mobile option, the system can be
relocated quickly with no disassembly.

VACIS® IR6500
The VACIS IR6500 integrated railcar inspection system is a powerful,
practical solution for high-volume scanning of railcars and containers
on rail. The VACIS IR6500 system uses high-energy X-ray technology
to produce detailed images of railcar and container contents,
including dual-energy material discrimination of organic threats.
At the same time, the system can scan each railcar or container to
detect, locate and categorize nuclear material. Its radio frequency
identification (RFID) tag reader can identify each railcar. And its
database component integrates and displays scanning images and
data on demand.
Built for high throughput, the system can scan two one-mile-long
trains per hour. With its small footprint and low radiation dose, the
system can be implemented in very limited space. And by revealing
weapons, nuclear material, and other contraband, the system can
greatly reduce the need for costly manual inspections.
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AIRGARD®
Ambient Air Analyzer for CWA/TIC Monitoring
The MKS AIRGARD® ambient air analyzer is an ultrasensitive, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR) based gas analyzer designed to rapidly detect
toxic gases. The analyzer is capable of detecting parts
per billion (ppb) levels of most CWAs and TICs below
toxic, Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH)
levels within 20 seconds. This low level detection and
fast response ensure succinct time for an appropriate
response such as: shutting down air handling systems,
‘shelter in place’ or evacuation of the affected area. The
AIRGARD analyzer has been thoroughly tested by the
Department of Defense for its sensitivity, specificity,
response time, and immunity to false positive alarms
caused by the sensing of, and alarming to,
everyday benign, non-toxic solvents and industrial
chemicals.
This immunity to false alarms prevents unwarranted
evacuation of buildings, associated interruptions of
business, and emergency notifications when no threat
materials are present in the building airflow.

Applications:
+ Building air handling monitoring.
+ Enclosed public area air monitoring: arenas,
subways, airport terminals, large office buildings, etc.
+ Air sampling and threat warning around CWA
and TIC manufacturing and storage facilities —
Chemical Facility
+ Anti-Terrorist Standards (CFATS).
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+ Rapid Response

+ High Reliability

+ Very Low False Alarms

+ Self Contained

IBAC 2
Bio-threat Detection & Collection
The IBAC 2 is a fully automated biological agent detector that
provides 24/7 air monitoring. It alarms in less than 60 seconds
when a bio-threat is present, triggering an onboard or remote
sampler to collect a real-time sample for eventual analysis. In
wide service throughout the world, IBAC 2 is used to collect
and detect all four classes of biological aerosol threats (spore,
viral, cellular, and protein toxins) at concentrations at or below
industry goals.

IDENTIFINDER S900
Autonomous, Real-Time Radiation Detection
The FLIR identiFINDER S900 is an autonomous
sensor that delivers real-time radiation detection and
identification. It detects the presence or movement
of radioactive material across borders, into buildings,
at large public gatherings, and events. The S900 is
available in a wide variety of form factors that can
be tailored to application-specific environments and
sensitivities. Deployment can begin with a standalone
system and expand to a network of systems as needs
change.
RAPID, AUTONOMOUS MONITORING
Automatically analyzes collected data against
extensive library when change in background
radiation is detected. Radiation source is
identified within seconds.
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IONSCAN 500DT
The IONSCAN 500DT is a highly sensitive desktop trace detector
used to accurately detect and identify a wide range of military,
commercial and homemade explosives threats and common illegal/
controlled narcotics.
By incorporating two Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) detector
modules into a single unit, detection is perfectly optimized and
balanced for different sample types.
Analysis results can be stored directly on the detector, or printed
out with the built-in printer, or exported via the USB port.

IONSCAN 600
The IONSCAN 600 is a highly sensitive trace detector, in a
lightweight, portable desktop configuration. It can be used to
accurately detect and identify a wide range of military, commercial
and homemade explosives threats and common illegal/controlled
narcotics, including the highly potent synthetic fentanyl opioids
that are rapidly spreading across the world.
The IONSCAN 600 is unique in working with cost-effective, singleuse swabs suitable for both manual and wand sampling. Designed
for efficient trace-particle pick-up, these proprietary swabs
reduce contamination risk and offer the most hygienic method for
sampling a person’s hands.
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CTX 5800
ECAC Standard 3 approved and TSA certified, the CTX 5800
explosive detection system (EDS) quickly identifies threats in
checked baggage.
Using a single X-ray generator, the unit’s design provides highresolution 3D images for quick and accurate threat detection in
space or weight restricted environments.
It is compact but flexible, and with simple extensions can process
anything from large duffle bags to skis and golf bags, making it
ideal for smaller airports. For large airports you might be interested
in our high speed EDS CTX 9800.
It can be fully integrated into a baggage handling system and offers
networking solutions to link multiple scanners for efficient image
distribution and system monitoring among operators.

CTX 9800 DSI
The CTX 9800 DSi explosive detection system (EDS) uses a
proprietary single X-ray source, dual energy design that provides
high-resolution 3D images along with 2D and 3D organic/inorganic
material discrimination.
These imaging tools enhance the analysis of details and specific
structures of suspected threats, allowing for efficient security
decisions on all checked bags and cargo packages.
Built on a scalable platform with upgrade capabilities to meet
future detection and capacity requirements, the CTX 9800 DSi can
be integrated with any baggage-handling system.
The system accepts large and elongated bags of up to 2.5m in
length, reducing the need for separate processing of oversized
luggage. Using a single conveyor belt, the CTX 9800 reduces bag
slippage, and a single X-ray source reduces down-time caused by
X-ray-tube failures.

EQO
eqo people screening system uses a flat-panel millimeter-wave
technology to detect concealed contraband of any material type.
The system software indicates concealed object locations by
displaying a marker on a mannequin representation of the person
being screened.
This people screening system operates within a minimal footprint
and can be easily integrated into any current checkpoint
configuration.
FEDERALRESOURCES.COM
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MAX-IR™ FTIR GAS ANALYZER
Next Generation FTIR Spectrometer
The MAX-iR™ FTIR Gas Analyzer has been engineered to meet the most demanding standards for inline process, batch sampling, gas purity/certification, emissions testing, and ambient air monitoring.
Combined with Max’s StarBoost™ technology, MAX-iR™ allows users to achieve single digit ppb
detection limits while maintaining all of the benefits of real-time FTIR. This technology breakthrough,
available only on MAX-iR™, will eliminate the need for costly GC solutions across a wide variety of
applications. Let MAX-iR™ reinvent how you solve your most complex process gas analysis.

Features:

Typical Applications:

+ Real-Time gas analysis (1 sec – 1 min response)

+ Inline Process Monitoring

+ 1 – 32cm resolution FTIR spectrometer

+ Batch Sampling

+ VCSEL laser diode (long life)

+ Gas Purity Analysis

+ SiC IR source (long life)

+ Gas Certification Analysis

+ Non-hygroscopic (no purge required)

+ Continuous Emissions Testing

+ Precision temperature and pressure sensors

+ Ambient Air Testing

+ 5U – 19 inch standard rack

+ Engine (RICE) Emission Testing
+ Turbine Testing
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+ Leak Detection

BIOFLYTETM C-100
Zeteo Tech has created a new state of
the art in near real-time threat agent
identification: BioFlyte™ C-100. Using an
advanced and miniaturized MALDI timeof-flight mass spectroscopy technology,
Zeteo has created a first-of-a-kind
digitalMALDI® mass spectrometer system
with unprecedented levels of sensitivity,
specificity and reduced analysis time.
The C-100 system is intended for use for
analyzing samples in aerosol collected
in critical infrastructure, and can operate
unattended for months at a time when
connected to a trigger sensor.
BioFlyte™ C-100 provides presumptive
biological agent and bio-active chemical
identification in less than 5 minutes. The
system can confirm a detection on as
few as 50-100 bacteria (spores or cells)
and is capable of detecting a wide range
of threats including bacterial spores,
vegetative bacteria, mycobacteria, viruses,
biotoxins and low-volatility, bio-active
chemical threats.

Enabling Next-Generation
Biodefense Solutions

We have developed a revolutionary new class
of fieldable biological mass spectrometers. Our
instruments identify airborne microbes, proteins
and lipids, and can be used to screen for
infectious disease and other bio-threats.
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02PN20-LFA
Security Metal Detector
CEIA USA is proud to introduce the 02PN20 LFA™, an
Extremely High-Throughput Walk-Through Detector, for
mass casualty screening people with bags and luggage
in mass-transit applications. Different than ferromagnetic
detection devices (FMDS), the 02PN20 LFA™ provides higher
performances as it detects both ferrous and non-ferrous
mass casualty weapons with near-zero nuisance alarm rate,
discriminating cellphones, tablet, laptop PC and other large
metallic personal belongings. The 02PN20 LFA™ is compact
and easy-to-install and is available both in panel and column
antenna versions. It is also available as a walk-through gate or
with separate pillars for integrated applications.

PD240
Hand Held Metal Detector
CEIA is proud to present the new PD240 Hand Held Metal
Detector, a development of the well-established PD140 model.
The PD240 is a Hand Held Metal Detector that combines
high reliability and ergonomics with advanced detection and
operator signaling features. Effective sensitivity to all metals,
full compliance with the latest Security Standards and high
immunity to external metal masses are among the main
peculiarities of this new device.
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ORION® METOR® 900M
The Metor 900M is Rapiscan’s first launch in an upcoming
series of new, advanced, metal detection systems.
The Metor 900M is weatherproof with IP65 protection,
making it suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Uses
include visitor screening at stadiums, critical infrastructure
protection and passenger screening at airports and other
mass transit facilities. The system is designed to detect
ferrous and non-ferrous metals such as handguns, knives
and other security threats.
The 900M offers enhanced screening capabilities, while
allowing operators to maintain high throughput rates.
By interpreting the electromagnetic characteristics and
the shape of detected metals, the Metor 900M is capable
of screening for threats and reducing false alarms on
innocuous objects. The system also features multi-zone
displays to help operators quickly and easily identify the
location of the potential threat.
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Surface Transportation
Security guard
monitoring Thruvision
cameras for large threat
items and controlling
building access

Protecting the traveling public from terrorist attack

Ceiling-mounted
Thruvision camera

Allowing suicide vests and assault weapons to be seen at up
to 10 meters, Thruvision provides essential new detection
capability to help protect transportation infrastructure.
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Customs & Borders
Checking all travelers for concealed contraband
Security guard being
directed by monitoring
guard

Ceiling-mounted
Thruvision camera

Permanently wall or ceiling mounted Thruvision units
providing discrete early warning of concealed guns or
explosives enabling building lock-down

International Customs & Border Control agencies rely on
Thruvision to seize drugs, cash and other prohibited items
being smuggled through airports, seaports, land crossing
points and other ports of entry.

Entrances & Public Venues
Screening visitors quickly and safely to detect
weapons and explosives
Security guards monitoring Thruvision
camera plus K9 unit for explosives in bags
Travelers being channeled through ‘pop-up’
screening checkpoint without disrup ng ow rates

Thruvision
w
Field of Vie

Thruvision camera in Tac cal
Deployment System

High deterrence Thruvision deployment in mass transit
environment as part of heightened security response
254 800.892.1099
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Used worldwide to provide enhanced security for building
entrances and public venues, Thruvision increases throughput
and improves the visitor experience.

TS4-SC
People screening camera for weapons & explosives detection.
Proven people-screening camera that sees any type of item –
including metal, plastic, ceramic, gel, liquid, powder and paper –
hidden in peoples’ clothing at distances of 3 to 8m.
Designed to screen moving people, the TS4-SC is completely safe
and non-intrusive, and uses Thruvision’s patented passive terahertz
technology.

+ Events and venues
+ Rail and subway stations
+ Airports
+ Concourses, foyers and public areas

TS4-SC
People screening camera for “stand-off” detection of concealed
threat items.
Proven people-screening camera that sees any type of item –
including metal, plastic, ceramic, gel, liquid, powder and paper –
hidden in peoples’ clothing at distances of 3 to 10m.
Designed to screen moving people, the TAC is completely safe and
non-intrusive, and uses Thruvision’s patented terahertz technology.

+ Rail and subway stations
+ Airport concourses
+ Customs checkpoints
+ Public areas
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THERMALTM RADAR
Intelligent 360° Thermal Camera.
Megapixel 360° Thermal Coverage
Incredibly small footprint, uses less than 10 watts power
Thermal Radar’s rotating LWIR Thermal Sensor creates a near real
time, continuously updating 360° panoramic image at up to 5Mp
in size. Rotating at speeds as fast as 54 RPM this incredible camera
stitches together a composite image of up to 16 “virtual” thermal
cameras creating it’s trademark 360° FOV. The powerful, onboard
analytics can detect intrusions and/or high temperature events and
send HTTP alerts to your VMS or mobile app. Designed to provide
years of trouble free service virtually anywhere in the world, this
compact and rugged unit is temperature rated from -40°C to
+55°C.
»

Fully Self Contained Surveillance Solution

»

Powerful Onboard Video Analytics

»

Completely Undetectable

»

Day or Night / Fair or Bad Weather System

»

Rugged and Reliable

»

Highly Flexible Alert Platform

»

Lightweight and Portable

»

GeoSpatial

»

Cost Effective

HYDRA

POWERED BY THERMALTM RADAR

The Thermal Radar Hydra provides the unparalleled 360° detection
of Thermal Radar combined with targeted surveillance from a
color and laser illuminated PTZ. When Thermal Radar detects a
threat, the PTZ automatically slews to cue, providing immediate
confirmation and forensic coverage.
Thermal Radar continuously scans the designated area;
sophisticated analytics assess what the thermal camera identifies
and then sends the coordinates to the color PTZ camera which
zooms in on the incursion. This gives you 24/7 thermal coverage
plus the benefit of forensic data from the color PTZ.
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»

Detection and Targeted Surveillance:
Combines the unparalleled detection capabilities of Thermal
Radar with an integrated laser illuminated PTZ.

»

Smart Surveillance
Thermal Radar detects immediate and long range threats then
immediately slews the PTZ to target for immediate confirmation
and visual forensics.

»

Not available on the lightweight aluminum trailer.

MOBILE SENTRY
Fully Self Contained Surveillance Solution.
When combined with one of our tower
solutions Thermal Radar products operate
as a fully self contained unit providing it’s
own power, communications, connectivity,
analytics and alerts.
Thermal Radars unique form factor weighs
less than four pounds. When combined with
one of our MoileSentry towers, Thermal
Radar and Thermal Radar Hydra can be
deployed easily in remote sites with little to
no supporting infrastructure.
The Mobile Sentry is built to be tough and
rugged. Equipped with Hydra or Thermal
Radar it is an award-winning 360 degree
camera solution. Mobile Sentry is intelligent
mobile geospatial platform providing a
state-of-the-art observation and detection
solution.
Mobile Sentry towers come standard with
a heavy duty rugged frame, 15” Wheels and
tires, 3500 lb rated axles to withstand the
most rugged and toughest environment.
Our towers have an average life of 12+
years. For over two decades, Mobile
Sentry has a reliable hydraulic mast and
a simple control system. Our clients like
these features because it takes only a few
minutes to get set up and operational.
»

Hydraulic mast allows setup in less
than 20 seconds

»

Solar panels allow for completely
silent operation

»

All power required to run the
system is onboard
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
DRONE: sUAS

GOLDEN EAGLE SUAS PLATFORM
Golden Eagle is an American-made sUAS designed to be applied in a variety of use cases within the Department of
Defense and other Government agencies. The Golden Eagle’s primary application is short-range ISR capabilities in
government operations, but has been adopted by industry for managing wildlife and land, as well as infrastructure
and security.
Teal’s Golden Eagle is a superior American-made sUAS platform focusing on effortless use, reliability, and extreme
effectiveness. The Golden Eagle platform features.
+ Modular architecture

+ Optimized SWaP

+ EO/IR imaging

+ Scalable design

+ High endurance

+ Near-silent propulsion

+

+ Long range

+ Integrated compute platform

+ Secure and encrypted
communication
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Section 848 compliance with the
FY20 NDAA

TEAL AIR CONTROL (TAC)
TAC optimizes every aspect of unmanned system operation, enabling front-line forces to stay safe and informed
while enhancing situational awareness.
Powered by Teal’s cutting-edge technology, TAC is a secure and compliant handheld ground station that enables
mission-critical operations, whether with Teal’s Golden Eagle sUAS, or any MAVLink compatible aircraft with a
supported radio.
TAC is one of the only ground control stations in this category to be mass produced in America. TAC is a fully
custom designed and developed, state-of-the-art ground station that allows front-line operators to expertly navigate
in austere conditions. TAC’s weather-resistant, durable, and seamless design helps operators consistently achieve
mission success.
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
DRONE: cUAS

SKYDOME® MANAGER
EnforceAir, D-Fend Solutions’ flagship
counter-unmanned aerial system (c-UAS)
product, features the world’s premier counterdrone, cyber, radio frequency (RF)-based
takeover technology. Our system, in either
autonomous or manual mode, detects, locates
and identifies rogue drones in your airspace
and then neutralizes the threat by allowing
you to take full control over the drone and
land it safely in a predefined zone.
Since the system does not rely upon jammers
or kinetic technology, EnforceAir avoids
collateral damage, interference, disruption
and disturbance. Continuity prevails as
communications, commerce, transportation,
and everyday life smoothly proceed.
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PROTECT

TM

Real-time CBRNE detection, surveillance
& crisis management system.

Your new approach to

SAVING LIVES.

DETECT
Remote sensors
continuously
monitor air quality
and environmental
conditions.

IDENTIFY
Agent identity and
concentration are
instantly transmitted
to
Command & Control.

ANALYZE
PROTECT links CCTV
systems and sensors to
automatically provide
alarm verification and
threat analysis.

COMMUNICATE
First Responders are
prompted to take
action based on predefined Concept of
Operations.

RESPOND
Facility operators and
First Responders can
track critical actions
executed by response
teams.

ISOLATE
Above and below
ground plume
modeling provides
visual map of hazard
zones.

CORE FEATURES
The technology of the PROTECT system has three main components:
1.

Chemical agent and toxic industrial chemical detectors to provide
rapid alert to the Operations Control Center (OCC)

2.

Video cameras to verify at the OCC that an detector activation is
real based on patron distress or through the activation of
multiple detectors at the same time,

3.

Command and control software that digests the detector data,
video data, train location data, and external meteorology providing
easy-to-use output screens for situation awareness and responder
direction.

A pre-approved Concept of Operations Plan is used as part of the
PROTECT software output in the Operations Control Center, visualized
as part of the three PROTECT output screens. Users at fire rescue and
at the local Emergency Operations Centers are able to view the video
and response decisions made by others helping them to respond
appropriately and rapidly within their own SOPs to the facility attack.

Supporting Those Who Protect Us All™
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